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The NationalS_enc, Foun_.. _ _ been involved in _ t_hno!ogy
assessments compztng UnttedStms m,4 foretancountriesSince 198S.a

propor onof .=t ty J  m,e Technonogy
Center (TI'EC) and World Technology EWluatton Center (WTEC) programs. We
have supported more than 30 JTEC and WrEC studies over a Wide range of
technical topics

As U.S. technological leadenddp b challenged b mas of previous dominance, such

as aeronautics, space, and nuclear _r, many governnwn_ and private

_afions seek to set policies,that _ be!p inaintain U.S. strengths. TO do ttds
e_bctively requires an unders_ of_m_ position of the United States and
its competitors. The purpose of the FI'EC_ program is to!_ research and
development efforts ongoing in other e_:_ specific areas of techndogy, to
compare these efforts and their results to US. research in the stone areas, and to
identify opportunities for international _on in pre-compatitive rese_h.

Many U_. organizations support _ _ gathering and xnalysis e_orts
directed at nations such as Japan. B_:olten the results of _ studies are not

widely aveilable. At the same_e, _t and privately s_ored studies that
are in the public domain tend to __ studies. That is, they provide
en_0n of inputs to the rsee__ _!opment process, such as monets_y

expenditures, personnel data, and __:_t _not provide an mssrnent of the
qm_y or quantity of the outputs ob_ _

Studies of the outputs of the research and development process are more difficult
to po_orm because they requite a s_ _ysis performed by individuals who
are __ln tho relevant technical _, 'rho National Science Foundation staff
in_ _ioW with e_ _ _a_ range of _ciplines. These

individuals provide the technical expertise nu_bd to assemble panels of experts that

can perform competent, unbiased, technical _.ews of research and development
activities.

Specific technologies, such as _le_, biotechnology, end nuclear
_, are selected for study by__ _gencins that _ an interest in
obtaining the resulm of an assessment m_cl_-M able to contribute to its funding. A
typical assessment is sponsored by two to_ agencies. In the _t _ years of

the progrmu, most of the studies f___ reflecting concern over Japan's
growing economic prowess. Studies were _ defined by a few federal mission

agencies that; ¢ontribu_:! most of the __. the Department of Commerce,

the Department of Defense, and the __|iof Energy.
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o Including a b_r policy and economic context to our studies. This is
dimct_ at the need to answer the _ "So what?" that is often raised in
_-mection with the purely technical _Jusions of many _ and WTEC
panels. What am the inwlications of _mchnl_ results for U.S. industry
and the economy in genreS? We wiU_be adding an _oocncmbt to an
upcoming JTF.,C study on optoelecUonios in Japan u a new effort to address
these broader questions ' _

In the end, all government funded programs must answer the following question:
How has the _ ben_tted the nation? I would like to point out a bw of the
benefits of the JTEC/WTEC program: ..

O JTEC studies have contributed significantly to U.S. benchmarking of the

growing prowess of Japan's technological enterprise. Some have estimated
that ]'I'EC has been responsible for over half of the major Japanese
technology benchmarking studies conducted in the United States in the past
decade. Our reports have also been widely cited in various competitiveness
studies.

O These studies have provided important input to policymakers in federal
mission agencies. ]TEC and WTEC panel chairs have given special briefings
to senior officials of the Department of Energy, the NASA Administrator, and
even the President's Science Advisor.

O JTEC/WTEC studies haw been of keen inmrest to U.S. industry, providing
managers with a sense of the competitive environment internationally.

Members of the recently completed study on satellite communications have
been involved in preliminary discussions concerning the establishnwnt of two

separate industry/university consortia aimed at correcting the technological

imbalances identified by the panel in its report.

O JTEC and WTEC studies also have been wJusble sources of information for
both U.S. and foreign researchers, suggesting potential new research topics
and approaches, as well as opportunities for international cooperation. One
JTEC panelist was recently told by his Japanese hosts that, as a result of his
observations and suggestions, they have made significant new advances in
their research.

0 Not the least important is the educational benefit of the studies. Since 1983
over 170 scientists and engineers kom all walks of life have participated as
panelists in the studies. As result of their experiences, many have changed
their viewpoints on the significance and originality of foreign research. Some
have also developed lasting relationships and ongoing exchanges of
information with their foreign hosts as a result of their participation in these
studies.
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The World Technology Evaluation Center CWTEC) panel on Research Submersibles
and Undersea Technologies _ formed to review the state of the art in this broad

field within the countries of the former Soviet Union _SU}, particularly Russia and

Ukraine, and in selected Wastem European countries. The panel visited leading
companies, academic research programs, and govemnmnt iaboratories in Finland,
France, Russia, Ukraine andthe United King_m_ Because of the large geographic
area and the breadth and technical complexity of the subject, the study could not
be comprehensive. However, by carefully seledting the sites to be visited -- based
upon the substantial prior knowledge of many committee members - it was possible

to acquire a meaningful evaluation. The end of the Cold War and the resulting
efforts to commerolaliu some military technology, _ the increased ul_mtion of

sophisticated equipment in the exploration for and production of on and gas in the
North Sea, had led the sponsors of this study to the belief that a review of subsea

technology in this geographical area would be productive. This was verified by the
panel's findings.

Because much less was known a priori about the technologies in Russia and the

Ukraine, there were more new findings in those countries than in the Western

European nations visited. Some general concl_ons will be draw based upon the
panel's overall experiences, and these will be fOllOwed by more specific conclusions
in each of the study's subject areas.

There is a pronounced emphasis in the United l_]ngdom on the development of
advanced sensors and affordable autonomous and remotely operated vehicles.

These vehicles are being developed for use in both the research community and the
o_shore industry, r . -

Research and development is being conducted in theUnited Kingdom and in France

on developing very great endurance Chtmdrede _ofldlometers to full ocean width) for
autonomous vehicles.

Europe is making substantial progress in cooperative and coordinated research in

subsea technology, including the development of standards. No such cooperative
rese_ and development is underway _the United States, which may have a
significant impact on future competitiveness. •

The economic stimulus for subsea technology development in Western Europe
appears to be largely to support fisheries management and offshore off and gas
production.
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SPBCIEqC CONCL_

Deep ocean submemiblee, such as the _ (Russia) and NauNe _), continue
to be effective ptatforzas for undersea work mwl muarch because of thek uSensive

sensor, instrumentation, and manipulative capal:4h'ty. Some _ientlsW comider the
_r submersibles, built by Rauma in Finland, to be the best equipped and most
capable research tools for deep sea (6,000 m) research.

Although Russia and _ have developed limited remote sensing c_;_aility for
ocean studies using Lidar and acoustic Doppler currentpromers, these _ are
not unique and are within the current international state of practice. .

The countries of the FSU are _ oceanographic insUwnenm (such as
conductivity, temperature, _arid, depth, or .CT_, and _t meters). Thek data

quality is unknown, and ln__ns shoutd_be_ conducted to determine
measurement capabiliti_... Other factors, such as mlbk_ty, maintaJna]_ty, and

service must also be _ Prices are currently quite low, but this may be a
short-term situation that will eventually change to correlate more closely to Western
prices.

Several European countries outside of the FSU are ac_,ely developing _-type

remotely operated vehicl_ (ROVs) and autonomou! underwamr vehiclex (AUVs).
The European Economic Community is supporting as major programs mumumed
platfonl_ for undersea and oceanographic research using enhanced sensors and
samplers. This is in marked contmat to.the United States, where there b no major
focused thrust for developing scientific AUVs.

 mVJV, I4 ro w  L

_Ebergy. The W'I'EC teanw _ not see _ _y new _ in energy
systems at any of the sites visited. However, at the Bathe time, panellsm were
impressed with the variety of sources being used, or designed for use, in underwater
vehicles. The spectrum of systems in use in the FSU range from small, simpli_ed
nuclear reactors to conventional lead-acid batteries (used in tlw nmnemUs manned
submersibles in the FSU). In Europe, the panel found fuel cells, semi-fuel cells,

Rankine Cycle engines, Sterling Cycle engines, and hydrasir_ gas generators all
presently at sea onboard various vehlcle plaffornw ....

In Russia, the most impressive _direcfiam were nuclear power systenw (fnt
developed for military submarines)and fnel cells (first developed for the space
program). While the fuel cells were of conventional design, several had been built
and many hours had been logged in spaceflight conditions.
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The WTEC group was surprised by the variety and number of manned submersibles
built in the FSU, in operation now, and planned for the future. Several vtsimd
activities, mostly those that have been either involved in manned submersibles or
military submarines in the past, now have tourist submarine plans on their drawing
boards. (Computer-aided design is essentially unavailable.)

existing manned subam_ibles are fundamental, low cost, uncomplicatmd,
reliable, tested, and available. Ocean researchers are enthusiastic users who are

quite satisfied with the _ of_mm tools. The ability to use and fabdoaW
titanium in undersea vehicles in Russia and Ukraine is advanced. The acceptability
of Russian Registry Certilcaflon by Western insurance _s needs to be
examined carefully before Contracting for use of manned submersibles built in the
FSU.

• i

Academically, industrially and operationally, the existing manned submersible base
in Russia and Ukraine is truly impressive and has great potential.

Umnmmed Sulznms_bhs

Great _,='ta/n and France. Slingsby Engineering Ltd. (SEL), I_ north o/London,
is the major large ROV supplier in Great Britain. The company's only competition
is Perry Triteel_ a Florida.based carnpm_yowned by a Fmnah cM:enpsny (Coflesip)

and International Submadne__ring OSE) of Port Coq_tlan, B.C., Canada. SEL
identifies the customer needs m_d_ the hardware accordingly, as is the oase
with its/t/RVROV. Where _SEL canttnues to improve the ccz_ponents.
will remain a small organization _ the customer market b small and because
more user/service companies are fabricating their own special purpose ROVs.

The MobiI-FSSL project is a typical mmmple of s major oil company starting with a
large working ROV (the _ _qV)_ _ s_lbg specialty tools to undertake major
underwater tasks. This trend will oonlinue.

Great Britain has a rsspeetst_position in scientific unnmuwd sys_ms. The
Deacon Laboratory Autosub _eetb very ambitious but mustwatt at]east five more

years to see final results. The Marconi ODASvehicle, based on torpedo technology,

could have a major impact on the scieatiflo community because of its low cost.

The observed trend is for univemitbs to take a murow_ view of technology

development because of funding _. Also there is a cooperative culture for
technology development, not Just within Great Bdtain, but wflhin the European
Community. A prime example e_ this b _ European _ty Marine Science
and Technology (MAST) research progrmra. A new MAST program aimed at
furthering autonomous underwater vehicles is the Advanced Research for Unmanned
Autonomous Underwater VeldelN. The contributors to tl__ are Deacon

Laboratory and DRA from G_'eat Britain, IFREMER, ECA, and INRtA from France, the
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undertaken in an environment with limited computer hardware capability. This

limitation has most probably been the reason for the direction of s_
development there. The emphasis has been on efficient algorithms and highly

capable micropro_mming.

Matur/ty of Appl/cst/ons. Them have been many applications of technology that are
both interesting end novel. It must be undemtood, however, that the actual maturity
of those applications is not clear. Many of the technological concepts discussed
were in their conceptual stages only. With limited financial resources, it is unclear

just how many of those applications will come to fruition.

_tructm'e. The changes in the FSU have had a strong impact on the technology
infrastructure. Communications amm_g various groupl is unclear. Also, the method

for moving from concept to final prototype wMoontrolled very completely in the

pest, and the resources needed to accomplkh a development effort were planned
and in place. It seems that thk is no longer the case and it will be a while before
such an infmstruotum evolves in this new environment.

Several factors affecting technology development in Russia and Ukraine were

apparent during the visits and discussions. Although not necessarily related to

technology development, the following factors are among those that are important

to the process used to develop technology:.

o

o

o

o

o

Publishing in professional journals
Acquiring better computer hantwam

Establishing better communication channels
Better understanding of how to do business with the West
Better understanding of technology outside of the FSU

There were applicatimw of acoustic _hnclogythat were both exci_ng to consider
and important to advancing the state of the art in this field. Due to limited time, it
was not possible to truly understand the _hnimd accomplishments of the

technologists, yet their ideas were intriguing and their concepts novel. More should
be done to fully understand many of these efforts.

As mentioned previously, one of the questions that constantly surfaced was how far
specific applioafions had been taken. It wasn_ clear attimes whether a concept
being discussed had yet moved to lmrdwsm or prototype development stages,
whether it had been evaluated ina real world setting, or whether it had already

become available as a product. ' :

Sometimes it was also unclear what tim future _hald for specific applications that
were discussed. With limimd msom'cse and a very dynamic environment, the future

of an idea is uncertain. Many of the applications dbcussed could well be moved
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objectives in ocean research. Good work is also in progrmm.toward development
of ROVs for the offshore oil industry.

The org_afions invoh, ed in UV development and madnemsearch are well
equipped for research, en_wering, and overall system integration, 'rite computer
equipment and test facilities are modern and as capable as any-in the United States.

Former Sow'et Union. Labor and martials are still cheap in _ssia and Ukraine, and
the availal:_ty of micro.eleetronics is limited. This h_ led in the: past to an

emphasis on manned UVs rather than unmanned units. Mwuwd UVs Ire ossier to
integrate and maintain, and use low-cost labor to good effect. _Th/s trend will
probably continue into the near_ future, until the industrial sector begins to mature
and costs drive it toward tmmanned systems. In the West, the high cost of labor and

the risk of litigation and insurance penalties have driven __towsa'd unmanned
solutions, However, the same cost of labor has made sopldstication and high

technology expensive. The United States has improved _ce and minimized
man-dependency, but in some cases has violated the basic rules: 'l_eep it simple"
and "s_nt is good enough." The United States is too o/ten emeuored of the
whiz-bang solution rather than the simplest one.

Fundamental science in Russia and Ukraine is impressive and based on sound
theory. Due to lack of computational capabilities, there has been a focus on

empirical validation rather than in-depth analysis. This will continue during the
process of economic, political, and defense conversion.

FSU scientists and engineers have been very creative in applied research, and have
many accomplisluuents that equal or exceed those of the West. Some examples

include manned submersibles, acoustic tomography, nonacoustic ASW, high-speed

underwater projectiles, and materials development for the marine environment.

Engineering in Russia and Ukraine is generally behind that of the West in

sophistication, but not necessarily in results. Some en_eering and integration
achievements there include the following:

o Numerous and very good research test facilities

o Short development spans based on a theory of build it, field it, and then

improve it

o Avoidance of the analysis paralysis that slows progress in the West

o Lack of preoccupation with aesthetics; systems are built stout to last and

simple for easy maintenance
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The initial meeting of the World Te_ L:_raluation Center (WTEC)panel on
Research Submersibles and Undersea T_ologies was held at the National
Science Foundation CNSF_ in Was__ i_'C.on November 19, 1992. Paul Herer
and Not'man Caplan of NSF, a _ _r of the study, presen_d their

agency's interests in nonmilitary .s.ubmersibt_ and subsea technology. The
participants formulated the general plan for the study, generated an initial list of
target sites to visit, and established the _tas and basic itinerary. This plan was
refined in _a series of conference c_ over _ X several months. Subsequent

consultation with the Adwmced Research Pmjects.__.Agency (_P_, the other major
sponsor of this study, led to further refinement of the scope.

At the first meeting, the subject areas selected for investigation were: sensors and
instrumentation; control, automation, and communication; hydrodynamics, power, and

propulsion; manned systems, unmanned systems, and applications of acoustics; and

systems engineering and integration. Eaeh__ area was assigned to one panel
member, who was responsible for documenting the panel's findings in this report
with respect to that area. The penel's conclusions_in the executive summary follow
this breakdown, as do the subsequent chapters.
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drastically narrowing the technical and geographical scope, there really was no
solution to this problem.

Another limitation arosefrom the amount of _ne devoted to tours of iabomtories and

facih'ties at the expense of discussion time. On occasion, panelists saw unique and
impressive facilities during these tours. For the most part, however, the tours were

highly repetitive and relatively unproductive.

Language barriers were an obvious restraint to communication in most host
countries. Language di_k,renoss also limited the technical depth that could be
reached. _ written materials, good technical trarmiators (there was
simultaneous translation on one occesion in Ukralnel), and solid advance field work
lessened the impact of thebnguage ban-_, but it remd a significant restraint,
particularly in the former Soviet Union (FSU).

The effects of defense conversion_ acti_" "tinswere evident at most of the sims the

panel visited, but most markedly in Russia and Ukraine. New companies or trade
groups in these countries, la_king previous experience in or close ties to free market
activities, appeared to llave d_culty decidh_ on appropriate civil applications for
their extensive defense t_mology. The paneLobsenmd, for example, a surprisingly

large number of agencies in Russia designing or proposing tourist submarines in
competition with each other for a world market that is already close to saturation.
In addition to defense.conversion, Russian and Ukrainian scientific institutions are

attempting to convert to coran_rcial objectives, including the development of marine

resources and improvement of envtzmlmm_ld conditions. There appem'ed to be very
little planned activity at many institutions. It appears that many valuable assets,

human and physical, may be in danger of being lost because of the severity of the
economic problems.

One of the interesting problems that arose from some of the visits in Russia and
Ukraine occurred because of the hosts' _ions to dbclose information and

technology that bad been declassified only very recently. Many of the panel
members are aware of complementary work in the United States that remains

classified. However, Russia and Ukraine possess impressive, and in some cases
unique, facilities for physical testing. These facilities are underutilised and offer
opportunities for Western nations.

Researchers in Russia and Ukraine have extremely limited computing facilities
compared to Western engineers in this field. As a result, Russian and Ukrainian
researchers have taken a strong theoretical or analytical approach to most problems,
which appears to have been very valuable. It has resulted in an abih'ty to write
extremely efficient computer code to facilitate numerical analyses and signal
processing on limited computer platfon_. Given the ready availability of large
platforms in the West and the greater difficulties in maintaining tightly coded
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IN'I'K_UCTION

Underwater vehicles end sensor systems are essential to conducting research and
working in the ocean. Over the past several decades, the use of these vehicles, both
manned and unmanned, has increased dmmnticdb/to conduct significant work
associated with offshore oil development, defense activities, salvage, and undersea
research.

One of the major goals of this study is to identify and assess European research and
development and technology in _ teleopenm_ and aut_omous vehicles and

Msociated systems. This c_ter_ on _, measurements, and sampling
cap_ility using these vehicles. Instnmwntafion used for ocean studies, as well M

remote sensing capability will also be discussed.

DATACOLLECTIONCOSTSANDFo'sTn:'_TIONS

The collection of marine and oceanographic related data b costly;, however, these

measurements and obeervationsm necessary for various user sectors on a
worldwide basis. These include data cm the ocean floor, coastal seas, living
resources, health of the oceans,-shipptng, defense, and cUmste_ Obtaining ocean
data often involves using large ships whose operational costs range from $10,000 to
$50,000 per day. Because of these costs, it is imperative that the data collection
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Scientific and research appiloatka_ for__s generally increase as

a function ofdeptb. Exte_ _ m_:tttndomel relish using manned

submersibles was _d _,_970s _ Project FAMOUS _ench-
American Mid-Ocean Study) _ _ _an_'_ at depths ot 3,050 m (10,000
ft), during which _!_100,000 __ were made _ twarly 1,300 kg

(3,000 lbs) of carefully sele_ _ samples m _ by.A/v_ and two

French submersibles, h't-acldltkn'_ _snmplum collectedand a data logger

was developed to automatically __pth, altitude, heading, and time (Kamhl

1990). Since that time, numerous __bleS haw been cleV_ol_d by various

counuies (specifically _.--__J_,-m'_d,_ United:Stms), including
several having 6,000 m cap_iltff. _ _ French and _ian scientific-type
submersibles, consisting of _ _ N'auf_'e, _,/t_ submersibles, will be
described in the following section. Other Russian and Ukrainian submersibles are
discussed in other chapters.



pmpo,_, including rock, mdln.._ water m_;ding, and In-situ

b..two __dSOOkg

rocks, a rock corer, a vacuum sampler, a tracer injector, and miscellaneous cutting

tool={}_chel et__ 19e9).
+ +

dollvorod to the USSR Academy d _ by _ .Ocu, ni_ of Y_,

l_dsnd,inDoc_ 1987,when they__ suacessadsea _4alstoO,IYOm,
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REMOTELY OPE_'I'H_ VEIaCI_

Generally speaking, most of the remotely operated vehicles available in Europe and
the former Soviet.Union (FSU) are workmbicles for the ofbbom industry. These are

dis_ in detail in Chapter 8 of_thb .re_ However, them were several
specialty ROVs that have been designed _ are_be_ developed for sc_tentiflc and
unique appUcations. These include the Intemhelf k'Ish-103 series of ROVs, developed

for assessment of the environmental effects from the sunken Komsomo/e_s nuclear

submarine. These compact ROVs have been used to make observations and

measurements using a tether management system on the _ submersibles.

In addition to the 6,000 m and 3,000 m submemibles, IFREMER is developing a
6,000 m ROV that is scheduled for seatrlals in 1998. This $7 million project
(manpower costs excluded) will incorporate scientific requirements, including
sensom and instrumentation from undemearesearchers. ThisROV willutilize a fiber

optic umbilical and a 300 m tether with three tool packages, including biological,
geological, rand ocean sensor configurations. These tool packages will be
interchangeable with the scientific ROVs operated by the Monterey Bay Research
Institute (MBARI), Monterey, California, allowing broader accessibility to the world
undersea science community.
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_ntal design considerations include minimum air temperature, thermal

shock, icing, fouling, low temperature sul__ integrity, and corrosion. To withstand

Arctic operations, ch'cuit designs are rated to -40"C operational and -65°C storage.

Sensors and filters am _highly stable; and are designed for cold temperatures and
thermal shocks. " _ _

AUVs are being developed by the Institute.of Oceanographic Sciences' Deacon

Laboratory (IOSDL) as part of the Autosub project of the United IQngdom's National

Environment Research Council (NERC). Deacon Laboratory is leading this project.

The Autosub project will involve the development of three AUVs (Babb 1993). The

first is the Demonstrator Test Vehicle, which will be a full ocean depth (6,000 m)

demonstration and luming AUV. Additional long-term concepts under consideration

include DOLPHIN (Deep Ocean Long l_tb Hy_ogcaplu'a Irish, a 6,000 m

depth capable AUV that would follow a vertically undulating path taking

oceanographic measurements inthe water column and a range target of 7,000 ]an,

surfacing every 30 km to fix its position by global positioning satellite (GPS) and

transmit its data. Another AUV concept is DO,alE (Deep Ocean C,eolo_cal and

C,eoph_/ca//nstnuner_d_orer), which-Would be used for geological survey

using acoustic imaging sensors of the seabed.

Development of the D O/._/-IDV AUV during the next decade represents an ideal

technique for automatic wide-area hydrographic data collection in the deep oceans

and under ice. By conducting comprehensive surveys across ocean basins,

DOLPHIN would complement surface _ using satellites, buoys at fixed

locations, and other meastwement plagorms. D0/.J_/./IN'is designed to provide a set

of measurements with _nt acc_ andreaclution (water density resolved to

l0 s) that when assimilated, along withr_ data, into four-dimensional models,

would permit computation of global transport of heat and moisture by the oceans,

a critical factor in global change.

_G/E would be-a geologic survey vehicle that could provide highly detailed

maps using acoustic imaging sensors of the seabed for a total track length of 1,000

km in a 50 krn x 70 km rectangle. Speolfl6 studysites would include hydrothenual

vent fields associated with-ore deposits _ midocean ridges. Because it is

designed as a multisensor vehicle, DOa(_Ecm14as side scan sonars, a subbottom

profiler, a magnetometer, and_micalsm',sms. This AUV is therefore capable of

providing a wealth of data on geophysical and geological properties of particular
sites.

In addition to its activities under the U.K.'s Autosub project, IOSDL is also leading

an EC Marine Science and Technology (MAST H) program with six other European

partners (including IFREMER).-This _ _ ile "Advanced Systems Research for

Unmanned Autonomous Underwater Vehicles" and is focussed on generic

subsystems research. This is almost certainly h'w same program referred to during
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version has capabilities comparable to a commercially available ADCP (e.g., RD
Instruments, Inc.).

2.4

bsmmot  
Dosu c mm Spa  tom

_ I0 m/sec (shipboard version)

Current Profiling Depth
i i i i i

Depth Cell Length .+

One-Pulse Measuring Error
I II II

Averaging Interval for 1 cm/sec
Accuracy

iii

Bias

Number of Depth Cells ..... ++*'+ +'
, i i 11 i ii i ,1111+ • _

Operating Pressure - +- _+

200 m to 300 m

4,8, 16m

10, 8, 2.8 cnV_c

2 minutes

<0.2S% d mean velocity

up to 100
.i ii

10 atmospheres

A broadband version of the AI_P with enhanced capabilities was developed two
years _O by _e s_ c_y. i_ __d design implements advanced

signal processing technology _ mt puise-to-pulse coherent sonar. On receipt
of the broadband signal, it is amplifled_ digitized. This design provides a four-
fold resolution increase, an order of magnitude faster updates, shallower operating
depths, and highly aocmate Doppler Vel_ log capabilities when compared to the
narrowband ADCP version (Spefn _ _,oedon 1992).

OC_,ANOGWWP_C sI_qSoBS AND D_Pm.WB_A'I'ION

The following section describesVarioum_eceanographic sensors end instrumentation
developed by Ukrainian and __titutes. Most of the _nts described
were developed at the Marine _h)m_ Institute (MHI), Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, in Sevutopol, _. __-_ other major source of oceanographic

instrumentation in the FSU is the Institute of Oceanology, Russian Academy of
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Much of the/nsm_nem_k_ devol0_ed in Russia end Ukraine has had questionable
data quality, and the _ and.renabil/ty has :not been .on a level with
comparable Wost_n ocean sensors (Dugan and Jendro 1993). Numerous
cooperative intercalibration expedmonts, both in the laboratory, and the field, have
revealed measurement anomalies outside the reported accuracy bounds of the

sensors. It is unclear if thk _canbe attributed to insmmwnt quality, calibration
procedures, laboratorys_, or routine malnmnance. Data of known quality is
an important product from international global experiments.

mcma, aNsous caemm'r

The sinking of the _o/em submarine off Norway in 1989 resulted in several
in-situ investigations of the _ 0rid surrounding area by Russian research
institutions and scientists. In oederto _ly carry, out tlwse studies (see Table
3.6), equipment, hmnmwntatic_,_ _._sonsors have been developed by_ Russia's
Central Design Bureau for Msd_ _g 0_IBIN) to enable researchers to

assess the contamination effects _nuclear reactor and nuclear missiles. For
example, two small ROVs were dmmloped by Intersheif for deployment from the
submersibles to allow closer _ of the submarine. These neutrally buoyant
ROVs have a depth capability off,00Om, two TV' cameras, and a radiometer.

r mmw m k ,t mka

in !/,i I

Sank 4-7-89 in Norwegian Sea in 1,700 m water

Three Expe__ _

- Completed 13_tbme_le diws, 130 hours
- Towed camera and AUV surveys

Obtained 200 sediment and soil samples
- Demloped gsmma _ters

- Used submemible_deployed ROVs
- Obtained 3,000raNsnremonts

I

Because of absorption of alpha __:emissions by almost .any intervening
material (seawater, hull, _etc.), __masurements from seabed sources or
sunken vehicles is almost ex¢lus_ by tiw use of _ spectrometry.
In response to the _:,msornolets submarine's sinking on April 7, 1989, the Russian
Research Center's Kurchatov Institute developed several versions of a gamma
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conducted to determi_ measurement capabilities. Other factors, such as price,
reliability, and maintainability, must also be addressed.

Research-type ROVs and AUVs are being actively developed by several European
countdes outside of the FSU. Unmanned platfonus for undersea and oceanographic
research using enhanced sensors and samplers are being supported as major
programs by the EEC. This is in marked contrast to the United States, where there

is no major focused thrust for developing scientific AUVs.
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Figure g.l. G_nma Spectrometer REM-2
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CHAPTER 8
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The countries-oftbe fonuer Soviet Union collectively have "tbe world's largest nuclear
submarine force, both in absolute numbers and diversity of designs. With the end
of tim Cold War and the dissolution of the USSR, this capability represents an
enon_nous technology base for underwater applications.

Undemtandably, until less than two years ago, these were considered sensitive
mcbnical areas that were discussed with few Soviet citizens and were not discussed

at all with foreign visitors. Now, with ,a solid and urgent commim_ent to defense
conversion prevalent in Russ/a m_l __, the WTEC mam wu shown a great
many applications for nuclear power sources reactors but Jew technical details. The

same was true for other power _ hydrodynandos end propulsion systems,

Time was extremely Undted at each stop on the trip, a matter mentioned as often by
the hosts as by the WTEC team nmmbem. Therebm it k not clear whether the lack
of technical details was due to _nt time or a residual reluctance to reveal

detJls of former mih'tary research work. What is clear k that the team members
have all received invitations to visit most of tlw sites again, and for longer time
periods.

It was not appreciated until recently that there had been a wide variety and number
of manned deep submersible vehicles (DSV) designed and built in the former Soviet
Union. Prior to the dissolution of the Soviet Union it was believed that no more than

a handful of relatively simple submersibles had been built. It appeared that the most

PAGE BLANK NOT



DSVs, such u tiw _ 2,000 m _ rod tim two 6,000 m _m_, m,m
horn the Wast. Now tt appeam _ _ 30 and 40 Smiet-dMigned

DSVmhaw eith_ bran buflt or am in tiw _ d _ From the
hdoanmton suplgted to_ teams, the m_rgy systmm, u_d in _ sourc_ am

fairly conventional _ battsriss. Again, time limitations prevented a more in-
depth review of' DSV mtm'gy sou_c_e. °

In short, much more was cUsc'm_md than hadbNn _ dtzing the planning

a wide nm_e of _de_l_ in alI_ ti_ t of Intmwt to the WTEC

toLn_.

Concurrent with ma_Ir __ _ _ Ordon _ m_amd

a _ of _t for ".d_. l-ele_dc msha_zhu. Within this _ them
was some uperimentatton on s/r-independent propulsion (AIP) energy sources.

In the following section on energy and power systmns, several Russian nuclear
reactor concepts m'e discussed. Clemty, most of this work ham come from
s_ pro2rmm. _ m also dm,e_pttmB and Sl_,CmCatlons for vezious
types of t_ _ m well M primm7 md _ baUery _, _
spe_(ications am _ in u,hlm for _. Howm_. _ ,ms not complete
bsoohum-ty_ speo_W_m, butme,.rs_ deech sx_er unie.

Perhaps the =_st usefulbeml_ __s w_ss _
enm'_ sources is Its enet'_ density in mnms _ watt bores per Idlogmm _

without a calibrsti__ msy_m_t__ _:'_ _,_ Tsb_ 3.1
wuious typu __ sounn_ _NoR_ _ ,me manS_ relative

values; dmigns w/thin _ mw_ _d_bmnt .mergy dens/6_

The mconda_r _cttea_tt_ _ b _ As amsult ofmnitm_
development proonuns it w_ evident that a lot o/_OSSR rmmsrch work was done on
high speed vehictm _ _ and wwpom withspuds up to 78 i_).
ltoWmmr, this domsno_ ham__ v, due _f_r _ subatmsII01_,

shown to the WTEC ,tin,ms can be important wl_m energy efficiency and

conservation are prime concerns for the designer.

4
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smm san_ Enmw Dm_tm _ Pow_ Smzom

_3

Lead-Acid Battery

Nicad Battery
e|- i

Sodium-Sul,_r
i

i ,i i,

Silver-Zinc
i

Sterling Engine
i | !. i , .

A1-O2 (Air) Cell

Hydrogen-Oxygen Fuel Cell

Li-Thionyl CIs

aOWh_

* 44 Wh/kg
i le ii i .

x00Wh/kg

I13_

soow_

i

Propulsion, an area of particular relevance to submersibles, is the subject for the
third section of this chapter. To w theavtation analogy, most Underwater vehicles
do not fly underwater by use of PrOpeller(s) and ILedngand control surfaces. In
general, submersibles are _y positioned by use of thrust vectors.
Horizontal movements are in the order of a few thousands of meters. Thus, the
energy efficiency of thrusters balmy design consideration in development of a

vehicle's overall ener_, b.ud_to _'_lw_al th_ter develolms high thrust with minimal
energy consumpuon. This __ permits mission tradeof_ where onboard
energy can be allocated to a longer mission time or the carriage of more electrically
powered equipment.

The emphasis in the following sections will be on developments in Russia and the
Ukrail'l_. European devol_r_ rib at _ro discussed generally represent
technologies that are readily avaflsble_in the open literature. In the case of Russia

and Ukraine, almost everything the WTEC teams saw was new.

In many.- i_notmost- m_ to __.nd Ukrainianorganizations,thedegree of
technical information provided to the W'I'EC team tended to be superficial, This was

mostly due to time limitations and a _general lack of printed materials. This lack of
technical detail should not bell _ _e for no t at least citing developments of
interest at places visited, even thO_ _. information is more _.ecdotal than
technical. Further, the mention of a _iopment at a specific location can help
provide a roadmap for others who wish to follow up on this information.
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None of tl_ type has been built. Table 3.3 gives Helena's specifications.
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Output

_ble U

NW-'l'bssmos_o_o Pow_ Sowoe

Maximum Operating Depth

Weight

Sme

Design Life

Price

100 kWe electric and 3,000 kW of beat energy

6,000 m

2,[]0 t

height 12 m x diameter 4.5m
i

r

$6 to+8 miUton

La_atovROSStlELFloint _:Lwmrit is one of three organizations in

Russia that does mih'tary s_ and submersible designs for the navy. Their
defense conversion efforts are focused on development of a wide variety of non-

mih'tery undersea vehicles, submarines and sedoor structures. None have been

built yet.

ROSSI-IELF is a newly created company _ing to build a seafloor-besed oil and
gas production complex (maximum operating depth of 500 m) involving the design
and technical cooperation of several _ organisatiom. _ The Lazurit Central
Design Bureau is proposing to design _ engineer the seaflobr structures while
RRC Kumbetov would be res_:_or designing the two _ilticlear reactors
(turboe!ectric conversion) that will _ c_raplex. There is ac_ntinuing, close

tie between these two organiz_ons. -_

Each of the two reactors will bemtedbr e,000 kW. They will be highly automa_d,

requiring only one supervisingqHM_'W_r. _ power soumes will be located in the
ROSSItELF Control and Po_ver Unit (CPU), which will be in the form of two

cylindrical pressure hulls. Reactor designUk is estimated to be 30 years with major
refit (refueling) being done every 10 years.

Existing design and fabrication technologies for pressure hulls and propulsion
developed for the Soviet Navy nuclear _ program will be used throughout
the ROSSHELF complex. This may ine_be operating team for the reactors.

However, this is not straight defense coa_version. Design, construction, and
operation of a virtually unattended, __-mounted, under, rater nuclear power
reactor of this size is most _ a_ new development program. To date,
no one has developed a seafloor-sited nuclear power plant.



The full _ wpt also lrwlu_stnue_ ar-powered (18,000 kW) service-
support ___ ____ __ _ as crew _,
snsl_.Uom, _. mp,,_ _ _ _-acum_ Ths ._:m,_m wm
be equipped __ a __MM a fly_:R_ _d

pemonnel _ to be evacuamd from _ of;the _.mfioor

A xcond __m_m'-povm__ _ that tw boon work,_ on
by _t is _ ,_m_s. TI_ is a small submarine (about 1,000 tons) that is

one-thU_O__f_ _ U_m_____m _ _ an

low powered, to I_ fall_m_, tohaw low _nnl_rauxm-and _,ind toopm,m_

_y_

Power Plants _ Nuclear Power Plant _ ere e.on_rn_ wi_h mad_ power

ander_ _'-_, _W__ w_ not_ _n .bout
these a_ -_ _, It may be thst l_rylov's _ Pow_Plant Division is
only co--with lst_ installatic_ for _ andsurfsce shipk_licafions.
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However, Krylov has been responsible for the design of several deep submersibles.
Krylov also has the _ respo_ty Jar _lcptng _ons for

classification rules for the design, construction, and maintenance of all Russian
mam_d submersibles. Themfora, With this degree of experience, there is reason to
believe that the institute also hM oontributed to the development of power systems
for submersibles.

l_el Geil,

_ergim Space Corpomdon (N_¢ow}. Energia is a key institute for manned
spaceflight vehicles and large payload rockets. The institute also has developed
Russia's version of the space shut21e Huran.

Energia has developed a hydrogen-oxygen (I'Ia-Os) fuel ceU (designated by Energia
as an "electrochemical generator" or '_G'_, called 'Toton" (Photon) for its space
shuttle, which carries _four of these ceils. Energia says that its unit is similar to

HASA's fuel cell in the U_ Sp_Shuttle. Energia has mlmufactured 100 Photon
EGs since 1987. In test _ and on actual missions, these cells have
accumulated a total o/80,000! hours _of operational experience. Table 3.4 gives the

parameters for Photon.

_'l'abl, 8.4

I Ill I I ,

Power
I

Voltage
ii i i |l i

Energy Density

Life
i ,, ,l,H |l

F._ciency

Weight

Byproduct
I I m .i

ill , i i i

1 to 18 kW
i t i,

27 to 84 VDC

750 to 1,050
i l i

10,000 hours
| i i

65 to 70%
i. i ,i ii

160 kg (empty)
i i

Distilled water
i

Based on the Photon development program, ENERGIA now offers two modified
versions for undersea appllc_, The first is a hydrogen-,:aygen power unit fuel
cell and the second is a hydrogen-oxygen electrical battery (HOBU). Both are
based on the Photon demlopments. Tables 8.6 and 8.6 provide the general
specifications for these units.
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.ub_ma_ with tho _ _L_t_ J.P. __. I.e. %_v,_
cormtdoring using Enorgta's _ cell {or HOBU battery) to power it.
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Lazu_ Central Design Bureau OVishn¥ Noworod). About five years ago, Lasurit
designed a conversion of an older diesel-electric submarine to l-It-Ospropulsion.
Some features of this installation were:

0

0

0

0

Liquefied gases were carried in large external tanks topside.
Weight compensation was achieved by removing most of the storage

batteries.
Sea testing ended in 1991 (panelists were shown a video of some of these

tests).
Lazurit said that the submarine's submerged endurance increased five to ten

times.

The submarine has been taken out of service and scrapped in the Ukraine.

State Nautical UniveraiOr (St. Pelembmv). The univemity has developed a water-
activated, semi-fuel cell, m m  n-wemr energy system, which has a 200 Wh/kg
energy density. These units have been built and rested in various sizes. No
additional specifications were provided to the WTEC team. The panel believes this
design might be similar to the Alupower (United States), aluminum-oxygen semi-fuel

cells (see section below).

_srcon_/upowur tUn/ted _Ynvdom_n/ted Smtw). Alupower Inc. (Warren, New
Jersey), part of the Aluminum Company of Canada, has developed an aluminum-air

(oxygen) semi-fuel cell. The battery uses very pure (99.999 percent) aluminum

plates, potassium hydroxide as the electrolyte, and air (oxygen) as the reactant
materials.

Compared to other types of batteries, this energy source is of long duration and
therefore of particular interest to developers of AUVs where extended mission times

are desired. An Alupower energy system, AUV XP-21, by Advanced Remote
Technologies in San Diego,°'Calif_ is p_msently being sea tested in the United
States. To conform to the shape of the AUV, the cell stacks are _.1 inches in
diameter.

Installation in Marconi's O/MS will greatly reduce space required for the battery

system and thus will provide more mission payload space. At the same time this unit
will significantly increase mission time. _ will use half an XP-21 cell. Table 3.7
provides the specifications for the aluminum-sir battery.

Batted 

State Nautical Univerai_ (SL Pe_burg). The _rsity has designed and tested

a full pressure compensation system for large numbers of alkaline cells. Compliant

battery cases and oil-filled cables are used to isolate seawater from the system. It



X_a_, _ and _bVdaxL_,n_m

___ _ _____,a,w _ _ or
___ _ __ _'_ The WTEC team was not
provkiod with detailed information on this development.

__ '_. _ .'k _

.r k r_L _b!o183
mupe_ Jkn_u Omwmml_l!r

r .

i .

kwh
V_ lg0 VDC

i i i i t

Lllbd_StmcluL 40 hr •
r

_--zl_

LobomtoryoftheZnsttt__r Ocw_ S_n=w ,- resporuiblefbrmmugt_
a mulii-orgwdntion project, Autoeub, which will develop two AUV ml_lems for long-
dtntionre_arch tasl_ To eruurelhat all co_ technologies are op_
a _ Test ___AiJV Will be built _- m rod.

Demonstrator Test V_dcto's _ - other technologies may also be

__ _ _ ! 4_ I_-SOj _r--_d bo sumc/ont for the

_Ic_g_ __ (up to 80_daysend 7,000 km Iransilz). _-
_ _m _e_s coLild'_iude a ftiel eel] or semi-fuel celisuch Uflm

Alupower unit (See Ta_e 3.7).

risk. Altmitation is that_tnust _ at_a_ tomperature (-300' C). Table
3.8 descdbu the barry system for the ODRS AUV.

onboard these subme_.
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Power Rating

Voltage

Life

Weight

Energy Density

Teblo U

f_haa-S,_= astt_ for OZ_

Optimum Operating Temperature

200AH

37 kWh

48VDC

,3oo lo'
103 kg

looWh_
ii i

0_

These cells have been used for several hun_ dives onboard the M/rs and have

been thoroughly field tested. The Shks_ Institute has reported that the cells have

_on veryr,Uableand_ theirc_ _ _dtted n_ion tim,. upto mhou=
with a generous power reserve rem_. Table 3,9 gives the specifications for this
battery, which are commercial units offered for sale by Rauma Oceanics.

atom tii_m-lsm Bsttm7

I II II I III

Capacity Per Unit

Pressure Compensation

Voltage

Life
J

Energy Density :
ii i i ] i i |rim i

Optimum Operating Temperature
IIII _ I I

II

41 kWh

s.000m
ii i i i | ii

1.2 V (Voltage of each cell) to
I20_

1,000+ charge/discharge cycles

i II I

O_sr

Baurnan Institute of Underwater Dev_.e8 and Robotics fIM'oscow). Bauman is part

of Moscow State Technical University, the oldest institute in Russia. Primarily an



_mos_mlon, ths _ d Undsrwabsr_ _ Bobot_ has
_ a sond pro_ 11_W_m_. _,, gss _ Is

• m_ _ __ _ _ m_sO_ _L it__-__ _ fusl _ not a
__ _ Ca.._, _ __ belowtorthUtype
of _ in Plrdsnd). This appears to be a unique means o_ power generation
_ _ .ppamtku.

_undsd In _46 _ _Wd0_ sr,d Gks.-__.opmsntin
undonem_ tsclu_ogies. In rs_ent yeans flw _ of the sta_ of 200 has beon on

inkzmstion. !d_ hss been m,,pons_s for _t of power s._stms for
undomo_ whicles and probably small submadnu.

MY'/"sprimarydevelopmr_ _ _eMrW souro_ has been _ systems,
using various fuel types that___ _ and __of operating at great depths.
According to MTT's paper, a_series of power plants have been built and tested at
8@8, -

smm N-u_ __ _ __). _ on _ _ (5,O00
by  a00  rs) ..nd

been _ o_ _g _ e_; however,_ was given no speci_
doudls.

in 1987,SacaU _ _,_r_d: by a _o-S_ _ O _w_ bu/_t
in Sweden. _ lead acid ba_rieS,_w_ _ _ 0.SMWh, provide
mmrgy back_. A diesel engine ts-_for sudac__ snct recharging
the battmies. Table 3.10 gives some specLficaflom for the Steding Cycle power
systen_

operational control of Saga.
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Number of Engines

Power Output

Recoverable Heat from Engines
i

Working Fluid
ii

Fuel

Working Temperature

Efficiency

3
i i ii

78 kW each

38 kW each
i

illll _

i ! _. . i

8(_C
H ii

31%
III

Diesel oil + C_ (carded as LOX)

II I

D_N H/P For _d_'tary Std:cnadnw ('/bu/on). The French Naval Arsenal at Toulon
(DCN) has an active project to develop and test an air independent propulsion {ALP)
system for military submarines. Discussions have been held with IFREMER to use

,_ as a test bed for the Na_y's_rimental _ system.

l_uma Oceeni¢8 (FMand). Rauma has developed and tastoda hydrazine hydrate
gas energy source. The original intent was to provide 300 kWh of power for a
proposed 6,000 m research submersible, the Almdemik. These hydruim) gas
generators could also be used for emergency ballast blowing at depths greater than
6,000 m.

This was a joint Raurna Repoie (now Raurna Oceanics) - USSR development that
began in 1985, although the first suggestion to use hydrastne came from Canada in
the late 1970s. The USSR side was the P.P. ShL_hov Institute of Oceanology, which
set specifications and funded the submersible development.

By the time the construction contract was let, the companies had decided to build
two 6,500 m submersibles that would be called M/r (i.e., "peace'_ I and E. The
Shirshov Institute also made a co__ design decision, and storage batteries,
providing 100 kwh, were used by Rauma Oceanics. The submersibles were
delivered by Rauma in 1987. ....

As part of the original construction ¢ohtract, Rauma was to develop a prototype
hydrazine power unit. It was built in_ early 1990s and successfully tested at sea
in 1993. Table 3.11 gives its specifications. The next generation unit (RDP-100)
increased power output to 50 kW with an incremm in total system weight to 950 kg.
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(e.g., hydrui_,;kemsene, jet _ e_.). _The m_ are also pressure compensated

and ope_ to a depth of 6,000n_

Corras_ to the panel _m_ IPREMER in the Fall of 1883 mentioned the

previously __to this aut!_. "

ux_rm_r _s_sratuxs. If so, _i_p. !_ an _ in_

and __ a:___ technical _h projects. The

university has a major _ design and testing capability. Research

!
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projects have included work on the control of boundary layem on submersible
vehicles through suction, injection of liquid (water-soluble polymers), and elastic
(compliant) coatings. University researchers have also developed a design concept
that optimizes hydrodynamic hull-propeller interaction to reduce drag and increase
propulsive efficiency.

The university has extensive hydrodynamic test facilities that are described in
Chapter 7 of this report. A review of the characteristics of the facilities available will

provide some indications of the types of hydrodynamic programs in progress at the
university. In addition to the test faciUfise, dw university has extensive _programs in

computer-aided mathematical modeling of wn-ious hydrodynamic problems.

K_ov Sl_'pbuilding Ren_.ll Institute _ Petersburg). This is Russia's principal
shipbuilding research institute. The WTEC team was told that tl_ organization, the

most comprehensive of the hydrodynandcs_ research organizations visited by the
W'I'EC teams, characterizes itself as the equivalent of the U.S. Navy's David Taylor
Naval Research and Development Center in Cerderock, Maryland. One of the seven
divisions is Hydro and Air Mechanics, which does both design and testing in these

fields.

Ukraine

/r, stftute or" Hyv_,omecb_m/cs. Thk institute, which is under the Department of
Mechanics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, has a total staff of 300 persons,
150 of whom are research personnel. The types of hydrodynamics work can be
seen by examining the titles of the institute's 12 departments:

Hydrodynamic Acoustics
Vortex Motions

Hydrobionics and Boundary Layer Control

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

Free Boundary Flows
Hydrothermal Processes Modeling
Hydrodynandc Processes Control
Technical ttydmmechanics
Appliod Hydr cs
Hydrodynamics of Wave Processes

Hydrodynamics of Hydraulic-Engineering Structures
Dynamics of Elastic Systems
Stratified Flows

Current areas of investigation related to the hydrodynamics of undersea vehicles are:

O Boundary layer control through methods such as compliant surfaces, polymer
injection, and Coanda Effect ducts



o + _ ommcimm_:umma_ _m
o Wmm-akuotum kms_r_am
o H_md_m_ +U_itimr
o VgxWton control rand oll_ _ for drag reduction

The institutehasseveralsophisdc#_ltestbcgttt_ {seeChapterT_.

0

0

of these. _ _ __hatm beenmodebdend testedto
deteminehow_ reducedraglmcu. (Seesectiononthedmmlos_ent
ol ill pmpu]sto,anmlog_ PropulsionS_tmm, ]:i_.)

• I cm in dimnetm'. The institute's theoretical work shows that Mach 2

velocities may be attadnab_.

While both de_lopments are remarkable from a hyckodynmuics point of view, there
mmml_m,_tittlo potengial appEoation to the design oi_ submersibles.

prelhninary outline design for the Autosub project wudmw by _ Shipbuilding
and Engineering, Ltd. However, the hydrodymmlJ_ researoh on opt, vehicle

shapes is being done through tl_ Dopmrtnwnt of Mo_ _ at the
University of Surrey. The hydrod_nmutcs work began in 1990.

Hull design wodc has oancmdx_ed on a __ m with +tile+propeller

integrated into the body shape as much u poeml_ to reduce drag-inducing
interaction with the hulL Wind tunnel tests were initially used to test wnious low
drag shapes.

Ame,orunknown-, _ _ _ +dect o__t +_ ocean_ .rid
particulatenue_ in _ on the pe_+_ the low _ hulL
I_bomtow has c_J _ at m _e_xrmm_ of me

it. Full scale shapes ham been released for buoyant ascent from water depths ms

great as 1,000 m.
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As might be expected, most thruster and propeller work is being done by the same
institutions that do hydrodynamics of hulls and underwater shapes.

hmnan/nstftute of.UndermRm" Dev/cea and Robodcs 0Voscow). Four areas of

propulsion work were discussed with WTEC team nmmbem:

0

0

0

0

Electrohydraulic drive systems and associated controls
Electric drive mwa that use _m motors

Magnus effect propulsion, which has been used on a towed system at a depth
of 2,000 m

Adoptive propulsion, using totally regulatable hydraulic motors that select
operating parameters to maximize propulsive efficiency

Because the visit was :brief, there was not time to get into much technical detal] with

regard to these propulsion research projects.

_n'chatov (Mascow). _'l'be Kurchatov Research Center has teamed with the

Institute for High Temperatures and the Institute of Power Engineering to develop
a magneto-hydrodynemic (MHD) propulsion sFstem. Cryogenically pumped
superconducting magnets create an extremely powerful magnetic field that can
create water (acting as an electrical conductor) movement through an enclosed tube

or tunnel, resulting in a propulsive force with no moving parts (propellers, jetpumps,
etc.). While such a system would not be Jbssible for a submersible, the
attractiveness for submarines is obvious.

This work has taken place over the _ several ]ream and a prototype system k
operating in a laboratory.' The lqmmians ham said that at least three more years of
effort will be mquiredto have a system ready for testing at sea. The most advanced
MI-ID operational system.b the world b in the Japanese experimental vessel Iramato.
The power level of the Russian prototype is said to be twice that of the unit in the
Yamato.

• r _ "i_ "

Kry/ov/r, sdtute (SL Pmerabur;). As a major naval arch/tecture and marine
engineering institute, Krylov has the capability and facilities to design and test
conventional propellers. However, it k not known if any of this work has been for
deep submersibles. The WTEC team was not infom,,ed about any specific research
and development work being done in this area.
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Nmu_r.al En_ lrnimm_ (3L Pemrsburg_ As nomd bt b'vawevtous
dhcwsion on hydrodlnuml_s, this institution has several projects concerned with
lxopuIa/on. Some of _,,e m:

0

0

0

0

0

0

___r_" _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ lowm" than lm

sou_ tz_,sto_otit., drWe,,_._m._x,, b__
"__ _cwd ,pm__ __ _ for unc_-mu_

vehicles_pm_onstUdng, msct_ _.duct symu
toimprowemciency _

dmmtopamt_:k _ _ mm propeUor
Vadmm _ prupabmJbrw_y, small_v_:lea and tourist

sulxnartmm

- _--_ _i .

propulsion system _ b beingt_ted _ sea on a_:_ modal It__unt
tiw concopt behind _ mink to produce s rough __L _ of_sh

_laami_ J,-

- (.nropel]er design).

.tlw_ _ tl'm._. _awamr,,_ _ bosom _ kmomd of
sh_Nad#, A _ rmation wmion of _ motor is instilled on the Mm'car_
AUV.

The contra rotating propolIom are under _ cls_lopment. Prollmlna_ osfimatos
a d/smotor dO.6 m fora t,8 revolutions per _ondrotational blade.speed.

'1_ W'I'EC team see much that _ re.or revolutiomu'y. _ of
tectmologies preu_ to _ _ were comer,ttm_. However, one must keep in
mind the fact that an mmemety time-lknfted and bum/visit schedule permitted very
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little in-depth discussions with the hosts. What was impressive was the numbers of
units either built or designed_ •

Another problem in attributing developments to specific organizations was the
question of whether the organisations were simply systems integrators or had

technologies transferred to them for other reasons. Thus ff an institute claimed to

be using a certain type of energy system, it was not always clear whether the system
was that organization's original development. This is the kind of detail that surely
would have emerged if more time had been available at the sites.

and Power Slnmm

A wide variety of energy and power systems were shown to the WYEC team. Most
of this work was nct stato of the art. _ W'l'ECteam was shown or made aware
of 30 to 40 manned submaralble/submarine cm"Loepts or actual hardware. In almost

every case, conventional batteries were the chosen energy source. This is also
validated by the fact that none of the team members was briefed on any details of
battery developments. ,

With respect to nuclear power sources, the situation was somewhat different. Team
members were briefed on reactor applications from 48,000 kW to 6 kWe, and
actually saw the 6 kWe thermoelectric unit in operation. Among the unique,
seriously proposed applications _ aiarge (6,000 kW_ unattended seafioor system

(ROSSHELF) and a small simple u_buflt for a research submarine (Ocem_ Shuttle).

In addition, a 18,000 kW reactor has been proposedfor the service and maintenance
submarine for the ROSSHELF complex. All of this design activity for nuclear reactors
is not surprising considering the extensive numbe, rs and varieties of nuclear
submarines that were developed for the Soviet Navy. Defense conversion is now
bringing much of all this knowledge into the civil sector.

Fuel cell development in the countries visited did not show significant advancements
over the state of the art. Energia seems to have acquired numerous hours on units
developed for the space program. This base of experience could help the company
develop cost-effective, reliable traits for commercial applications.

The most interesting visit in this technical area was to the Hydromechanics Institute
at Kiev, Ukraine. The institute's work in developing and testing high-speed
projectiles in water is very advanced. However, it does not have much application
to deep submersibles. It is difficult to see how movement of a body at speeds of
Mach 1 would have a commercial application.
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A highlight of the assessment o/undersea technology it! Russia, Ukraine, and
Western Europe wu in the area c__d submersibles. ,;_ _ did numerous
manned submersibles eldst in the fOnuer Soviet Union _, but vision was
exhibited there in _g for future use ,of this technology, including tourist

submarines. The impression gained from.observations in the United IQngdom was

that, except for submarine rescue, manned submersible use in the United ICmgdom
in support of offshore oil has been replaced by use of remotely operated vehicles.
In France, IFREMER continues to support the concept of placing a man in a
submersible for work, _tence, and exploration purposes. The Neutile serves the

French well in this regard. A sketch of Naut//e systems and sensor suite is shown
in Figure 4.1. Technical specifications are displayed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Of the 28 projects visited in Russia and _, 11 are involved in the design,
fabrication (e.g., of components and sensors), and operation of manned
submersibles. The eight organizations with projects most closely related to manned
submersibles at this time are discussed in this chapter.
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_,4.1

TedzdmlSpecdWmtJomd e,ooomz_mg _ J_u_e
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recovery system. Additionally, Kharex will provide operators, operations support,
maintenance, logistics, and planning support for the submersible system.

A center for underwater tourism (CAT) is another concept that _ is exploring.
CAT is basically a large ship with observation rooms that acc_ 40 people,
an underwater restaurant and diving _ on the lower level.

Kharax provides technical equipment for a variety of subsea expeditions. One of the
first efforts for this new enterprise was the expedition to look for the lost Korean 747
airliner.

The l_!ov Sldpbuil_ __ InstiW:_:_ b _cipal shipbuilding research

institute in Russia. It _ _i_i_:_ Navy, but proxntly is focused
on all disciplinesofshipsconce: i>erforn,=research similarto that of
the David Taylor Naval __ and De_lopme_ Center in Carderock, Maryland.

The facilities for sUuc_, pressure, and m_rature testing at F,rylov are extensive.
Those rela_d to manned subrnw_iblu in_: a 1.4 km UnHr tow tank; a 3.3 m

diameter pressure test tank that is 9.8 m deep, and capable of testing to 1,000
atmospheres; and a 1.8 rn dim_ter pressure test tank that is 8.8 rn deep, capable

of testing to 1,500 atmospheres.

The engineers at ICzylov displayed a 2.4 m diameter titanium sphere, certified for a
4,000 m depth by the Russian registry, for $1 million. Figure 4.2 is a picture of this
sphere at Krylov. In addition, it _has _n=rePorted that Krylov has been testing a
composite (including glass re_d plas_ and acrylic plastic)_hul]s for use in
tourist submarines. According to _te, this technology originated at the

'Th'ometey Institute."

The Lazm'lt Central Design Bureau is o_ of_ _ bureaus in the FSU that

designed mih'tav/submarines. _ac. bito Im..d I_BIN, both in St.
Petersburg. Of _ 30 _ in Russia, 94 w_s designed
by Lazudt. About 11 models _ and tourist_es were
on display at Luurit (see _4_8 _d_ _ Or drewings for another

• d" " - 'six to eight models were displaye along a conbrence room wall. The_ only one
recognizable by the miflr_ _C team _ the PoBeidon deep submergence
rescue vehicle. This is similar to the U.S. N_ deep submergence resctm vehicles
CDSRVs). Four Pose/dorm are in service.
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Figure 4.4. CBDDh_-qor L'vuha (right)wth ?ourbt hlmmrfne Models

As part of the Russian policy of defem conversion, Lazurit is trying to

commercialize its capabilities. The bureau's _is on an array of small research
and work submersibles, and on toudst _8 utilizing various .undersea

technologies that are the _ of _, +The designs range froma one-person
recreational submersible to a 130,000 ton _ear-powemd submarine container ship
capable of carrying 1,000 standard 20-foot containers. Between these two ends of
the spectrum are several proposed rearmed undersea vehicles of vm'ious sizes and

capabih'ties ++• " ,.... 'i+_ ; !

Currently there appears _ be considerebleJnterest in the United States for a
nuclear-powered oce_pbic research s_o for use primarily in the Arctic.
Lazurit proposes a buUt-for-this-purpose subnm_ne named Ocean S/m_e.

Of the six to eight tourist submarines proposed by Lazurit, the one that has
generated the most interest wu a glass-_d submarine. The term "glass" was
originally described to the WTEC team u "c__ organic and silicon glass,"

material reportedly developed in cooperation with Krylov.

The innovative concept of a.submarine_ lifeboat, tO be used as an escape mechankm
from a properly.dealgnod_off/k__ m oil.plaff_-o,,_was discussed. Pemormel could

escape from an endangered pl_foml down throttgh the inside of a hollow platform
leg to the submarine, which would be mated to the leg.
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In addition, Malachite proposes to design a submersible oil tanker that could
transport oil under Arctic ice from North America to Asia. The bureau is also
interested in designing various types of tourist submarines. The North _ a 2,000 m
submarine, was designed by Mal_. The status of North 2 was not determined

during the whirlwind visit to Malachite. Literature for several undersea vehicle
projects proposed by MalacMte are listed in the Bibliography sec_on of the

Malachi_ site report (Appendix B).

mmm est.

The Central Design Bureau for Marine Engineering (RUBIN) specializes in
submarines and other underwater technologies. Several years ago, RUBIN was a
secret institute that could not be mentioned openly. The Typhoon, Oscar, and
Komsomo/ets submarines were designed there. Because of recent conversion
efforts, approximately 40 percent of the work is presently defsnse related, with major
thrusts in the past several years concentrating on high-speed train development,
nonmih'tary submarines, and tourist submersibles.

The bureau designed and built Nepmn, the only Russian tourist submersible now in
service, which began operations in 1993 at the island of Antigua in the Caribbean.

mdseepmu

The Madecoprom Scientific_ AU_ looa_ in Sevastopol, is the

operating arm of _ Ubainisn_my 0__. It Ol:_.rates _en ,u_mibles
and nine support ships, most of which are _ flshin_ vessels varying m size

from 1,_00 tons to 4,000 tons. These _els conduct oceanographic and
geophysical research woddw!de, The current undersea_tttteresm of Mariecoprom
are centered in the _ _ of the Black Sea. Mar_, coprom does not
operate unmanned vehicles. The staff at the association strongly believe that the

best science is accomplished in situ !_y knowledgeable and trained scienttsw. The

sulxnersibles operated by Msdecop,om vary in size abd _ kom the very

large twelve-person _kntbom-,_0 to thoi_sm_ ' , toyed, tlu'ee-pemon 7b_-/-L
Mariecop  mis able to provide cre at  rytow ra,es.
Madecoprom does not conduct _ _ ___y, but operates
and maintains support ships and _f0r _ _ government and its
Academy of Science institutes: (The submersible _support stdps operated by
Mm'lecoprom are described in _r 7,) The submersiMu operated by
Madecoprom are: 8ever-_ _v,_-a _, J_mthos-300,_ _ LLqOust, T/nro-?,
Teffs-/'L and Rg (See Flgtmw 4,Sihmugh 4.10 and Tables 4.3 through 4.14.)
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The submersibles are intended for use wherever them is need of underwater

technical and research operations, such as:

1. Support for the construction, control, and technical servicing of

underwater pipelines, cable mutes, and hydrotechnical structures.
2. Search, detection, marking on the ground, and support for the recovery of

sunken objects.
3. Data acquisition and mapping of bottom landscapes in seas and oceans.
4. Search for underwater deposits and participation in their exploitation.
5. Support for emergency-roscue operations.
6. Underwater teleshooting, filming, and photography.
7. Search and recording of fishery objects, and prediction and esthuation of

their stock.

8. Studies of hydrobiont behavior and distribution as affected by
environmental factors.

9. Sampling of water, soil, and benthos when submerged.
10. Additional research and underwater activities.

The submersibles are designed and their units arranged to provide a dramatic

view of diameter of a bow portion of the outboard space, through 3 portholes
140 nun in diameter and 4 portholes 60 nun in diameter in the presence of

outboard lamps of permanent and pulse _ow. The submersibles are
equipped with a system of autmnatic __ control. Their system for
life-support is reliable. The emargencF-U devices are adjusted. The

electrical radio-navigation equipment _ a_stable two-way communication
with these submersibles, with the support_el ensuring search missions and

navigation safety of the submersibles. Th_ are also equipped with

electrohydranlic .numi_pulators made __ alloy with 7 degrees of
freedom and a kit of renewable _._nese f_atures enhance the
effective utilisation of the submersibles. __i_

The submersible is able to embark _i_ :snd outside the pressure hull)

some additional technical and acien_i_t weighing up to SO0 kg.
Sumcient quantities of spare mulficore-in__ hydraulic pipe connections
allow one to include this equipment in _o_c network and hydrosystem
of the submersible. ;:_;

i _|l

The vessels Od/ssey and Hdltfandr, operated-by the research and production
association Mariecoprom, are the supportmls for the submersibles Sever-2
and Sever-2 B/s. _ -_
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The apparatus is designed to accomplish several undersea technical and
research activities, notably:

1. V'wual observation of the construction and monitoring of the state of

underwater pipelines, cable mutes, and various hydrotechnical structures.

. Search, recoding, and recovery of objects not excee.ding 300 kg.• V'mual inspection of supposed sites of deposits of mineral resources, with
the ability to take specimens from the surface of the sea floor.

4. Visual control of emergency-rescue operation with sunken floating aids.
5. Search and recoding of fishery objects, stu_ of the hydrobiont behavior,

and distribution as affected by environmental factors,
6. Underwater teleshooting, filming, and photography.

] I

The apparatus can be equipped with more instruments and gear, which will
increase the technical range of the apparatus implementation. The reserve
cable lead-ins can be used to do this (teclu_ical capabilities of the apparatus

permit the embarking of an additional 200 kg). As a result, the following
operations will be possible:

sampling of soil, water, and benthos, when submerged;
data acquisition and mapping of bottom landscapes on the shelf and
continental slope

63

The submersible operates from a support vessel equipped with a special
launching-Uf_g assembly that has a 18 t lo_l-lif0ng capacity, as well as from

floating cranes or other floating _lcilities of suitable displacement, satisfying
the requirements of standard support vessel.

t i f t i

The apparatus is capable of horizontal and vertical maneuvering within a

water column, smoothly varying its position _ a given distance from the
ground until coming to aposition of rest.

I . ; L I, t_,/ i'ii "

Viewing of the overboard field ts:effectodthr_h 8..... portholes, 140 mm in
diameter in the bow portion of the hull, and .3__oles, 60 mm in diameter.

ii |

The submersible has simple and reliable equipment for undenvater, orientation
and an up.to-date electric radio-navigation !ynmlthat enables continuous

communication with a support vessel..
" ][ Ii Ji riillll_ 'F_ '3nl_illl in It I

The submersible _.anielectrohydmu_, " amrdpulator with 7 degrees of
freedom.

i I I
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1. Ixmg-torm observations of underwater obJocW under both stationary and dynandc
conditions.

2. Control over the ccuMtruction and tochnioal rote of underwater pipelines, cablo routes,

8rid other hydrotechntcsl 8tr-..cturee.
3. Search, dJscovmy, and marking on the ground of sunken objects, o.8 wen -,, pmvidh_

for thedr rocomry.
4. Data acqubttion and mapping of se8 flora iandmapee on the shelf whe_ erecting

appropriate fscdlttiee.
5. L_oht-dtvh_ operatiou8 en.-udng divms eatee'mg and gong out down to a depth of 00 m.
6. Support to accomplJ_ emergency and rmcue operations.
7. Submarine teleehoo_g, flhu_g, and photography.
8. Vadou8 roeeemh and other 8ubmartno 8c_tdtiee.
9. Search and recording of fishery objects, and prediction and 08timstion o_ their stock.
10. Studio8 o_ hydrobkmt behavior and dis_fl_mtimt 88 8ffoctod by 8omo _t81

factors.

11. Sampling of water, gas, _ ichthyofsuna, and plankton when _ (provided that
the requtmdequipmentu,Uutaned),_nd Utmulp_:m_tg of nmplee on board.

12. Flzatlon o_ hydro_ pemmtm oftho envircemnt (salinity, tempersturo, etc.) of the
ground uadng the on-board electronic c_q)utef.

n J J. m

The laboratmy has long-term _ end_ w'dh a simultaneous capability of

maintal=b_ more experts _ lx:erd _ c_ four-berthed cabS), wide viewing of
outboard spaco through 12 portholu, 190 nun _ dJemetor, and 15 Ix_r_oles, 140 mm in

d___q_ter, in the preeenc.e of numerous _ outboerd lempe of both constant and pube
glow, an own-water system with a dec_'_Jmnlmr that mskee it poed_ for dlvozu to

go out and e_te_ down to a depth of 60 m, a _ ]lJb4upport 8yutom for the crew and
pemm.gen,, _ed eu_uen_-mecue a_ end an elect_ radio-navJOatl_ system
that enables steady two-way e..mmnunl_tiou _8 support vemJel and solution of search
problenm, 8rid provides navigatioual 88fety. ,|t Ji 810o poesiblo to load the lalxxatory with

8omo 8ddittonsl toehnlc_ _ 8c_entt_ __w_Ighlng msny tous,

One can su_st_U811y lnczene ope_Uoul _ of the laboratory by bwta]lSngmoro

equ_ent, that U: _

to apply the lab(mttoW as a unique unde_umter dmJ=e capebio _ lffling Ainu the sea

floor loads ot up to 100 tom, 8ubaequea_ Uansporting them under the bottom of the
18boratory to 8hsllow wata. _

to op..tk., ofk .d
hydraulic washout of the _ uming_a_ i!_ of 8 kg/cr# with a water Jet

tO uam8 tourbt versk_ of the. ]aboraSory___ Ja uzu:]envsterflhllhlg.
I ......... III
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Tab_ 4.10

I [ _ I Illl I I I I
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I. Damction _d _timatk:m d tl_mflah lock In tl_m_tor colunm of a _ _ _ _ _'s
O_
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,i i L ii i
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0oad_ capacity 4 - s t), 8 _ towing winch and low _xm_-wator board.
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Figure 4.0. Submersiblo/,_
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Figure 4.10. Su])me_b]e _W

The P.P. Shirshov Institute _ part of the Rumkm Academy of Science. Divisions of

Shimhov am in St Pemmburg, _ormd _ Base), Olmlencl_ (Black Sea
Base), and Moscowi(_adqu_enr). T_+_ openttes ten research ships. Six
are oceano2raphic reum_shipe_ _,+.re e_.ubmer_alesupportships. Sbimhov
Ires six subr__. -_Two _ class _stNl_ lmlle_ 6,000 m depth capable

_tb_ were bunt_ Flnl_ _ _-_ Co_tion. Two_ class
2,000 m del:_h c_ s_les were builtin Crania _ _ Ltd. The Argus
600 m depth capable submemible _openttes prhna_ _ in theBlack sea. Osmotr, with
a 300 m depth capability, is located in Ghelendshik on the Black Sea and is for sale.

mp_mm_ _ Summl_t Ocemmiootmlm_mf_ 0_mcow)

The Bureau of Oceanological Engineering is a spin-off of the P.P. Shirshov Institute.
The people who now direct this bureau designed and built the Argus 600 and
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whon thoy worn part of Shimhov. This bureau now is building two R_ class
4,000 m submondblom that are 88 porcont complain. The insfituls, which is sookJng

_ in Woa_m hm'd c_roncy to co_m b two ambmox_lu, h_ admo

__.__ d__a
and metco., Ltd.._R__._ twQ :_ _s
e/S00 and _V8 ,_q0_-_ cost _100,000 _ _m0,000 rospoatively.- CSee
Tid_le 4.18.)
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The optimistic view of the tourist submarine market at most design and fabrication
activities as well as in operating groups needs to be questioned and resolved by
conducting a thorough market analysis.

Greater computing capabilities and the introduction of such tools as computer aided
design will enhance undersea vehicle efforts in the FSU. The horizons of scientists
and engineers there have been limited and their perspectives conditioned by lack
of computing tools.

The manned submersible potential in Russia and Ukraine is large. Academically,
industrially, and operationally, the existing base is impressive. Opportunities for joint
ventures m'e nulnerous.
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

_ P. Brancart

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the site visits was to quantify and evaluate the research submarines
and undersea technologies in Western Europe, Russia, and Ukraine. The diversity

of these regions was so great, especially when considering the needs, attitudes, and
levels of technological commercialization, that it seemed unwise to review the status
of unmanned systems with all entities in a single group. Therefore, this chapter has
been divided into two sections: Great Britain and France, land Russia and UkraL,_.

Unmanned systems include any hardware that is self-powered and operated
autonomously (AUVs); self or surface powered, and operated with man-in-the-loop
(ROVs); or towed through the water. Systems considered include free swimming
vehicles and bottom crawler (tracked or wheeled) vehicles. Table 8.1 gives the

major parametem for each system that will be considered in this chapter.

The motivating force for the development of unmanned systems must be considered.
Since development of commercial systen_ is driven by the profit motive, system
developem have a direct and immediate application to a commercial need. Scientific

unmanned systems are driven to acquire knowledge of the undRmea environment
through the collection of data (chemical, geological, biological, and others) as a

function of position and time. Therefore, in this chapter, unmanned systems have
been segregated into commercial and scientific categories where possible.

_G PAGE BLANK NOT F_
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The maj_ producer of working ROVs in Great Britain is Slingsby Engineering Ltd.
_EL). This small company of 80 people, located in the English countryside between

!
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London and Newcastle, has cornered a major portion of the large ROV business.
Other ROV-producing companies in the U.K. m no longer in business.

SEL has been in operation since the 1970s. Dm_g the earlier years the company
designed and fabricated the Submarine Escape _ Rescue Vehicles (I,RS); the one-
atmosphere JIM suit, a carbon-_ diving suit rated for 1,800. ft operating depth;
and Scarab B'vehicles with water jet systems for cable b_ial, bottom crawlem with
trenching capabilities, and other heavy duty work systems for ocean me. SEL has
also undertaken special design studies, for example, the 10KDOLPHIN project, a
10,000 m ROV system for Japan.

SEL now concentrates on large ROVs. The company first started with the Trojan
series, which was redesigned to become the Multi-Role Vetu'cle (I_W). The market
for these vehicles is small. Thirteen Trojanm were built, but the last one remains
unsold because the first _made its debut. Presently SEL is working on
number 5. The basic parametem of these two large ROVs are given in Table 5.2.

'l'_b U

Be_ _ of 2_Jm md J_lrBOVs
=k

I I

Length m

Width 1,6 m 1.5 m

1.6 m
i i

3,970 lbs

Height

Weight/Air

Pedormance

Power

Payload

,7

2.8kt

30 to 38 kW

1.5 m
i i

1.8 to 2.9. t

2.8z +

Operating Depth

28 to 48 kW

91kg 180kg +

600 to _.,000 m
i i i i

There is a great deal of s_ari_ between the two vehicle designs, but the basic
design philosophy is different. In 1990, SEL surveyed the market place and
concluded that the future for large ROVs was a multipurpose vehicle system that

would have the power, structur_ strength and integri_, and flexibility that other
ROVs did not have. The result was the N--a basic core vehicle with the

capability of incorporating a vazbty of payload packages based on customer
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demsnd. The nmdular _oak approach mustbe m_st_. The Mob//-
F_ project pmmmd _ _ _ _mcept.

SBL ,.-_,-_,-- _e_mm _/n !__. Mhat_bnm annsb_,

'I_ _ slso hM _ h own _ po_r packages
and _ SEt, has _ capability to test all d tho _ms and e,ompomnts at

• slrrmd

controls, video displays, and recording _pab4]t_/es. An auztltary power generator
system is included. For the complete 600 m _ system, including operator
traini_, the p_ pr_ is £1330,000, or about _ million.

Mo_ North Sea _ d_ Scotland, is a user of the technology and

__ __ _. bcause of _ small

_r_n_on $_m b a prime exsmple of tl_ approaoh.

The _ require _eJ___:;__ _ an.to_ omnponents,

control _ _d __in l,_:_msr. 'To _ ti_

¢_. _ Tal:_-8._).__compormr_ has.heron,or m _ designed

Mi .e_,, and others, It ts n m_fi_ar program with _ _tones to
assure:_ _'_ and s_

_ j_ in Table &4.

(di'_et;)_fro_the: underwater _rk tuks and repl__ wi_ a tes_d, proven,-and

and S¢mp/on vehicles, _ _ Submadno:En_mm'ing Ltd. (ISE), of Port
Moody, B.C., Canada, and its series of large ROVs -- Hysub, Hydro, and others.
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SIM

TIM

HLM

UPIM

'l'sb_ _

i _L..... i i = . ii ii

The Skid Interface Modulo is- the component that oontrols

the work modules and interfaces with the ROV.
ii Ull ii i ii

The Tooling Intervention Module provides the capability

for _a completion tres v live operation, valve

, •TILe Heavy Lilt Module is d to install or rotrieve

control pods, choke insem, or_ee caps. The unit can
position a 1,400 pound load.

The Umbilical Pull-In Module b to be used to install both

control umJ_cals and small flowlines into subsea trees

and templates.
i i i i

112,000

480,000

1 !8,000

48,OOO
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obtainable only from higher frequency instruments mounted on deep towed, or
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autonomous, platforms deployed much closer to the m floor. The _vehicle
would cover the ocean bottom at 6 to 6 kt with 8 to 6 km skis atom swaths with I m

resolution. The vehicle would also support subbottom profiler, magnetometer, and
chemical sensors, All data would be temporally and spatially recorded.

The Autosub program, begun in 1988, incorporates four phases over a ten-year

period, as shown in Table 5.8.

'lbblO U

FourRim Gt__

Phase I

Phase H

i n n|

Phase IH

Phase IV

_0_3

_m3m6

_m 4_ 8

it is

_zGOnwar_

Conduct Subsystem
Studies

- pressure hull

- buoyancy control
. propulsion
. hydrodynamics

Vehicle Subsystem
Development

s I

Demonstration Test
Vehicle

Systenw
n

Presently, the dual propulsion.__v e be._ _ _, _,.tPs_mdunder load at
funoperatingdept_ Aone-1_ s_eof the _ nowhun for/_/,P_mVhas been
built and tested in water depths to 1,000 nc_ The _ design is underwaY. Sea water
exhibits compression of 3.8 percent between the surface and a depth of 6,000 m.

Any material that is less compmuible (steel exhibits 1/70 flw compmnibility of sea
water) must be compensated or counteracted to maintahla xwutrally buoyant system.

The search for proper materials, both nwtal_"_ and nonmetallic, and structural design
is ongoing. Control logic for au_us vehicle opera_ns is being studied.
Autosub is at the halfway poLnt, and the demonstration test vahicle is behind
schedule. The goals are ambitious, b_ the _ issue is the avaUabih'ty of funds to

complete the program.

I-leriot-Watt University is located _ Edinburgh_ _otlancl. The university is greatly
influenced by the needs of the North Se a oil k_dustries. In the 1970s, Heriot-Watt
developed the AnOw class of ROVL _1 was the first deep opera_g (300+ m)
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Techn/_ _enm), a testbed ROV for validating hardware and concepts, has

been built and is operational.

_s_t Positron. Relative to the Western world, the United _mgdom is equal to or

slightly behind in scientific unmanned systems, but only because of funding

constraints. The Autosub preJect fmvery ambitious; it will,tentative or more years to

see the results. However, with low-cost obstacle avoidance and navigation systems,

the inexpensive Marconi ODAS vehicle could be of great interest to the scientific

emm_unity.

Tmnd_ Universities are taking a narrower view of technology development because

of funding constraints. Long-term projects, like A utosub may survive. What is

interesting is the cooperative nature d technology development, not just within the

country, but within the European Community. A prime example is the European

Community Marine Science and Technology (MAST) research programs. Recently,

two new MAST programs have been initiated with a goal of furthering autonomous

underwater vehicle technology, namely:

o Advanced Systems Research for Unmarmed Autonomous

Underwater Vehicles and

o Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for Coastal Surveys.

The first project concentrates on generic AUV technology in direct support of

individual major vehiele projec_ at the British and French national oceanographic

research institutes. The partiCipantS in this project include the Institute of Ocean

Sciences DeacOn Laberatory, Ds_nco Research Agency (DRA_ from the United

_ngdom, IFREMER, Societe ]_,A, and Institut National de ,Recherche en

lnfonnaflque et en Automatlque _NRIA) from France, Naticmal Technical University

of Athens from Greece, and Instltuto Hidrogr_co _ from Portugal The second

project, DRA, is actually building a vehlcie, MAP, JUS, or _ _ Uffl/t_ Ve/_c/e

SFatem, for coastal seabed and _ntalsurveys. The ]my pm_dcipants in this

program are from Portug_ _ m_d Feance, The .J_w_q.rSvehicle is designed

for seabed inspections and e_ surveys in coastal mr less than 600 rn

deep. The vehicle is capable of __and retrieving bottom samples. The hull

has been completed and initial sea trials are expected off Portugal in late 1993. It

is planned to be fully operational in 1994.

Tim nmjor point to bring forth is the trod toward international cooperation on major

projects. Tbe_ may be something _to learn from this mode of technology

development, especially in a fight money environment.
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_ f_ tl_:Oeod _._tt_t-U_s _be
pr,,ssnt _ _ why they have_l_v, da_t_J_a_k,,W mnber of
mulbnm_btos, many more than proviously known in the WosL The need for ROVs
did not exist and consequontly was not pursued, with a few exceptions that will be
notod.

The dd_ to m_u_',:la]_ _ _s very high In the _tries of the former

do m_,U_ _m.,-- ,_,,_._dto _
ns,_ d_ _ _k._._,_k_ _b. _ dln objecti. very
dM_ult. Yt_pe_- _ n_er _ oon,squsn_ tl_ o_st o_n objs_ wm not
cdtkmL _-Ix'k_ stature haw no msmnblanm_to that in theWemm'n world. (For

_ __ _-___p,__-or__ _ _, w_d
__ _-s ____,md, pd_ _ _ t_ same-CNe
__.__ and-L_0____ _d DupSO_).-.
_ __,_. ___ o__ _ _. prob_
low_ C/"'dmu_o_ doomnmmt_ andpanrts, mndbocauN o_',ho lo04stios for

ro_drs. 9L91e_ nunrkmtin thomo oourOdom is _ry small bocauso _ a lack of
fuunds.

stmplo, rohblo, and bid _. _YI_. _-wu _tvldby exLdbited in the

manned submersibles that the W'I'EC panel saw.

The unmanned systems _ at the Russian and Ukrainian sites visited can be
broken down into the foll_ _ories:
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o Low-cost ROVs

o Deep ROVs
o AUVs

o Specialty ROVs

Low-Cost ItOV=

These ROVs are the "eye-ball" types, a controllable platform with a video system that

is generally black and whim. Enmplas of these are the Po/us and Ade//ne ROVs
from the Institute of Hydrome_ (UAS),in Faev, Ukraine. These are 10Opound

ROVs for 100 m water depths, The kT_-10g (36 pounds, 100 m water depth)from
Intershelf is very s'nrdl_ to the early Phantom ROVs from Deep Ocean Technology.
Based on this similarity, Intemhelf has priced the unit at $14,000, and has been
negotiating with a Western distributor. These vehicles are probably 10 to 15 years

behind prevailing hardware designs.

Dmp itOVs

One interesting trend was observed. ROVs operated either in shallow water, that is,
100 metem, or '_'ull-ocean-depth," that is, 6,000 meters. An example of the deep
ROVs are the Unto vehicle ihum the Krylov Institute of Ship Research in
SL Petersburg. The Unto, built two years ago, is a large ROV with a smaller one
tethered to it. The Intershelf F'mh-103 (100 pounds weight and 1 kW power) has an

operating depth of 6,000 m, but it must operate from a separate platform via a 30 m
tether. This ROV was used on the third e_pedition to the F,omsomole_ submarine

that sank in 1,700 m of water off Norway in 1989. Subsequent to the WTEC panel's
visit, Fish 103 was used in three additional dives to Kozrmomo}em during August of
1993, penetrating into the submarine's first compartment, operating there for a total
of five hours and recording four hours ofvideo, r"Ish-103has been priced at $50,000.

AUV|

The only AUV observed m _the Scar,_ vehicle at the Bauman Institute of
Underwater Devices and Roboti_ _ Moscow.. The ve_cle is very similar in function
and size to the recently retired French Epeu]ard The Scm'os b 80 percent

complete, but was put on hold because of a lack of funds. Another AUV, the M'/'-88
from the Institute of Marine Tecl_nology Problems in Vladivostock, exists but was not
seen. This vehicle can operate to 6,000 m, has a range of 15 lau, and is

approximately 3 feet in diametar, 12 feet long, and 2,000 pounds. The vehicle is

tracked acoustically and can be controlled from an acoustic command link. The
_qtrT.88 conducted the first survey of the Kornsomo/ets submarine.
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Speek_ BOVs

'l'lwm m _ _ of specialty BOYs. '1_ _ kstitute of

8,000 _ _ a 10,000 m _ Sensors are a side scan sonar, low light level
black4nd-whits video, and a color stereo camera. This system wU--uSed on the

second J_m_me_m survey.

cm oaweu,pH.turbmy. Seore,ceUce.C't'D.and
_ totue b_to_ _

Baum_ _ and built nmmmus specialty -_, a bottom

crawler, an object (tmpedo?) retriever, the Man= and _ (circa 1978) ROVs,
and _ No spec/flcatl0ns were made available, but the author has the
impression that flwy are I0- to l_-old systems.

__ a seriee __uacked _:_at l ton. Bern at 8

vadou, t_es of _ work __a w.ter __400 n_ One-unit, an S-
ton Bets, wsab_t, tested, and coh_p-lb_lY _mtsed for_ transport anywhere.

o_ watt. _-_m not __pt_eW_ •that tim _'.SS c,m
openm _ 6,O00m of wm_. __ ww n_ te__ _ about the
specialty ROVs. Unmanned systems have not been the forte of the Russians or

for tour_t submsdnes indica_s thata need existsfor onlylOto 18 more_.

Int._ emmpUa_ anoe_U_,nd where = fo_ _-J_'.Xer_, _u_..
te_ _ with __ arki facUi_ to dm'_duct ]:minus on a
worldwide basis.

The first _t for unmanned_tems will be in the countziu of the F'SU, but the

prevailL_ economic situation there will have to become more stable and stronger.
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This chapter explores the applications of various acoustic techniques that were
discussed during the +trip. The WTEC team saw many systems and research
interests in the United kTmgdom, France, and Russia. This discussion is not meant
to represent all suc.h applications be_ undertaken in all of the countries
referenced. Many more are undoubtedly m_domay. The applications mentioned,
however, do give a sense of the relsfive breadth and level of te(:hnology being
worked within each of those countries. This summary of activities is considered to

be a snapshot and suffers from limited technical depth and scope.

Aset of objectives were established to help organize the infommfion gathered during
the visits and, hopefully, guide the dJscussimw. Although all of the objectives were
not met, many insights and new knowledge of_¢apabilities were gleaned from the
discussions. The objectives established to__ consideration of the applications
of acoustic technology were as follows:

o

2.
S.
4.

Begin to document applications of acoustictechnology
Assess the maturity of those applications
Relate those activities to similar ones in the United States

Identify unique concepts or applications
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exist that wore not discussed.
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roughness would then be de,-ted by a cross-polarized radar.
been tested from a low flying aircraft.

l,ndrmv

This concept has

The Andreev Acoustics Institute is a research institute and considers first principles

related to acoustic applications. Although the institute dces not build systems, it
becomes involved in the testing and evaluation of systems after they have been

developed.

The institute focuses on basic research of sound propagation in the sea, although

it is now considering air acoustics as well as a number of other application areas.
The institute is involved with scientific research, not prototype development. It is
involved in five areas of acoustic rese_..h: (1)ocean, (2) off and gas, (3) medical,

(4) ecological, and(S) air aconstici, This is a technical institute and, as such,
previously worked only on problems _ by the user community. Recently it
has been given more h'eedom to choose b research directions, but has far less

support to accomplish that research.

The following nine acoustic ap_ were mentioned, a few of which were

discussed in some technical depth:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Transponder system development
Bottom referenced positioning system
Bore hole reentry

Sound vision system
Parametric sonar system
Pulsed acoustics for pollution monitoring

Matched field processing activities
Communications

mammals research

The institute is interested in undersea

Some work has been undertaken directed

The institute has been investigating the de_ of a multibeam receiver for obtaining
accurate range and bearing determination using transponders. Investigations
suggest bearing accuracies of I°. The _ has not built these receivers, but has
completed the design lnvestlg_'ons.

Bottom Referenced PosJtfonJng S/stern. _This project uses bathymetric data to
monitor the movement of slow moving _ots such as oil rigs. Andreev Institute
compared data acquired from • multibeam sonar with previous data to get motion
accuracy of -+1 cm. The institute has a multibeam sonar of 100 1o beams.

2'mnsponder Syatem De_opmenL
transponders with extended durations.
at the development of transpondens thatwould extend their endurance through the

use of a sleep mode. One year or more lifetime with wake up mode is expected.
=
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Underwater acoustic hologru_y. The institute is using optical waveguide

e_bct of an acotmlJc wave is it p_OaOat_ through the marine sediment,
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a,O00 km). The Rnm _ cm3 be applled to, shorter ranges with
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correspondingly higher data rates (e.g., 20 I'k _ 10 for ranges of 1,000 km to &000
km using a receiver with 18 bit resolution). With regard to bore head telemetry, the

institute wants to use its teohniques for implementing a low data rate telemetry

system from the drill head to the surface without cables.

Maz/ne JManunaLs Research. Andreev is msom_drtg dolphins' and other marine
animals' sonar capabilities, with an interest in understanding what can be applied to

sonar systems. Marine manunak such as the dolphin have a sonar system that is a
'_vhole" system, that is, the physiological characteristics of the animal as well as its
behavior are part ofebe emh_ sonar Sysmm. Much may be learned from this: it has
been said that 5 to 100 neurons Can sometimes have the equivalent processing
capability of a million computers.

The institute is investigating some bask: issues associated with neural networks,

specifically, how a group of neurons with msec response times can be connected
so that the group can detect msec variations. The research effort in this area is not
large.

Acoustic Cturent Me_em . Spe_ml Instrumentation.The Marine Hydrophysical
Institute is principally focused on the study of physical oceanography. Scientists
there have a substantial design, damlopment, and manufacturing capability to
support the development of insmnuentaflon requked for thek activities. There is an
acoustics facility at Odessa, but there was not enough _ue for the team to visit it.

The institute h_ developed a number of acoustic current meters for its needs. It has
ooncontmted on acoustic current meters that measure velocity components at a
point rather than utilizing the range gated Doppler system concept. No other unique
applications of acoustic technology were reported; however, others may well exist.

Sl ,ho. L,setum

The Shirshov Institute is involved with the product/on of platform and instrumentation
systems needed to support its ,oceanographic ruearch. _Since there was limited

availability of Western equipment, theins_uto's scientists and engineem were forced
to develop their own instruments. While this activity was driven by necessity, it also
helped to stimulate the development of some urdquo devices. The applications
mentioned were:

o

o

o

o

An AUV simulator with forward-lookh_ and vertical sonar
Sonar information processing
Transducer elements for side s_ sonar and acoustic imaging

Hydroacoustic beacon/transponder for divers_
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o Acoustic Doppler current profiler, 3 beams; 30 ° or 120 o

o Mobile linear array

Low Frequency' Source. One _e of work on low frequency sources was the

testing of a compact electromagnetic monopole soume in conjunction with the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (published in WH01-93-09). The titanium

source, developed at IAP RA_ _ a mass of 123 kgand a dim_mr of .64 m. The

system has a center fraquencyof 226 Hs, a bandwidth of about 6Of-Is, an associatm:l

pulse resolution of about 200 msec, and a sources level of 198 Db re 1 pPa at 1 m,

with an efficiency of about 60 percent. This source is being considered for use in

monitoring the ocean to undendm_d more about global oOean processes and their

impact on the world's climate. •

Mobile L/near Army. This 200 m long mobile linear an'ay consists of 64

hydrophones spaced 3 rn apm_ (300 m operating depth), The system is capable of

making very accurate scoustic spectnml nmasurenmnts from 20 to 300 Ha. The

upper range can be extended to 2,000 Hz. Included with this system, which is

available for sale at $20,000, is s/gnalprocessing software, which otherwise costs an

additional $12,800.

Acousffc Doppler G"mnmt Promer. This inset is a three-beam (30 ° beams

oriented 30 ° off vertical in 120 ? _increments), 220 ki-ls system for operation

in water depths to 400 m (200 to 300 m for current profiling, and 300 to 400 m for

ship velocity measurements). 'l_he_system is _ with an IBM/AT for

processing. It is believed to be _ to the RD Instruments system.
: t

NHVK was represented as the institute responsible for designing computer hardware

and systems software. In task, NHVK scientists developed

algorithms for sonar systems. Muchdtllisi_ was _ classified (and some

still remains so) but is now un_ Efforts:are uruterway to commercialize

several acoustic applications that :have _d kom the work at _ The

following descn3:ms some of those concepts.

Fh_h Mon_ozinff Sonar $3mtem. This syslmn is designed for low-tonnage vessels

fishing in any open ocean areas. It km_atmed at detecting pelagic and bottom fish

shoals to determine their location while the vessel is operating at full speed in seas

up to sea state 4. The system,4s mind in low-tmmago vessels for fish objects

detection (fish, crustaceans, molluslm) in active and/or passive (on recebdng

bioacoustic signals) sonar mode. _

The unique feature of the system is its use in a passive sonar mode, which assists

in the detection and classification of living resources on or in the bottom layer, which
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This parametric sonar system has a transmitlL_ array of 0.3 m' in the angular sector.
A parallel-sequential spatial view is obtained by the system.

View Sector
in azimuth

in elevation

DistanceReSolution

Angular l_olution

Antenna Square

Equipment Volume

Submergence Depth

Power Consumption

0.I to2km

±48"

--15"

0,3 m

1° tO3"
i,

0.3 to 0.6 m t

O,Sto 0.6m8
i " t | ii iI i i

up to_Om

The receiving army (0.6 m I) receives a noise and valid signal mixture. The
amplified, filtered, and digitised signals are sentito_the oomputing facilities. Signal
processing includes the following:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Multibeam forming in the spectral region
Reverberation noise suppression
Matched filtration

Signal detection and signal parameters measurement
sign_ cimification

Data prepemtion for displaying
Processing results arc/dng

The processing results are displayed, An opamtor ana!yses the image and, taking
into account primary classification data, identifies theobject under observation.

Design spacifications of this systm_ m available, _ main design concepts have
been lnalTaed, s_d, _:_ in __litions, and the array
bmadboarding has been accomplished., Proposals Sor cooperation with foreign
participants are being sought.
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o Angles of arrival in the vertical and horizontal planes

o Time delays between beams
o Correlation factors between beams
o Spatial intervals o_ beanw coherence in the vertical and

horizontal planes • ..

o Time intervals of beams coherence

o Bottom and surface reflection factors

o The ocean noise spectrum and spatial characteristics

General system specifications are Ob'en in Table 6.4.

The antenna, installed at the transmitting ship, transmits a pseudorandom signal.

The array at the receiving ship can be placed in the vertical or horizontal position.

It receives a noise and valid signal mixture. Amplified, filtered, and digitized signals

are sent to the computing facilitim. The computer evaluaJ_ the beam structure

parametem of sea acoustic fields. The use of special algorithms provides beam

super resolution. Computers,/stmn software includes beam structure evaluation of

acoustic fields and the cc/11padson of theoretical and experimental results.

In order to make memmmmerm more accurate,.the receiving array is automatically
calibrated at regular intervals. Processing results are displayed and loaded into a

database. This measurement method has been experimentally verified in the Atlantic

Ocean. Proposals for cooperation are being sought.

Table 8.4

Antenna Length
r rf | , •

Frequency Band

Number of Resolution Ream Clusters

Number of Resolution Beams in a

Cluster

Angle of Arrival Measurement
Accuracy :_

DelayMeUure nt  cur cy

Focusing Factom Measurement

Accuracy ::_
i ii i i

_m
nr

1 to 6 kHz

up to 16

up to 3

1 to 3 minutes

104 sec
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patents, for acoustic devices. He discussed the design of sparker, boomer,
electrodynami_ and hydraulic-type emitters. Finally, he discussed the
characteristics of a patented cylindrical emitter, created especially for use in seismic
operations. _ •

The problem of more durable electrodes in the sparker device-has beml s_ by
encspsulatingtbem in a special liquid in which the high powered el_ discharge
takes pls_e. The power in a single pulse from this large device, which is 1.2 m by

,6 m and weighs 300 kg, is 8 kJ, which is hydraulically transmitmd through the
encapsulation to the surrounding sea. The operational depth of the device is up to
200 m.

I_'gh Powered Boomer-7'ype Induction Pu/amg Erru'tter. A high powered boomer-
type induction pulsing emitter with a tunable frequency response was described.
The device was tunable to provide maximum amplitude in the low frequencies - 50
to 700 l-lz. It was claimed to be the first such design available for deep water use,
that is, up to 300 m.

Pulse Rescript Transmitter PPT_I_'gb Frequency Responwe. A working model of a

new pulse resonant transmitter with high frequency response has been completed.
The transmitter has a fiat characteristic curve in the 10 to 300 I-Is range through the

use of reactive compensation, and has output power in the 3k_ range. The
transmitter is electrohydraulic; it is purely electric at low power and can be purely
hydraulic at high power.

Low Frequency Active Array. A developmental concept was discussed for a low
frequency active army of cylindrical shapes that might be used for searching out oil
and gas fields. The army would be arranged to fit down an oil andgas well casing
and would operate in the 50 to 100 I-Is range with control to produce a directed
beam pattern along a horisontal plane, The total system would also include a
multichannel receiver array.

F_ School Detec_on Us/rig a Pass/re Sonar $_tem - _$ Sj_em. A senior

scientist from INFRAD described the ARGUS system, which is being developed in
partnership with other companies in the Dubna region. The ARGUS system
proposes nsing sonar emission tomography_ todetect fish shoals, currents and

underwater waves, and sediment fallout rates. _ proposed system wo_d be

purely passive and would have a maximum depth of 1,000 m, with a monitoring base
line of 150 m that lies up to 9.00 km offshore. The pattern of surface noise would be

understood through array processing as fish, currents, or sediment, and could be

characterized as to depth, density, and ochootm of fish. The processing by each

arraywould squire the characteristics of the conditions in situ. The spokesperson
for INFRAD explained that for about one year, there had been basic work exploring
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Seabed Characten_at/on, This work has reached the stage where excellent
characterization of complex seabeds from side scan sonar records has been
achieved. The present aim is towards a database of seabed types covering most
areas of the seabed. With the increase in data rat_ from sonar equipment, the

ability to acctnately analyze data qulcldy is essential To this end, a system has
been developed for pedorming ot_-line uqlmentation of seabed types. This has
applioation in hydrography where it is possible to perfonu seabed comparison over
very short time scales. This could be of major importance in times of conflict.

Sonar Data Compmu/on. With the i:,_ease in resolution of modem sonars,
gigabytes of data m now being gathered in side scan surveys. Techniques have
been developed that are capable of c_ing the information by many orders of
magnitude. This has obvious bemats for _ storage, manipulation, and transmission

of such data. Work is continuing on techniques for real-time handling of acoustic
data.

,_nar,_,nu/at/on. The group is developing mathematical and graphical techniques

for synthesizing side scan data. The aim is to develop a system to allow the study
of the sonar process, which will aid analysb and detection work.

The Maxine Technology Directorate (MTD) is a United _mgdom-based association

with international membership. The members have significant interests and

capabilities in ocean-related technologies and come from industW, government,
research establishments, academic institutions, the United 1Qngdom's Science and

Engineering Research Council, and the Royal Academy of Engineering.

MTD funds research programs that relate to undersea vehicle technology. One, the
Technology for Unmanned Underwater Vehicles. (TUUV) prc,Nam, covers a broad
spectrum of technology problems in six main areas: sensing, control,
communication, navigation, pro_ and analysis. Three of those projects reflect
types of activities related to acoustic apptications in the undersea environment.

MTD advances research and development throu_fh its funding of mad_ research.

MTD also encourages conuuunl_ _ llw madne community by organizing
discussions with-companies whose intemsW relate to the objectives of the WTEC
study. A description of three TUUV projects funded by MTD follows:

Techniques for Processing Side. Scan J_nar Data _om Large Data Sets (l-leriot-Watt
University). In recent years, there has been an increase in the demand for high

quality side scan sonar data for mapph_ sediments on the .edoor. Coupled with

tl_ demand has been increasingly sophisticated sonar equipment capable of
obtaining high resolution images of the seatloor. These factors have led to an

abundance of data that must be examined by trained personnel in a subjective and
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The sonar heads common power supply requirement and data

communication protocol that enable the connection of multiple devices, including
sonar, profilers, and altimeters, to the SCU-3 via a single twisted pair.

The SCU-3 is a powerful yet simple to operate muititesking acoustic__or. In

addition to controlling ST sonars, it also operatea 'l_rltech ST 1000 s_profilers,
displays real-time video, and shows informatio_ _ Other sermot's, _u a TSS
340 Pipetracker and eastings and nortbings _ 8 nevigation coaq)uter; all on the

same monitor simultaneously. Data may _ 1_ to and replayed from disk.

Images may be taken from $CU-3 and entered into desktop publishing packages to

assist in creating post-operation reports.

 mon Spem Lnc
.. ..... _ i_! _: __ _

The SEABAT 9001 system is a multibe_ sorUf:F/utem that csrri_iout profiling
operations. It consists of a low weight (8 _ in:mr) multibeam son& he_, a 19-
inch rack mounted processor, a high resolution monitor, and a track-b_ with which
to control the system (all functions are menu driven).

The SEABAT 9001 transmits a 900 z 1._°_ __ consisting ofs_ 4_ kHz
individual beams (1.S o x l.S o) in one single pulse/A/1 the beams am formed using

a curved face transducer that minimizes background noise. _

Because a single pulse is transmitted, undistorted profiles are generated, accurately
portraying even the most complex sea bed features. Also, due to the single
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The Sonavision 4000 transmitter and receiver electronics are fully tunable via
software from 150 kHz to 1.5 MHz. There_m variousbeam angles and frequencies
are available, that is, 1 MI-Iz profile and 3,000 kHz long range search. See Table 6.7
for specifications.

In one application, the standard Sonavkion 4000 sonar product was modified to take

a 1.2 • 500 kHz sonar army. The computer graphics cardin the display system was
modified to store up to 10 sonar pictures andthe osg-based control sottwam was

adjusted accordingly. Software was also supplied for personal computer control of
the sonar system, enabling the operator to store sonar images to disc.

I-3 Connectiw't,/ t_'ezoelecm'c Materials for tDgh Frequency' Sonar. UDI and
Strathclyde University have spent three years developing new materials for sonar

applications. In brief, the material consists of !piesoelectric ceramic pillars
embedded in a polymer matrix. In general, the combination of long, tall ceramic
pillars and polymer materiak enhances the _cal cmwersion e_x:iency
and reduces the acoustic impedance to provide a better match to water. The results
have enabled phased arrays to be manufsctumd at a fraction of their price, and for
special sonar transducers to be supplied at little additional cost to clients.

Tab_ 6.7
_xt_mk_ ct _ 4000 at 800 kl-k

Transmit

Receive

M.D.S.

Source Level

27 o vertical x 3.1 o horizontal

37,' vertical x 3.0o horizontal
I Illl i r I i i

72db

. Pulse Length , 100/m, ec

n Bandwidth _ _ _!0 _ _-i

| Scan Rates (Menu Seleetable):i [ Slow, _; fast, Super fast |
II II I I I I I Ii Ili I iilllli[I II I _1

Cavitation Cleaning Sonar. UDI built a tec_ _iuoustmtor sonar consisting of
a 400 mm diameter multi-ring 270-ele_n(P_ed: army, and racks of 45 power
amplifiers. The system was designed to produce a focused beam capable of
cavitating a small volume of water. The cavi_lon_e_fect can be used to clean rust

off metals. Investigations are underway into its capabilities against marine growth.
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The sonar head is mounted on a dynamic, stable platform that relates the beam to

a fixed spatial reference independent of roll, pitch, and yaw by the vessel. The 60 °
insonifled sector is scanned electronically by a Very nerrow beam to generate a high
definition video image. Each echoed pulse represents angle andrange data for
processing by the computer. The received_ are digitized and subjected to

modem image processing techniques. These enhance the composite video and

eliminate flicker. Performance has been demonstrated up to speeds of 10 kt and sea
state 4.

The Mark H Hydrosearch outputs standard CCIR 'IV format. This permits the use
of a wide range of devices, such as 'IV monitors, line scan recorders, video
recorders, and output printers.

Bathyscan Swath Echo Sounding System. Bathyscan is a 100/300 kH= swath echo
sounder based on the principle of acoustic interbremetry. In the 100 kHz mode the

system will operate in continental shelf water depths and can map a swath up to
800 m wide, while at 300 kHz it offers high resolution surveys in rivers, harbors, and
estuaries.

Admnced Model8 o£ Sound Propagation in the _ Marconi Underwater Systems
is engaged in research onthe propagation of soundin the oceans in order to further
develop the company's knowledge of the complex underwater environment.

Computer models of sound propagation play an important part in this research and
allow the user to predict the distribution of sound intensity given prior knowledge

of the physical properties of the ocean, such as its sound speed profile.

D'REMER, a French government agency with scientific, industrial, and commercial
roles, directs, funds, and promotes ocean _ and development. The agency

often develops system concepts; then works with industry to build the system and

evaluate its operation. The Toulon facility is _on the operation of many of the
developed systems. The Brest facility, however, has established an acoustics
development laboratory. The following app_ations were mentioned, although few

details were gathered during _is visit: (1) aoousflo data transmission; (2) acoustic
determination of seabed characteristics; (3)_'deVelopment of very low frequency

transducers; and (4) array processing (acoustic tomography).

Further information is readily available by contacting the Brest laboratory.
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Low Colt SysMmr_ It was clear during the _ in both the FSU and in
WesternEurope thatthe cost of teclmo!o_ was a __be _=¢tsldece¢lin
n_licm_iom. ,l,ho low =0st m r/stems ¢_r=red by _ wore of interut to all.
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Long _ne_,n_. l_s is i In: t_ _ tab!u,-s_,_ uae_ponder s_=tems
have quoted endurances o_ multiple years. In some of the institutes visited, projects
were directed at increasing the endurance of other autonomous instnnuentation. In
Europe, the Autosub pro0mm seeks 7,000 ]on tmmdts; the French have focused some
of tlwir work on long range systenw. Endurance is an important design
consideration for acoustic transponders and other instrumentation under

development.
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l_'_her Resoludon. Several institutions focused on higher resolution acoustic

information. In Europe, interest in higher resolution sonar imaging systems is very

visible. At Strathclyde University, MTD is _ndingln efk_ to develop.more accurate

position data for undersea tasks. In Russia and Ukraine, the term "suPer resolution"

acoustic data was empl'u_imd. _menW I_ mm_rtOtec_o]ogy are clearly

focused on increasing the resolution cgaeoustic systems either with new hardware

techniques or with advanced sonar signal processing and high-speed algorithms.

E_c[ent _onm" ._QnM Proce_/nF. Computer hardware available to researchers in

Russia m-u:! Ukraine has been limited. Bmem-chers have had to understand clearly

the problems they encountered, _ their techniques to :op_/se the

processing that had to be accomplkhed. This has led to development of new

methods for processing acoustic data _at_:seem to be more ei_cient than those in

the United States and other countries.
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Undemtanding of Basic Theory. The researcbem participating in the c_Jcuasions
were clearly aware of the basic principles of the te_mology with which they were
involved. The limitation of computer capability and the need for e_-.ient problem
solutions may have forced this need for in-depth basic ur,xiers_. The situation
in the United States is elegy different, whs_ compu_ eapebi_ty and the cost of
people may force development to proceed alo_ distant lines, where an

engineering solution may be more important than roaching a total understanding of
all aspects of a problem.

Apph'cation ldeu. New applications are under consideration by researchers in
Russia and Ukraine. Some oftbese ideas had not been considered in the United

States, at least within the circles represented by the membem of she WTEC team.

It may well be that the new heedom to cmiskier research directions has allowed
researchers to consider novel applications of technology. It may also be that having
to compete in a world marketplace demands new producm and ideas.

Implementation Sothvam and __tion Hardmu_ Researoh in Russia and

Ukraine has been undertaken inan e_t with limited cm_puter hardware
capability. However, this limitation has probably resulted in an emphasis on efficient
algorithms and highly capable microp_ in the development of Russian
software.

Metun'ty of Aoph'cations. Although Russia and Ukreine:have explored applications

of technology that are interesting end novel, the actual maumty of those applications
is not clear. Many of the technological concepts discussed were in their conceptual
stages only. With limited _ resources, it is unclear just how many of those

applications will come to fruition. _r

/n/restructure. The changes in the FSU have had a strong impact on the technology
infrastructure. Communications among var_us groups:is unclear. Also, the method

for moving from concept to final prototype wu controlled very completely in the
past; the resources needed to accomplish a development effort were planned end

in place. It seems that this is no longer the case. It will take time for a new
infrastructure to evolve in the present environment.

_d Needs

A number of factors impacting _l_./mology development in ltw F'SU were apparent
during the WTEC team's -,visits end discuasions in Ruasia and Ukraine. These are not
necessarily related to technology development, but are rather important to the
process used to develop technology. The following sections identify some of those
issues.
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SLI]_#,ARF AND CONCbUSIONS

It is imlx_sibie to m".derstand just what the most Importm_ rosults of this visitwere.

There were a number of applications of acoustic technology that were both exciting
to consider and important to advanck_ the state of the art in this field. Due to

limited time, it was not possible to truly undennand the technical accomplishments

of the technologists. Yet, their ideas were_g and their concepts novel. More
should be done to fully understand many of these efforts.

One question that surfaced repeatedly was how far specific applications had been

taken. It was not clear, at times, whether a discussion was of a concept not yet
moved to hardware; a concept for which a prototype had been developed; a

concept that had been evaluated in a real world setting; or a concept that had
already advanced to a product.

It was also unclear, at times, what the future held for specific applications that were

being discussed. With limited resources and a very dynamic environment, the future
of an idea is uncertain. Many of the applications discussed could well be moved

into viable products readily sought after in the world marketplace. Whether they will
reach the marketplace is not clear.

It was recognized by many members of the UTEC team that solutions to
technological problems had been implemented on computer hardware of limited

capability. Emphasis was placed on efficient algorithms and clearly understanding
the principles of the problem. Many in the West can remember how their first efforts

at applying microcomputers to instrumentation forced the use of machine languages
and complex interface programming. This is not unlike what seems to be the norm

in the FSU. The benefit of this has been that technologists in the FSU developed
unique solutions to complex programming problems.

There is a genuine desire for cooperation and collaboration. On one hand, this is

obvious since funding and equipment resources am lacking. More importantly,
however, is the perception that technologists in Russia and Ukraine truly believe that

cooperation and collaboration will bring new insights and further advance their

technological interests. The individuals involved in the visits were very talented
technical people. Much would be benefitted by the synergism that results from true
cooperation.

An interesting factor recognized during many discussions was that the current
environment in Russia and Ulcaine allows technologists the freedom to choose their

own research directions. This has not been possible in the past since resources
were directed at specific projects planned outside of the various institutions. It is

clear that this change will allow researchers to consider new directions not possible
in the past.
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Systems engineering and integration (SE&I) is the discipline that brings together
technologies and hardware/software into an efk_bnt product to satisfy operational
needs. As such, it is an appropriate wrap-up of the foregoing chapters that have
described the st_e of pracflc_ relating _ underwater vehicles (UVs) and relatmt
subsystems and mchnologies. For the following discussion, SE&I is separated into

four main topics that describe tl_ promms horn emerging tochnologies through
developmont of the ovendl system _!_ to mission operations. In each of these
topics the methodology and general state of practicm are described where they
could be observed, and unique features are presented. Whore possible,
comparisons and contrasts are drawn __thO 8pti_'oach_ employed in Western
Europe, the former Soviet Union (FSU)_ end the U_ Stares. Valuo judgements of
"bot_0r" or"best" 8re no¢ appropriate in tl_e._mpsrtson since both the West and the
countries of the FSU have been successful in meeting thek objuctives in the

development of subsea systems and tuchn01ogies.

Numerous factors have compired to plimit the_validity and scope of the team's

understanding of how SF.,&I is practioed ,J _ many locations :visited. This is
particularly the case in Russia and Ukrudno, but is also true to a lesser degree in

Western Europe. These factors include-lira lack of time at each site; the lack of
common understanding of SE&I; the _ for splitting into teams, so that the

author of each topia in this report _ _ i'ely On data acquired by others on the
panel; and the unevenness of the visits. _ of the visits focused on real hardware
and others on general discussions. Some meetings were strongly orchestrated by
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technology, increased costs, and time.consuming engineering refinement and
opttn'dsat_ It is not uncommon!ix dev__lopment of a new UV to cost from tens to

even hundreds of millions of dollars, and tOtake fouryears or more to _ it ready
for operations. In some cases,, due to r_dly changing economics, politics, and
technologies, the need for thesysmn.m_Vor the _.hnology base may be obsolete
before the system is ready for use. E has become one of the main ways of
seeking improved development emolency and lowered costs.

Early on, the WTEC panel decided _that_to obtain an end-to-end pempective of

underwater vehicle capabilities, SE&I bad to be included in the technology

.evaluations of Europe, ..Russia"and __. The-- topic is divided into four phases of
SFAd: technology evolution, systemdesi_ and development_ assembly and test, and

field test. The following sections des_ the methodologies and provide an
assessment of the tools and support sys_ms that are available.

YBC_MCLOGYBVOLTYI'ION

In the West, the impetus for advanced resem'ch and development in undersea
technologies has come from a mixtureof _ military, industry, and science sectors.
Tim m/I/taw sector has most often been the initiating source, with industry and
academia adopting and refining the _g advances for lower-cost applications
in commerce and research. -This is very much the same in .Western Europe,
although the strength of the North. Sea oil and gas industry has resulted in the

commercial sector being a s tr,;mger initiator, of new technologies than is the case in
the United States. In the FSU, hewewr, the hderal funding process was slanted
heavily toward military needs; only recently has the process of convemion to the civtl

and research sectors begun in esmseL This process has been made extremely

dimcult, by the breakup of _ _t U_and by the .numerous and often
CO_ _ _m_S _t _ F b_ __ i_t P,e_...demy of Science no longer

exists; .mailer academies of.olenoe_,_zident reseatS, irmtitu_, within each
country of the FSU are now forced toc_te for funding and direction from other

sources. It should be noted that numem _ and very capable tes t facilities developed
_ms.der the Soviet government are still _ in many of the institutes for use by
_entittes outside the FSU. Table 7.I _ sndsunmm-iRs the primary activities of the

basic and applied research institutes __te_ visited in Western Europe, Russia,
end Ukraine. (For detailed desoriptions,_ see the site reports in Appendices B
through F.) _

'rimmzopmm ]'zommm

As mentioned earlier, Europe employs the same basic approach and tools as does
United States for _d rese___, _opment. Work stations and high

capacity computational systems allow a heavy emphasis on analysis and simulation,
and a concerted effort to develop autonomous systems and smart sensors (see LIFIA
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and Heriot-Watt University site reports in Appendices D and E, respectively). One
strong point in the European programs is thek ability to focus advanced research
across a number of countries. This has been mcocmplished through the Marine

Science and Technology (MAST) programs, which have established European joint
research objectives and funded cooperative activities at institutes and organim_ons
in each country. MAST H, a ten-year progrmn in oceanographic research and

de_lopment_ funds and/or links together such programs as AMADEUS and Autceub
in the U.K. and othars acroas Europe. These programs will develop technologies,
sensors, and underwamr vehicles to do work and rmmarah in the deep ocean as

well as in shallow, near-shore areas (see Herlot.Watt University, INRIA,IFREMER,
and Deacon Laboratory site reports in Appendices D and E). The U.S. programs,

by comparbon, are more independent, with e_,h research and development enUty
setting its own objectives .and seeking separm funding. In this time of limited
funding in the United States, an approach like that of MAST may be helpful in

achieving national objectives for ocean research and development.

_,=bm end _ _

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, each state in tl_ Confederation of

Independent States (CIS) independently conducts its own programs in undersea
technology. The WTEC team visited only Russia and Ukraine, but found many
similarities in how their s=ientists conduct research and developmant for advanced
marine and undersea technology.. Research and development in Russia and Ukraine
are characterised by strong them_tioal work. The ftmdamental processes and

mathematical models are well understood and emphaaize& On the other hand, the

lack of high capacity computafla_ai platforms lL,uits the .m_'ytlcai work necessary
to validate the theory. Hence simulation and analysis are_rformed at a level that

can be supported on IBM or equivalent PCs (see _ndreev Institute and Dubna site
reports in Appendix B). IBM 388 and, very recently, a f_w 486 machines were the
only computsrs obsarved or ma_.dOned at_tl_ verious insfltu_s; in fact, the need for
better computers and so/tware wu h_iumltty mentioned. The result seems to be
that research and development istaken to the laboratory and the field much sooner
than is generally the case in the West. Thus, much of the scientific verification is
done empirically.

Under the previous Soviet system, the relatively low cost of labor and materials
compared to the West led to a proMemtion of very capable and often similar test
facilities throughout the Academy of Science organizations. The low labor costs also
resul_d in large sta_ of qualified scienlh_s at many of the insfitmions. Populations

ranging from 5,000 to 28,000 people have not been uncommon in the past. Presently,
however, large reductions in the numbers of scientists and support personnel are
occurring at most of the instimfio_ due to lack of funding. Unless funding is
acquired soon, the extensive science capabilities in both facilities and people will
be lost. It has been said that major reductions in the CIS military R&D sector are
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A few of ms si_ visited by the panel had ongoing technology actiw'ties that were
unique and wo_hy of 0peci_ _

0

0

allow f__raematio_ _l_ moving bodies at different doptl_ to measure
_ vLam_b_ _nd L_m_l wave e_.

1,000 m/s_. _ msnmh has been __I for w_xd_s
sp_'oschlng Ma_ 2 {2,2_0 m/sec). The pmjoc'tilos, due to shape snd a
m_zo,md_ cavim/on bid, uhlbit very low drag _ _ the pmje_e
would ,_orlonco:_=_ urn, _elo_ in s/r).

tL_ _,ovmr tl_ pint _m In m_)ort o_ So_)t missile
sp,tsm. Thmn same _ have been cruflvely applied to both radar
and sonar system research.
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Figure 7.z. High Vok:dty Teat Cbambor (top), _ 0nktd_), Pin.tam in Water Cavkim (bottom)
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developers stress a botton'm up facio_, test approach that tests components,
_, aud_flnally complete-_. European-developers that the WTEC
team visited employ test methods very similar to those used in the United States.

and cheer kon the UntrodStates in the sop.histicationof test
equipment in use. In the West, simulation testing Is often used_es an overall final
hLctory acceptance test. It couples environmental and mission simulation modules

with system hardware and man in :_w loop to pedorm end-to-end functional
acceptance tests.. Simulation testing is most oflenperformed dry, but can also be
done in suitable-wet tanks or pressure chambers, ff available. Automated test

'_nt (ATE) is used e_ in the West, and provides a pmpro2mnu'_wd,

r,compu_r-contro]led capability for+Ugh volume test Sequences such as life cycle
testing and production testing of complicated electronic equipment. Simulation and

•automatic testing require more c_do computer assets than are generally available

to most developers in the FSU, hence, the lac.k of this kind of test activity was
anticipated. One exception was at IG"ylov,where advanced automated test facilities
were observed. In general, very _ test facilities are avatlad_le inboth Europe
and the FSU for the type of spplicetions and vehicles that are in use. Tables 7.3a
and 7.3b summarize the test activities and facilities that were observed or described

to the panel. Some of the more unique facilities are discussed in the following
•paragraphs.

mrope

In both the United IQngdom end France there are very capable physical and
functional test facilities b use. Sim_laboratories and _ted test equipment

were observed (see Herlot-Wa_ University, LIFIA, and Marine Technology
DireCtorate site reports in Appendices D and E); they are used to test systems and
components for underwater vehicles.

Prs_ure chambers of various sizes and- depth capebilities are available in Europe.
The most impressive was found at Slbgsby Engineering Ltd. Slingsby has a 3 m

dianwter horizontal chamber (see Figure 7.2) with a unique, half-cylinder support
carriage that allows for entry of tUt_ nearly the sere ofthe full diameter of the
chamber. In this manner, the .compeny _ functionally test even its largest RC_s
to deptlw of 7,500 feet. Large c_ _le of testing complete vehicles to full

ocean depth (8,000 m or more) m _not found, but may be available at other
locations. Handouts at Rauma Oceerdcs in Finland listed a reasonably large (2.5 m
diameter) chamber good to 7,500 m, but the team was not allowed to tour any of the
company's facilities.
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'the slightlysmallerchm]:m"(1.8m dim_et_) is mind at 1,SO0amwsplwres,which
is well beyond full ocean depth. Krylov is unique in the FSU in that it has computer
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controlled+test facilities. The stru_-Id test facility(see _ 7.3) can life cycle test

fun4imd ship panels by hydraulically applying simulated loads in numerous
positions at tompemtums down to -110 °C and measuring up to 3,000 data points to
monitor fatigue and cracking. _

Figure 7.3. Structural Facility at F_Iov

+Other test facilities observed _ _knd Ukraine, _ not as impressive as those
at Krylov, were still very cipsblo _ have be,en usbd e_ly in developing

advanced marine technol_. I AS-__! _'l'able_ 7.3a and 7.3b, acoustic,
hydrodynm_c, and pmssum_tUt _ werb found a_ _institutes and were
adequate for both researchandC_ _devetopmet/t. However, the only faciliiy
that appeared to be large efiou_t6 l_st"-S complete n_-med_submemible hull was



1,58 l,mlml llw'mlmeWlml!_ _

dim eoqllJgtflon _m not obsermd ai 11t3rof the othor test _

1mTmdteet of_+_ doeenot_ empiuJ/edtnnu._

that haw been developed. Simple manned _, _ _ controls and

_, the _ _ m'_]nmem in the lsbom_ry will be able to monitor and
influence the sensors and vehicles under test in the Firth.

ih_la md _

m for msurch and ol_mtio_. Tho roam visited the Bd_r, a nmdhnn-abed
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-_an_ passenger transportation until otbe_ funds becmne available. The
at Mariec_ (see _ .ire report in $_opendix C) were

:_w_dous for partners in _areh in the Blac_Sea or anywbem 4be:perUwr desires.
Tbs__snd Sever_llTen_d, would lease for about $_X_day. Even with
fuel and provisions as extra, this is a very low cost.

mmm rm  uums

Underwater vehioles and _ te_ are varyimportant to tbe European
countrJ_ visited. This is Grdd_noed b7 government sponsored and funded programs
such as tba Marine Technology Dks_o_a program sponsored by the United
Kingdom's Science and Engineering Research Council and France's FRE
program. There is also a Enropean-wide focus through the Madne Science and
Technology program. European mad_ l_hnotogy_and UV activities are well
planned and focused, and funding, though never enough, is adequate. The bottom
line is that the Europeans are making good progress in developing AUVs toward
some veryuseful national and regional _ in ocean research. Good work is
also in progress toward development of ROVs for the oF,,hore oil industry.

The organizations involved in UV development and marine research are just as well

equipped for research, engineering, and overall system integration. Their computer
equipment and test facilities are as modem and capable as any in the United States.

Bmsla and Ukndns

To summarize:

O Labor and materials are still inexpensive. This has led in the past to an
emphasis on manned UVs rather than unmanned units because it is easier to
integrate, maintain, and use the low-cost labor to good ef_ct. This trend will
probably continue into the near future until the industrial sector in these
countries begins to mature and costs drive them toward unmanned systems.
In the West, the high cost of labor and the risk of litigation and insurance
penalties have driven the United States toward unmanned solutions.

However, the same cost of labor has made sophistication and high technology

expensive. The United States has improved performance and minimized
man-dependency, but in some cues has violatm:l the basic rules of 'loeep it
simple" and "sufncient is good enough." U.S. researchers are too often
enamored of the whiz-bang solution rather than the simplest solution.
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Navtaawol¢, COMMmCtOaTtm¢,._'_m_oN.
AND COm'ROL

_=bs=l J. I_

_C'BON

Navigation, communication, automation, .and control are important technologies in
underwater vehicles. The ability to navigate and control a vehicle is essential to all
underwater vehicle activities. Automation and conuuunication are enabling
technologies that are prerequisites for advanced _ili_s, such as autonomous
operation and remotely controiled work envirmmwnts. Basic capabilities allow

vehicles to be used as observation platforms. I-_her level capabilities _ow for use

of the vehicles in rrdssi ._ that am _ _ __ experimentation and
mardp_ation...C_munioaflon t_)looy onaJ_ieS remot_y ope_d vehicles,

.mowob,,e._o., _d/or,,xpe_ pl_. _ _ ).e,_mt_to_..d
thenumberofpeoplewhoareinvolvedin _d interact_ an underwateractivity.
Automation provides two functions. First of all, automation can _ tasks that are
tedious and require a lot of manpower and accomplish or help accomplish these

tasks using a machine or a computer.. This allows more tasks to be accomplished

with a _ amo_t, of manpower _;=o.d_, some _-c_ be done more
accurately,emcion_ (thatis, _tor, more " _ and mororepombly}-by an automated

symm than manually. Thisallows objectives to be accompikhed that otherwise
could not be achieved, r , r ....

The WTEC team looked at the application " " " -of automation and control technologies

in the research and development laboratories as well i_aS._ underwater systems.



Auton_km d_ test, _ _on _ is an important component of
the cm_q_ivene_ of undarwater vehicle programs.

i

!

_ toaloc___imt __ thinm not
to weeld o_r_u. _ _ _ w,_n'e the _ of the
vehicle with _ to a local _, !r_d then tmr,sform the output into global

A conun_ technique_ _ m_maible mS mstmomo_ or remotely
operat_ Whicl_ is to de_ the _ of the _ ship _ a _obal

_ (such u GI_, _r_ltm_ou_ de_ the pmition of the
vehicle with _ to the ship, using in acou_ poeitionlng sp_m _z_loylng
shortorul_ b_e_'_ _. _ n__ts can_ _d
toloan a_ pmtttonoruNdmpam_!y.Anot_rconunon__b _ _
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Ru_a and Ukra/ne. Several institutions in Russia and Ukraine are working on the

development of transponders for subeea navigation. At the Andreev Institute there

Appm_liz B). The scientists focus _g _ _ _the tnu,sq3onders.
_cen be accomplished by.incmask_tbe_-efSciency do_l,,, power transbr kc_n

electrical energy to acoustical energy, it cen also be accomplished by putting the
_nder to sleep, waking it up only When power is needed. Another method is

_.__focus on failure modes and to increase_the mean time between failure of the

.transponder. Oce_r is developing low, medium, and high power transponders.
A test facility is used there to test trer,sponders and navigation systems. The L

' _ has developed long, short, and ultrashort beeline navigation systems,
some of which have capabilities similar to _e Honeywell .snd Simrad systems Csee

(_=eanpribor site report - Appendix B). The Bureau of.Oceanological Engineering

is.. developing tremq_onders for two systems: a long baseline system and an

ultrashort baseline system (see Bureau of Oceanological Engineering site report -
Appendix B). St. Petersburg State University has been work/ng on ultrashort
baseline underwater tracldng systems and the cormsponding_ponders (see SL
Potersburg State University site report - Appendix 13). Tmrmponder design (for
navigation, communication, and sensing) is an area that w_ described to the WTEC

t, um and, in are 

The Andreev Iusfltu_e is working on bottom referenced navigation Csee Andreev
Institute site report - Appendix B). This includes correlation sonar and multibeam

sonar. These systems use multibeam transmitters to insonify a large area and then

correlate the response with • reference image. Another system under development
uses a multibeam receiver to track the position of a remote transponder.

At the Bauman Institute in MoeoOw, there is a research program to develop a low
drift integrated inertial navlgaticm_::_ _ on some very high accuracy

accelerometers (see Bauman Site re_!_ B):' i_

France. In France, several progrmns kre _d on using lOcally sensed data in the

navigation system of an undersea, or any robotic, vehicle. At LIFIA, in Grenoble, the
French mire using a multibeam sonar tO__ the local environment (see LIFIA site
report - Appendix D). This data is then_ to a world-model. The position of

t_ vehicle, as well as any new obatkclm,-mm be determined h'om-this data. A path
on howto proceed to the __ ee_thei_.be calculated. !._ 8.1 shows the

output ofthe user interface showh_g h__hicle andthe position that it has
calculated with respect to the walls o_ _ laboratory.
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z:

FJOwe &l. _D l,ooal Weald Model and Vehk_ l_om LlffA _

to ou_i, the _]_-.]_ to r**nt,r lb, weD. _ _ been b_ol_md In subNa
_ s_n_ms of vm4ous typ_ for ss_ral yNm.

mmdadno_ pcojecUonol,_ on.the CAD_-b"nd_._ _n is roodto
determirm a most likely position within the structure of the vehicle. Then this

posit_rt is used to novig_o the _oldcle.

J
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smm 

For newer vehicles, navigation systems are acquired internationally so that their

porformnco is not limited to m0ional or national capabilities. Two vehicles that

have been used extsns/vely by-lhs woddwlde sc_enti_ ___m the two _r
subnwmibles that wereduigmd and _In l=Inlmld by_Ramna Oceanlcs. The

navlgafion and communicatiom equlpmsnt _ the _r submersibles b built in

Fh_land by a _ subconUactor (see _Rauma siW report - Append/x F).

In the ma of navigation, research progrmm in the FSU, Western Europe, and the

United States all, use similar mchnolcotos _ 8.g). In Russia and Ukraine, there

are: (1) • large nmnber ot engtneem who am_ and working in this ma; (2)
an _ for the dmmlopmen_ :tuting, and evaluation of navigation
_chnolooiu; and (3) a focus on tho deve]opumnt of hardware, on the development

of al_, and on testbg and evalualtng navigation technologies.
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o(_jlmu:tmqcH

_ _ ___ imma _ weuus

_ _ the Ifm__m=anammdeimc C!eammtmSae nn_
m mbouUdto intercome_ _ md midws_ _mnmmtmton to tl_emmom
control m_l data acquisition systenu.

tsmm_tn_mm_m_t_ Insmucts_ inb _ _ to tt'_Hem'd
blmtd _nt of 1991. 7bk lut __d _ _ to oo_w=_ _und
very long distsnces around the world__ the sound channel.

!lioets were not _ _de in-depth _ on the current nee

m_nml._ Andreev Institute is _ on c_ _a dd!l heed to
_ =onu_ wmel. _ #ttheinstitutewouldb tobe si:detom_ m._l

=tzlr_ _ i= =i=o im m+ol rmmarch. In =killi_-to data and control,

lintm (m_ _r site report).

TIw_ is a ger.m_ _m_mg In lhs Imstilul_ that the INto vlsllmmlOust tLwy hav_ a

tl_ _ feelthattheyham___a_kmamm+m_fut _, so
_,m c,ms_'mmd _ t_ b,S,dm_oS_ ver__ _odeu_. A_o, mmsy

seem to be involved in the development and theory of algorithms (see
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Tab U
Dw opmm

il

ill i

Limited speed and memory in computer platforms forced
developers to focus on efficient algorithros.

kl I i

Large number of engineers and scientists are trained and

have been working in al_ development.
i i i illl

Algorithm development has been a pdority due to mih'tary
applications.

i

Many of the theoretical concepts have not been tested.
i

Computer capability to stimulate algorithms is limited.

Effects of tradeoffs between maintainability and efficiency
of code have not been evaluated.

II I I I II

Fiber optic communication systems seem to be an available technology (see
Dubna/TEG}tNOPOLE and Energia site reports - Appendix B). These systems are
used to link ore=bore surveillance systems to the land. The team did not see any

fiber optic communication tethered to remotely operated vehicles.

In the General Physics Institute, a unique communication system was described (see
General Physics L'_titute site report - Appen ,4_w B). This system is designed to

communicate between submarines and aircraJt._ The aerial platform would use a
very high power, modulated laser direcmd _ a very small area of the sea surface.
The power output of the laser would be high_enough to create mechanical surface
roughness variations that could be picked _q_ by a sonar, decoding the signal by
using signature analysis techniques. The stjbmarine would use an upward directed,
very high frequency sound source to create similar roughness on the sea surface.
This surface roughness variation would _.be detected by a high frequency
cross-polarized radar CFigure 8.2). i_

France. IFREMER has developed the _A acoustic modem system and operated
it for the last five years (see_ site _). TIVA is a 20 kbaud

communication link that passes both __ compressed video between a
submersible and a support vessel. _ system has been transferred to a
commercial company and is now aveilab_ror sale.
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[Trdted lOngdom. EEVMAC is a European Commurdty supported.project to develop
underwater communication technology. One of the goals is the development of high
data rate _commurdcation systems forAUVs._ EEVMAC is deml(q_g a very large
acoustic communications test-range in the Firth-of Forth. This range will be fully
insmnuenmd so that the data can be evaluated in real _ in the laboratories (see
Heriot-Watt University site report, Appondlx E).

Ccmdmkm

Communications technologies and research progranw are generally consistent
across Russia and Ukraine, Western Europe, and the United States. The main focus
seems to have been on communication with submarines, which has provided spin-off

technology that is now being made avdable to the nonndlitary community.
Communication tools are generally available to research and development programs
in each of the countries. The current push k for longer range, higher speed, and
more robustness.

Communication is an area where the focus on simple efficient algorithms, which we

have seen in Russia and Ukraine, may pay o_ Researchers in _FSU have focused
on algorithm development and less computationally intensive solutions. Techniques
using these algorithms could have _ over other techniques used in
Western countries.

_TION AND CONTIR)L

Automation and control are important _bnologies for underwater vehicles.
Automation can pertain to a range ofcapsbilttle_ _rom simplo;systems that assist the

operators in performing only basic tasks to_.kd!y autonomous systems which are
capable of going to sea with little or _ommem-dcjon amd podom_g a task. With
basic levels of control technology, a Vehicle can be in effective observational

platform. To use underwater voh_ .k_r mmd_ and experimental functions,
the vehicle and its _talton need to, hernia mote advanoed level of control.

Advanced vehicles that am capable ofsmonomous or semiautonmuous functions
need a fairly sophisticated controller because they need to be able to sense and
respond to their environment If-_ _d, iiigher levels of automation and

control in vehicles are useful because they h_m the sabty and e_ectiveness of
the vehicle, allow the vehicle to funcUon in Ways that would not be possib]o if it were
not automated, and provide a more r.._be_ctive solution to accomplishing a task.
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Ukmtm (b_ raanned m_dmmotsty operm_ kwm no comsn_r syst_
Tim msnust mptems in tl_ _ sm_m to bo mlisblo md to n_ __
_. InWostern ccmmim_ sutomat_ control-syst_ have reached the point

JlymJ]Rnllk ._ _, _ o

_w_t_mmm__m_ _contro_tt_ _ to_ ayt_,uoh
_ts Csee __ site report - Appendix B).

vol)!(_., me _ __ _M_._ _. This _)hlc_ hu the
cspmblll__Io clive, om_u_ a _.m_d mlum _m:k)r._ omm'ol,

Sc_ of the potential cm for the lack of automati_ in Rum_ and _.m_
lack c_ access to computers, the reliability of the electronk:s, end the relative cost
of lsb_ _ capital thin.

FsamW/km0alfm

Mcmt of the _ that the mare _ in Russia and _ have almost no

autom_cmlly sequence 96 _ and meuum _.000clm_ pek_.

compsny's sciontims _d the vlow that _ _ is one of the major
strongtlm that they bring to the underwater vehicle field,
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Figure 8.3. An AntonotuouaJMumd Submomg)ie
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Vohicle
progrmn
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haw

_ Cmm'ol

At Heriot-Watt University, a progrmn is underway to develop higher levels of control
for msntpuh_ m (see _W_t Vntvendty_ mpo_). _ them are
working to allow mul_ple arms to _ in the same _ without collisions.
This _ mul_ ___ deoisimmaking _ the robot
control systmn itulf. 'l'_y haw a demonstration of two robot m'ats moving in tiw
same worlmpacm. In the future thane is the prospect of intelli_nt robots able to

l
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autonomously visualise, plan, and conlrol manipulative tasks with a minimum of
operator involvement.

At the Bauman Institute, sciantim are woddng _on manipulators and manipulator
control. They are working on high posifionei _ (0.1 nun) manipulator control
systems (see Bauman site report). Their control systems are consistent with other

control systems that the panel saw in _ and Ukraine that use joystick input to
control either rate or force on a manipulator axis,

Sdmm, _

In the Western European programs there is a significant focus on architectures for
control of underwamr vehicles. The goal of these programs seems to be to find
methodologies that provide structures for data transfer within the vehicle system, and

that provide clean, _e software that can function at increasingly higher
levels of autonomy (see INRIA site report).

At INRIA, scientists are working on automatic generation of software for vehicle

control (see INRIA site report). They have an a_d robot design system to let
them design the mechanical configuration of a robotic system using
computer-aided-design tools. They then input _ configuration from the CAD to an

automated software design system. The syslmuis configured by specifying modules,
such as data sources and _ntrol _Itma. Th_ modules are then ,.connected

together by data paths. C code is then ,gensnUml that will run in a specified
hardware and software environment. The code is simulal_! line.by-line and the
performance verified.

Aulmmaom Vebl_

MAST II is a European C,_unity program_ two projects relating to AUVs.
One of these, entitled "Advanced Systems l_ssearch for Unmanned Autonomous
Vehkdes," is being coordinated by Deacon Ialxa-atory in the United Kingdom.
Deacon Laboratory is also coordinating Aatosub, a U.K.-ftmded program aimed at
developing vehicles that can autmmmously make trsmocoauic crossings and gather

data and samples. This program is pushing the technology in long distance
navigation, as well as in automation and comro] (see Chapter 8 and the Deacon

Laboratory site report in P_mndix E]. ,

The level of automation in the vehicle systems and in the development laboratories
and test environments is much lower in Russia and Ukraine than in Western Europe
or in the United States. The infrastructure to develop automation and advanced

control techniques is 10 to 20 years behind that in the West. There has been little

iii
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I. _ymour, Chair of the WTEC Panel on Research Submersibles and
Undersea Technologies, is Director of the Ofbhore Research Center and Senior
Chair in Ocean Engineering at Texas _ University.

Dr. Seymour heads the only U.S. national engineering research center that is

dedicated to ocean engineering research. The mission of the Center is basic

research that will assist economical oil and gas production at great depths (2 to 3
kin). The Center's research activity _ _luded fluid/structures interaction,
advanced composites for deep ocean applica'_ns, and seafloor engineering, with
particular emphasis on innovative foundations and structural reliabih'ty. Formerly,

Dr. Seymour headed ocean engineering research at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography of _ University of CaUfomia, San Diego. In addition, he has headed

a number of major ocean engineering research programs, and has published over
180 papers, books, and reports in his field.

A graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, Dr. Seymour obtained his Ph.D. at Scripps.
He is a member of the Marine Board of the U.S. National Research Council and is

active in the Marine Technology Society, the American Society of Civil Engineers,
and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

D. _ _ is the Director of the _ Sys_ms Engineering Laboratory
at Northeastern University's Marine Science Center in EUt Point Nahant,
Massachusetts.

Mr. Blidberg has been involved in the development of autonomous underwater
vehicle systems for aver 20 years. He began his career in industry, where he was
involved in the development of underwater acoustic systems and their applications

in the polar regions. He subsequently assisted in the founding of the Marine
Systems Engineering Laboratory of the University of New Hampshire. In that
laboratory's new home at Northeastern Univbrsity, Mr. Blidberg continues to focus
on the development of intelligent systems teclmology for undemea applications,
particularly architectures for intelligent control. He has been re_onsible for the

current EAVE system architecture program Since 1976. Mr. Blidberg has served on
a number of committees focused on undersea systems technology, and has
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_am of _ and Dbt N_ Vedtas.
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Oceanic _ Atmospho_ Admirdmtration's National Undersea Research Program
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platforms for oceanogmphicand meteorological nmmn_nents. Mr. F,s_dtis has
published articles on undersea _echnology developments and platfmms, ocean
thenmd energy conversion, data quality assurance, and madne_instnnuentation.

Mr. F,_-aitis received his "Baclwl_s degree in Mechar_al Bngineering from the

Unim_ty of Maine, Orono. He b a member of theMarine Technology Society's
Undersea Vehicles/ROV Committee, and of the Current Measurement Technology
Comndttee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. In addition, be
is a member of the Engineering Commitwe on Oceanic Resources Working Group
for Marine Robotics.

J./,_ is a Senior Engineer with the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute of Monterey, Cidifomia.

Mr. Lee is involved in research in task-level controlled tmmanned underwater

vehicle systems.+ He developed andmanaged the _to'smsearch programs for
underwater remotely operated vehicles and underwamr instruments. He was

instnnuental in developing the scientific ROV V_mmm, which has conducted over 500
scientific research missions of the coast of California. Fonuerly with Hewlett
Packard Laboratories, where he headed the Control Sys'l_nwDepan_nt+ Mr. Lee
is expedenced/n research in _chan/cal m_amm, kwh_d_g printers, plotmrs,
instnnuenW, and robotics. Moreover, he managed the Idtbomtories ' etfor0s +in

manufacturing technology, including robotics, design for rmmufactm'_ility, and
compu_r-integrated manufacturing.

Mr. Lee received his Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and his Master's degree in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford Untmndty. He k a _member of the Marine Technology
Society and of the American Society of Mechanimd Engine era. '++

/& '_kad" JPdkmamy'_., a-__ in the U.S, Navy, is an indmpendent
consultant to ocean engineering and research managers.

Admiral Mooney is a member of the Board of Directors of Coltec Industries; a
member of the Marine Board of the U.S. National _an_ _ a member of the
Board of Directors of the National Association of Marine LabomLorios; and serves on

the Naval Studies and Ocean__ +,panels of the +U.S. National Academy of
Sciences. He _ a former President of _ U_S._ ,TechnOlogy Society, and is
the former President and Managing Director of Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Institution, Inc. of Fort Pierce, Florida. _ Mooney retired h.om the U.S. Navy
in 1987. His 34 years of cmnndssiot_:l,mi]itary servico_included numerous

assignments involving ocean engineering and research and development. He served
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research in subsea technology and ccastal_so_ut_isstio_ In addition,_Mr. Caplan
has been actively engaged in promoting the Foundation's international activities, and

served as the Chairman of the Foundation's Coordinating Committee for Research
in Intelligent Robotics Systems. Prior tong the Foundation in 1973, Mr. Caplan
held positions with U.S. academia and U.S. companies involved in research in
undersea technology, ocean vehicles, anti,advanced naval communications.

Mr. Caplan received his _lor's and Master's degrees in Electrical Engineering
from New York University. He is a member of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineem (lEES), is PastPmsident of the Robotics and Automation

Society, and is active in the Marine Technology Society (MTS). He is the U.S.
Delegate to the International Advance Ro_botics Program and to the International
Ocean Technology Congress.

I. DaUamnsz is the Director of the Japanese Technology Evaluation
Center/World Technology Evaluation Center at Loyola College, BaltimOre, Maryland.

Dr. DeHasmer is a former Captain in the U.S. Navy and submarine commander. He
is founder and Director of the Lattanze Human Computer Interface Laboratory and
is a specialist in the applications of synthesised speech and automated voice

recognition systems as computer interface output and input. On the faculty of the
Sellinger School of Business and Management at Loyola College, he is the Chairman
of the Information Systems and Decision Sciences Department, where he currently
teaches Information Technology and Strategy, the Human-Oomputer Interface,
Applications of Expert Systems and Neural Networks, and Production Management.
Dr. DeHaemar has research interests in business applications of artificial intelligence
and the methodology of technology assessment.

Dr.. DeHaemer received his Bachelor's degree inPhys/cs from the University of Notre
Dame, Master's degree in Operations Researchfrom the Naval Pcetgraduate School,
Master's degree in Business AdmL,dstratinnm_ _ Engineering, and Ph.D. in

Management Information Systems from _ Polytechnic Institute.
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the u_r _,,anmity. Recently the irmttute'_ _:kmtim have been given more
freedom to _ooee their research direction, but they have far le_ support to
mcccmpU_ .... Becea_ Andreev's two-building complex hu
uperlm_K! _ducttot_ to the pc_ where part of ore building is used by a
c_ _. Mr. Ntkalm _s lab has been reduced from thirty-
_e people to eight in the last eight _.

'X'L_o_mlSi__. t_ bnaVmml'dpam,.__ ,_10,000t_, IS_m¢a_rocc_m'e,:lf,=_"
acou_flcm rme_e..h. The ship_ are not in use now, but the institute is trying to



com_ with which to form joint ventures in order to have the _r_ding required
to return the ships to operation.

Applications include: drag reduction, sound and vibrafior_ bionic research, neural
networks, navigation, ultrasound, _eological, nonlinear acoustics, algorithmic
processing of data, underwut_ communications, and bore head telemetry.

Dr_ Bsducti_

The institute did some work in the 1970s on drag reduction, but subsequently
stopped. Since then the personnel involved have left the institute.

Sound mad Vlbrati_

Andreev has worked on developing materials and coatings to reduce sound,
investigating methods of determining where to place the materials for opfinunn noise
reduction.

Bks_ Bsmarch

Research into dolphins and other marine animals' sonar capabilities has sparked
interest in understanding what can be applied to sonar systems. Marine mammals

like the dolphin have a sonar system that is a "whole" system, that is, the

physiological characteristics of the animal and its behavior are part of the entire
sonar system. Scientists have learned fL'om this that 8 to 100 neurons can sometimes

have a prooe=sing capability that is equivalertt to a million computers.

Neural Networks

The institute is investigating some basic issues associated with neural networks. The
irm_'s m_ler_isW want to know how l_up of_ with m/uc r_porme
can be connected so that the group can detect m/sec variations. Andreev does not

a large research effort in the neural networks ms at this time.

The Andreev Institute is interested in undemea transponders with extended
durations. Some work has been undertaken that is directed at the development of
transponders -- extending mmsponder _ tiu'ough the use of a sleep mode.
The instltute's scientists expect to mmmd the We of transponders by one or more
years by using a wake up mode.

ii i

The institute has been investigating the design of a multibeam receiver for obtaining
accurate range and bearing determination using transponders, The institute's
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Long path acoustic current mere:. Here the matched field techniques
minimize the errors introducedl by bottom and surface reverberations in
sh_ow mr chem_ls. The _que increases the accuracy of fluid flow
measurements in long, sheilow wemr channels.

Understanding the internal wave structure of a channel. Andreev's scientists
leel that they can understand the health of a body of water by determining
flows in and out of that water as described by the structure of water in the
channel.

u Underwater acoustic holography, using optical waveguide techniques to
better understand underwater sound channels.

1 Sediment measurements through a project to measure sediment properties by
using acoustics. By measuring the ebct of an acoustic wave as it propagates
through the marine sediment, various parameters can be determined.

UndenmS_ _

The institute's scientists have worked on some communication systems that they

cannot discuss. They also have examined some of the filter processing techniques
being applied to underwater communications. They believed there was a need for
long range C2,000 to 3,000 kin) communications at low data rates. The same
techniques can be applied to shorter ranges with correspondingly higher data rates
(e.g., 20 l-lz -10 for ranges of 1,000 to _.,000 km using a receiver with 18 bit
resolution).

Scientists at the institute want to use tlwir Wchniques for implementing a telemetry

system from the drill head to the surface by using a low data rate system without
cables.

In summery, in the ms of research projects, the kwtitute's Jocus is on basic
research. The institute also is involved with the actual development of systems.
Although several projects are being considm_edf the status of those projects is not
clear,

The institute works with personal comp_ _-type workstations and develops

some of the applications using DSP cl_ps. Andreev Institute's scientists recognize
their need for more capable computer hardware, but have accomplished much with

existing processing capabilities.
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Batmtan Institute works with other institm_ and agencies on common projects.
Their specialties are: manipulator systems, propulsion systems, operating systems
and controls, and complete underwater vehicles.

_BI_C_ AND I:mtlg, OlqE_ AG'_VI'I'Jm

Although the WTEC team members were unable to undertake any in.depth
discussions on the Bauman Institute's capabilities, they were able to highlight the
general areas of the institute's expertise.

Pmp. 

ETectrohFdrau/ic _ sFaterns and auoc4ated controls. The institute's scientists and
engineers claim that their servo valves are the best (i.e., comparable to
Westinghouse's hydraulic amplifiers).

_ec_/c cfrb_ sj_ten:. These systems have br_em motors and magnetics, and
tend to be very expensive.

Mangus propu/sion. These totaling cylinders are used on a towed system at 2,000
m depth.

Adoptive propulm'on. These are totally regulatable hydraulic motors that select
operating parameters to maxinus' e propulsive efRciency.

spmm

Gas/_nantfcs. The institute has a solid propellant that uses water as the oxidiser.

This is different from torpedo technology because this propellant is ecologically
pure. This technology has been used on the insfiltum'm rescue submarine. Bauman's
scientists and engineers are woddng on ia _ p_.kage that would replace the
batteries on manned submersibles.

Nuclear. Bauman is not working on any nuclear power systems. The insfitute's
personnel would like to develop nuclear systems, but they are not allowed to.

Manipulators are the Bamttan Insfltute's area ot_. The WTEC team visited
a laboratory that had just one manipulator instead of the large variety of manipulators
that the team's members expected. Some of the major accomplishments in
manipulators have been:
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The institute has demonltmted lewis c_ expertise in the area of electrohydraulic
system conlrol and devices, and g_.dyna_cs propulsion. It may be advantageous
to pursue the technologies further.

Dr. Peter A. Zinoviev, the institute's director, was very open concerning its present
condition: the institute is in a survival mode.

Bauman Institute representatives passed out black and white photographs of some
of the institute's systems, including:

7'r/ton, an ROV
A towed system
Aquator, an ROV circa 1978
A wheeled vehicle

A grabber vehicle
Scaros, an AUV manipulator
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The _ntal Design Bureau of Oceanological Engineering was established in
1970 u part of the PP. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology. The Design Bureau

remained • part d the insfitum until about lwo years ago. Now it is an independent
organkation under the Russian Academy of Sciences. However, its two major
custmnem are still the Shirshov Institute and the Minktry of Geology. The bureau
is free to sell its devices to any buyers, domestic ar foreign.

Tim bumma's primary function is to design, build, and test sensors, samplers, and
insmnuentation used for ocesnographic research. The bureau's scientists and
engineers also design and build manned submersibles. These include (_mo_
which was completed in 1985, and the _ class, two of which are under
cormmction. The bureau's recent interest in tourist submarines for the commercial

market comes from its experience with oceanographic manned submemibles.

immLvlcH AND IZVlgA_PImNT IGNWI'IIS

In the bureau, them are two major subgroups in the area of oceanographic
instnnuentation: hydrophysics and hydroaconstics. The bureau's scientists and

technologists nutke • full range of devices for ocean studies, as well as various
components such as radio beacons, acoustic releases, physical samplers, and strobe
beacons.

They have also been working with the development and construction of both long
and ultrashort baseline navigation/positioning systems. This work has included
design of the required transponders. Operations with those systems haw been
conducted in the ocean and in Lake Baikal, where acoustic conditions are very
difficult.

Another developmental area is underwater commurdcations between submersibles
and surface vessels.

Manned Itdm_sJbl_

Manned submersibles have been a mission of the bureau since it was first founded.

(1975), • 600 m depth vehicle, has made over !,000 dives, and Osmotr (1986),
a 300 m vehicle (200 m for diver lockout operation), has made only 20 test dives
and "dosens of dives to 50 In" for.testing its: diver lockout system. It had been
offered to Cuba for treasure hunting work, but this project was not realised. O_rnotr,
currently located in the Ukraine, has no _ planned and is-presently for sale.
Both submersibles were designed and c_d under the direction oftbe bureau.
Also, both have been operated by the Shirshov Institute.
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These marketing efforts are very cliffioult to pursue since the present state of the

Ruasian economy mak_irdtfficult to n travel funds to go to the West for this

purpose. It was for this remoa _Dr. Wallsh was asked to make a quick review of
their tourist _ _gt_ _ marketing strategies and tactics. He has known
Mr. Brovko and Dr. Podmzhansky for =over ten years, and they have had prior
communications about tourist submarines. Them is no question that the Bureau/Rift
Ltd. combination can do this _ Furthermore, the estimated prices for each of
these submarines is well below the estimated cost of an equivalent submersible in
the West. .... i

Tourist Submeraible 20/100. Brochure.

Tourist Subrneraible 6/600. Brochure.
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Ctransdu_rs and signal procossors) and analysis software were deveioped at the
institute.

As a result of the downsizing of support for military applications and the reduced
support for other purposes in the constricting Russian economy, groups of scientists
and engineers have formed small companies- in an attempt to commercialize their
_al knowledge and/or products for civilian purposes. Representatives kom
four small 8_onstio product _rt_ mmlo to Moscow to brief a subgroup of the
panel under the TECHNOPOLE umbrella. The discussion of each company follows.

sos Canpeny

The ROS Company, which may be the oldest of the four companies, was the only
company with a product that was developed and ready for sale. ROS was
represented by Mr. Valeryi Shevcbenko as a company with expertise in subeea
sm-Teillance systems and communications systems. He and a colleague met the
team at the ROS Company exhibit at a communications equipment trade show. The
company exhibit was of hardware and computer displays for a seabed passive sonar
system. The system was low frequency -- less than 1 I-Iz up to 5 kHz, with a
sensitivity of 280 microvolt/pascal.

The wet part of the system consisted of multiple hydrophone mrays; each array was
in a straight line with multiple mrays ganged onto an underwater data transmission

lino. Arrays might have thirty or eighty _hydrophones. From four to eight arrays
would make up the underwater sysmms. Analog to digital signal conversion was
provided at each hydrophone, and electronic to optical signal conversion occurred
in a regenerator at the array level to enable fiber-optic transmission to the shore
station.

The dry part of the system consimd of _ remote controlled power supply and an

acoustic data analysis and display system that used an 80486 microcomputer. Very
efficient data 8mupling, compression and analysis algorithms were claimed for the
systmu, wbk_ with TMS 320 S._ chips _r os_ four arrays, enabled effective and

timeiy processing with a 486 microomupulur. __ncy, bearing, time, and target
location (depending on array layout) could _ d_played for UP to five simultaneous
targets per display. A database for classification of shipping targets is available from
ROS. Larger projection displays could be incorporated if desired. The wet system
could be retrieved and redeployed; the dry system is compact enough to reside in

a mobile van. Other characteristics are in Figure Dubna.1 at the end of this site
report. Figures Dubna.2 and Dukms.3 are_ photos that show the hydrophone -
piesoceram_ of about l.S inch diamo_0_-and the hydrophone housing -
8pl_'O_Imatoly 12" x S" x 2"- which cmmtins the hydrophone and the a/d signal
convertor.
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the characteristics of a patented cylindrical emitter, especially for use in seismic
operations.

The need for more durable electrodes in the sparker device has been solved by
encapsulating them in a special liquid in wtdch b high powered electric dkcharge
takes place. The power in a single pulse h-omthk large device (1.2 m by .6 m and
weighing 300 k2) is 5 kJ, which b hydraulicallytrensmitted through the encapsulation
to the surrounding sea. Operational depth is up to 200 m. (See photo and
specification in Figure Dubna.5.)

A high powered boomer induction pulsing_emitter with a tunable frequency response
was described. The device was tunable to provide maximum amplitude in the low
frequencies - 50 to 700 I-Iz.. It was claimed to be the _t such design available for
deep water use, that is, up to 300 m. (See photo and specifications in

Figure Dubna.6.)

Mr. Polevik has patented and produced a working model for a pulse resonant
transmitter with high emciency. The transmitter has a fiat characteristic curve in the

10 to 300 I-Iz range through the use of reactive compensation, and has output power

in the 3 kJ range. The transmitter shown in Figure Dubna.7 is electrohydraulic; it is

purely electric at low power and can be purely hydraulic at high power.

Finally Mr. Polevik discussed the proposed development of a low frequency active
army of cylindrical shapes that might be used for searching out oil and gas fields.
The array would be arranged to fit down an oil or gas well casing and would
operate in the 50 to 1,000 I-Iz range, with controls to produce a directed beam

pattern along a horizontal plane. The total system would also include a multichannel
receiver army. See Figure Dubna.8 at the end of this site report.

n qUD

A senior scientist h:om INFRAD described the Argus system that is being developed
in partnership with other companies in the Dubna moion. The Argus system
proposes to use sonar emission tomography for the detection of fish shoals, currents
and underwater waves, and sediment fallout rates. The proposed system would be

purely passive and would have a maximum depth of 1,000 m, with a monitoring base
line of 150 m that lies up to 200 km offshore. The pattern of surface noise would be

understood through array processing as fish, currents, or sediment, and could be

characterized as to depth, density, and school size of fish. The processing by each
array would require the characteristics of the conditions in situ. The spokesperson

for INFRAD explained that for about one year there had been basic work exploring
the fine structure of hydroacoustic fields to support the concept of sonar

tomography, but as yet there had been no funding to support experiments.
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I-I APPLICATION

"Salma= and the'Setup" systems arc most effective in continious aft weather monito_ng of acoustic noi_
sources at the sea and in invostiptinn of acoustic properllcs of marine environment and spa bottom sWucturc.

TI_ systemshave the same structure:
- underwater part ( hydrophone arrays, digital fiber optic communication line.);
- en,..shorc part (interface, data pzecessing and control center, remote power supply unit).

It's possible to install the on-shore part in premises or in truck (e.g. "KAMAZ").

The "Salma" Is intended to detect and to control the activity of fishing boats, seismic prospecting vessels,
drilling rigs and to protect 200--miles spa economic zones and state frontiers.

The "Sanp" IS intended to detect all kinds of vessels (including small motor boats) in marine nature reserve
regioas, bays, straits, lakes, rivers and its outfalis espedatly during spawning. Due to its passive mode of operation
the "Semp" doesn't influence on marine environmenL

The "Semp" system's on-shore part has two modes of operation: i) manual mode (with one or two operators
per shift); 2) autonomous mode (with transmission all nemssary Information and alarm signals to the data
processing and control center using available communication channels).

The system's configuration depends from customer's requirements. The manufactures commit themselves to:
delivering system's components to Installation site; assembling, installating, tuning and verificating the system;
training the personal; providing technical service.

r'l THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

"SALMA"

-- underwater data transmission line fiber-optic
-- number of arrays, upto $

-- numbex of sensors In a sing.leantenna, upto 80
-- sampling rate in kHz, upto i
-- dinsmic range of recleved signals in dB, upto 100
-- coverage in standard weather conditions (sos-state 3-4,

small vessels with radiated noise level about I Pa/sq.root(Hz)), km 200
-- coverage area in the same conditions In sq.km upto 50000
-- max. installation depth in m, upto 1000
-- power supply in kW, upto 5
-- on-shore equipment area in sq.m 30

D TERMS OF DELIVERY:

"SEMGA"

fiber-optic
4
3O
3
70

100
1600
I000
!
12

-- price (undexwaterpable cost cxclude_)
-- delivery lime in days

"SALMA" "SEMGA"

$3OOOOOO $18OOOOO
300 300

Figure Dubna.l. Subod Pmudvo Sour Syutem8 to Monitor Tmf0c and Enviroamont t,, Economic and
Nature Romrve Rogimm SALMA and 81NMGA
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The C,eoCon togetherwith otheren_ from Dutz_ pceseues everything
requlred to manufacture, del/ver and Install under a contract the SHELF Sea-Bed
Multichannel _t_mlc System to explore on and gas on the continental shelf as well as to
monitor depm/ts being exploited.

The _ System Is highly effective In a number of major activities of seismic
explmation on the sea shelf, such as
- detailed seismic exploration, including slmc/al approaches;
- long-term geophysical prediction;
- exploration under ice and in regions of heavy traffic;
-monitoring of deposits being exploited, including inspection of deposits' outlines,
productionvolumes, etc.

The system consists ofz - _ '_
- extended sea-bed modules comprising a great number of seismic sensors connected with

comblne([ devices for analog-to-digital conversion and data compression;
- sea-bed dislml datatnmmission lines wtfltrepeaters;
- a beat-in dmekiU and diepost[c system;

field _ equipment to control, check and store Information;
a combined unit to mate the receiving sub-unit with the processor and to supply power.

Speclflcatlons:
_ arm_/veu_ ra_ ...... J_t I _to__Us
Dymm_ ra_tp o/_u_ :ote _ ........... ,................. _olJ_dB
Numbr _lnd_rua/_ ............................. upw zns_/t/ur
A _e¢_ _. m_ .............................................. 0.8 _

mm_er o/ dJam_ .................................................. 32
WeFendinstallatkmdepth.............................................upm 1,000m
Areacom_ ............................................................. upto l, OOO_l.km

Plgure Dubna.4. _ Seabed Multiahannei Seim_ System to Explore (3tl and Gas on the Sea Shelf
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Subtile capsule
with _.-system
of electric discharge

acoustic source
in

Electrode

submersFole -_ule

4

!

!
i

I

I

Technical characteristics: __-_-_-

Power in pulse .... . ............ ....i ......................... •.... .._.-_ up _i_-

Pulse repetition frequency ............................... upm 2putses
..... _ 5o-__

Operation depth .................. •.................................. , ........ up to 200 m
Voltage on electrode system from pulse current generator .. 20 kV

Weight (in air) .......................................................... ,....

Height ................. ;................ = ...... 1.2m
Diameter • 0.6m
Resource .................................... I08 pulses

II
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Technical characteristics:

[] Power in pulse ............................................................ , ..................... 3 rJ

rl Pulse repetition frequency ....................................... l0 pulses pe r second

r'l Frequency range .................... ,.., .................................. , .... 50 -- 700 Hz

[] rCon_L_UOUS operation mode

r'l Tunable energetic maximum in low frequency range

[] Operating depth ............................................................................ 300 m

[] Weight (in air) ............................................................................ 300 kg

rl Height ........................................................................................... 0,4 m

[] Diameter ........................................................................................ 0,6 m

_4t_m

•:'_-_'._:.- -- - :i:_: " "

Energy spectrum in frequency range
50-300 Hz

Energy spectrum In frequency range
50-700 Hz

Flgure Dubns.6. Elect_nnagnetic_e_U_AcoustioPubee



Specmcations:

- power- 3kW
- __-2-400Hz
- __,5-_0_
- opmmioa_ -ipm_0m

- aumberofUmmml_lng pimons- 2
- _mu _Ummer- _00mm
- compe_m_u drum dfamete.a'Rs- 4b'0mum
- max.hdgth- S_Omm
- lauq_-_ 700 mm

- ,_ut- _.._

_nvestilaliom_,el'_mu,d _'_iem in
oceaa-_mvimmm_t

Basic advantages

counterparts avalkbl_

- ,,.o,,,..,_.,,u,,.,d.-____ _..
as much nidtati_m _ due tO

compensation;
- considemtilj_ Sl_d_ _ m

field volume.

i 1 s _ ..L.2_.
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Configuration
_']- transmitting array control subsystem; i_ ;

- LF linear transmitting array with vertically controlled directivity
pattern;

[_']- multi-element linear receiving array;

- computer cemre (radiochannel provided).

FS_ue Dubns.8. bow Fmquenw Logg_ Sphere OoSe_-eh On ud as=
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Dr. Ing.V]clwslaWA.Niki_

program. It_i__1974on_Wl:mb__Dms_Burmu_ The

_-m_amd s_* _--ha_p_ayoda_ roleInthe__ s_ and

Wq'ECpanel mmnb_ understoodthatthe_ ot dimcus_n would_tnclude:

o Power and ixopulsion o Fuel cells
o _ and sensors o Telemetry

o Control and automation o H,,n and mechanical robotics (n'tm_ulators)

The panel was met by t/-,o direotor of the ag_cy and _ mmoc_ion

members a bu_ csrd;Ids_ is/nthe area of _uelcells.)The language

barrier prov_ to. be-very _t to ovtm:omo. The progrmn plan was to view
hardware for one hour and then have dbcussions for one hour.



The viewing of hardware was very interesting. First panel members saw the museum
(open by invitation only) of the spaoe _,from Sputnik/to the present. There
was an impressive array of actual hsrdwam. The panel then went into the plant, a

pressure volume where white _ worn required, tore the shuttle and
space capsules for _'s ongo_gispace program.- This is where the hardware

is clwc_d out before going into space.

The general configuration of the hsrdwam was similar to that in the United States.

The general ma was much smaller than anticipated. Also, the general condition of
test equipment and test stands appeared to bedormant and dited; the hardware
was in a state of deterioration. The lack of funding was evident.

Following the plant tour, the panel returned to the conference'room for discussions.

The institute's representatives began _ discussion with the question '_utt
problems may we solve for you?" The panel then proceeded to extract information
from the group. Panel members advised the Energia representatives of the panel's
interest in space technology that could be applied to underwater systems and
environments.

AND ac'nvmm

The discussion focused on the use d acoustics with GPS updates. There is no new
work being done in this area. The best estimate for system accuracy is _ 1 m in 3
to 4 kin.

Energia is conducting research and _lopment in the area of acoustics, but could
not tell the panel any speciacs. Tests are now underway in fiber optics.

mm v

The ager_cy's scientists have been in the fuel cell business for twenty years. Their

space program has been using alkaline fuel cells. Energia's scientists have been
working on a direct current (DC) power supply system based on elec_ochemical
generators with hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells for the Bumn orbiter. This is the system

that the agency plans to use on small subm_s. A technical paper on this topic
(in English) is listed in the references.

Panel members were also 9_'en a paper that stnumarized different energy sources

in Russian. A rough translation of the information presented in the paper is provided
in Table Energia.1.
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D. Walsh

HOSTS:

Dr. Ing. V]cheslaw A. 1Tddtin Leader of the Laboratory, PSS Buran

These comments are a supplement to the report written by Mr. Claude Brancsrt, the
primary author.

lm_&_i AND l_m/ItlK3tqNE_ ACYIvFriB

Energia is the Russian institum for d_, lopment and construction of manned
spaceflight systems (another institute is_respousiblO for m3numned systems).
Energia-developed spacecraft such as the _ series have established manned

spacecraft mission records of many months. _Due to the relatively large size of

manned systems, Energia has developed the most powerful launching rockets (e.g.,
the Proton series) in the world.

The w'rEc team's interest was in spacecraft syslm_s' components, such as
support, compact energy source, control designs, and so forth. Also, the team had
been informed that Energia was involved m the development of a manned
submersible with a company called Intershelf (see the report on the WTEC visit to
that company below).



Gun_n_ Energia con_ _on its _ space shuttle system.
ts_ had theoOport_ty tO_ prototypeofthisspacecraft.

._ . .

• mmta's lib _-_-!__m. conservative_.d _ple.

liL- _ _,_'__ - I
w

___-_---:-¢_--,_ __ gor_ _ _ 8_ __.
_ bun _ o,-_ _ m _ in __. No

_ d _ n_as,m_ for s__ ths_went Into_. _'_
u_d_ hu even__m r_nt_, so it _,__ why_d_ not

this. Perhaps it was dsveloped by a competing ins'dtute).

_°s control m/stores_ to be less complex (_ more piloting by the
crew) than those used by _ for manned spscecraft.

Most of_ visit time was occup_ bymits to EnstV_'s _ __

_mr_ hall, _nd hall of l_bta_. '1_ nmmsoum__ _ _tl_ ,_dot

beck to thev._ S=tR:mmik 'theme _,e repreun_ _ the _ tnthe
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Afar visiting the oormmction hall, pmml members participated in some brief
discussions about the WTEG team's _. Ten Energia representatives were
present in the confsrance room. 'l_um mombers found that there did not seem to

be any technical areas of inbrest CLe., applicable to deep submersibles) that could
be considered innovative or unknown in tl_ West.

Energia, like virtually all high-technology institutes in the former USSR, is su_erL,_
horn severe funding cutbacks. For example, their space shuttle has only flown

twice, and only once in the manned mode, However, due to the low cost and high
e_:_ancy of their launch rockets, there is considerable interest in the West to

acquire lower cost launching systems for satellites. Also, Energia has been working
with NASA on the redesign of space station Freedom in an effort to reduce its cost.
While this institute is looking at diversification, the main future for its intellectual and

physical assets lies in cooperative (and funded) space programs with the West.

As the team left the institute, members were taken through the hail of history, which
displayed some very early photographs, records, and artifacts of Russian/Soviet
aeronautical, rocket, and space pioneers.

GONGLUSiO_'S

The visit to Enorgia was very interesting, but it made no contribution to W'I'EC's
requirements. While Erm'gia had received a set of WTEC's technical questions,

agency representatives did not directly address them at the meeting. They did
promise to send answem to the team in Moscow before the end of the week.

Additional infommion from Energiam mlayad several months later via Intershelf,
as noted above in Mr. B_'s site report. This consisted of some corrections to

Tables 3.4 through 3.6, with the some a_lditiouel information on Energia's actiw'fies
in ROV development and oosan floor n_llng.
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The lmflmt_ o_ Germnd _ W _ in 1982. Its _ is Ac_iemician
Prokhorov, who slm_l, together with the Amedcan Chades Townu, the 1964

Nobel Prize in Physics for their work in developing the laser.

the kwtim_'s work in _ for c,_m'_ogrqd_ mum'oh. While mversl of tho
deparU'nents contribute to mm'k_mlated research, the _ty of the work is done



by the Department of Wave Phenomena.
laboratories:

TI_ de_t is divided into seven

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Hydrophysics
Applied Optics and Ultrascoustics

Nonoquilibdum Macrokinetics
Laser Wave Meuurement

Acoustic Ocean Sounding
Physics of Liquid
New Radiation Detectors

The team spent about two and a half hours at the institute. The entire visit was
conducted in Professor Bunkin's office, where the team was bde_d on the
oceanographic-related work of the institute. The majority of this work involves the

use of lasers and low frequency acoustics to measure ocean processes.

IIZS_RI_ AND I_'VE_01qb_ AC'IlVlI'Im

oce ]kuom br L=mrSW =

Since beginning work in 1983, the institute has developed and tested a multipurpose
airborne laser system that can detect the thermocline in the ocean down to depths
of 65 m. The laser platform (helicopter or aircraft) is at an altitude of 500 m.
Successful tests have been conducted in the K4u'a and Barents seas in the Arctic as

well as off the Ir_-uchatka Peninsula in tho_P_to Ocean. The original purpose of

the system was submarine location. This_ k accomplished by detecting the
interference patterns in the surface and subsurface (on the thermocUne) wave fields
due to passage of a submarine. ....

The airborne, laser for this _is. a_ Nd:YAG unit with 700 millijoules
power outpuL For then_oc__mk_ _ power level is I00 to 180 miUtjoules

(from the third and fourth hsrmonl_ of tiw_ power level) and a wavelength
of 832 nm. A 30 cm diameter mirror is used to reflect the laser output signal through
a transmitting telescope to the ocean and to receive the return signals.

Over 1,000 hours of airborne testing have been done with this system. Currently it
• is fitted into a Fmmov KA-32 helicopter,

Ooun Sudm_ Mmm_b and Proomsm by Lmw

Through using different parts of its frequency band, this same airborne laser system
is capable of several different types of remote ocean-environmental measurements:

o Location of the thermocline

o Location of near-surfa_ scattering layers
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cooperating with Dr. Lynch of the Woods Hole Oceanograpi_ Institute (WHOI) in
tl_ work. _ Mr. Craig Dorma_ _ d WHOI, and reiws_a'eattvee of Science
Applications International Inc. (SAIC) have visited this laboratory.

The institute hopes to do work in the Arctic Basin for long range acoustic
tomography (perhaps in cooperation with Mr. Walter Munk's program). The Russian
equipment will be set up at North bland in Franz Joseph Land. In sddition, the

institute plans to do shallow w'amr pa'opagation variation studies in the Barents Sea.

_O_m_ ¸ ,_

Academician Alexei Bunkin described some very new work the institute is doing with
an optical-acoustic communication system between submarinas and aircraft. The
aerial platform would use a very high power, modulated laser directed at a very

small area of the sea surface. The power oulput of the laser would be high enough
to create mechanical surface roughness that could be sensed by the submerged
platform. Through signal analysis "of the aperiodic surface roughness, the

intelligence would be pulled out of the stu_ce noise.

The submerged platform would use an upward directed very high ft'equency (100s
of MI-Iz) sound source to create a similar roughness on the sea surface. This would

be detected by a high frequency, cross-polarised radar. The aperiodic roughness
pattern would then be converted into a communications signal.

To date, this concept has been tested from an aircraft at very low altitudes.

solmo_Y

While it is cigar that most of the work presented to the team was originally
supported by major Soviet Navy efforts to successfully do nonaooustic antisubmarine

warfare CP_,_W), the end of the Cold War has provided an opportunity to channel a
lot of this enormous investment into civil applications. If these laser systems can be

put into service for a reasonable price, then they could find wide use for commercial
fisheries development and madrw pollution detection and monitoring.

The low frequency acoustics work, which contributes to the current international

effort in acoustic tomography, will be vital in helping to understand the global
climate system in terms of ocean wanning and cooling.

As with some of the team's other site visits, the information given to the team was
very interesting and often surprising. As scientists and enghwers, team members

could certainly appreciate the emergence of so many things that had not been
revealed previously. Unfortunately, much of this information was not relevant to the
WTEC charter for assessing deep submergence technologies in the former Soviet
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BAClmOUND

The first event of the visit was a 48-minute meeting with Academician Gapanov-
Orekhov to discuss the WTEC progrmn and, in general, the ocean-related work of
his institute. This meeting was also attended by both Prof_mmr Lev Ostrovsky and
Dr. Mark Slav:sky.

The Institute of Applied Physics (IAP)works in both fundamental and applied
research mas. There are five depmlmonts in IAP:

0

0

0

0

0

Plasma Physics and High Power Electronics

Hydrophysics and Hydroacoustics
Solid State Physics
Engineering and Physical Department
The Central Department ('institutional support]



The _; __!o¢_m-n,lated activlt_ of these deem and
provided the panel with a booklet providing the same information.

_; i! _ - •

A _ thrust_b__ as _ _ as _e _-_nse to

omml Aton_ .___i _ inmum _o _ to _iw know-
how to c_mct___i_the Na (cim_oped for ASW purls) through
m_omu_al _-

_'_ _ of _ _ _o_,_a,. wh.r. n_t _m o_.n-
rela_ work was ¢xxw,nuamd. induded:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

_ diS2smt_ c_ ocean _lnomena
Submarine_ by acoustic m_dnonacousticmesas
Low kequwtey aoouJtic_ in the sea
_d m in sound transmission and receiving

Radar and_ (e.g., lair) s/stems
Physical _ ol the oceans
Mathematie_ models d the ocean,

-r

The Solid State Ph_m _nt 1_ been __ __ -_ ...... •
to dmlop co_ that will work _ at warmer _. The
dtr_tor said they hsd_aot been work_g _ rMgne_ (MHD)
propulsion device. _ _ _--

costly. In p, rticu_ be _tioned the siamioa _ the P.P. S:_ ':. _ _'___,
_m:l Va_c_ which kb st_hsd used. As noted in the WTEC report o_s Sh/rshov
Institute, Io_ is slroady on lease to a C,ennan company as a _ veml. It
is _u'ed that V_ot'my have the umo fate. : _

_.d___-_k__ _m _ __,_th _ .bout

dumu _ ar,__ of the USm, _ t_ _rk e._ ne¢__

nuclear s_ o_mographic platfonu. Hefse]s _ theOm__ ceacept
is more fusible thsm the alternative of conwmin2 a former m/litary m_ for this
purpose. Both projects m currendy ]:mrtg dis_ between__ and

American c_eanogtaphic coramunities. -_-.-:-

the panel _d on a t'wc_-hou_ e/' sm,eal l_cfftces

)
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Prior to leaving the institute, the panel again met at the director's office for final
discussions. He mentioned that he is Chairman of the State Committee of
Hydrophysics, and that this keeps him involved with related work in other Russian

institutes. This also gives him a major voice in the directions that Russian
hydrophysics will take.

imEm_.I AND l_V_,Oiqbl_qT AoIWrlIS

In the visits to the laboratories and offices, the teamwas briefed on the following
iron.

_m,tiBsd lquid Yanks

The Hydrophysics Laboratory at the IAP has two tanks that permit experiments in a
two-layered stratified fluid system. The smeller tank is 8.8 z 3.3 z 2.7 m and the

larger is 30 z 4 z 3 m. In operation, the lower layer of fluid is cooled and the upper
is heated to provide a tamperature difference of up to 16°C and a maximum gradient
of 0.6°C per cm. Once the layers are established, the stratification can remain for

prolonged periods without much additional heating and cooling.

In both tanks it is possible to circulate the two layers independently. In the large
tank, wave-making devices can excite either or both layers. In this way, internal

waves can be induced in the tank. The wave-making device can vary force from a
lew grams to 1 kg.

A towing carriage permits experimentation with how various shapes (such as
submarine hulls) interfere with the stratified system, and whether this interference is
measurable at the surface. The panel saw a towmodel whose shape appeared quite
close to a U.S. Navy SSBN. Carriage tow speeds can be varied from 1 cm/sec to
1 m/sec.

The Department of I'Iydrophysics and H)_dreacoustics is working on remote
diagnostic methods of detecting submarines; low frequency ocean instnmlentation;

low frequency phased arrays, antennae, and projectors; methods of determining
depth; and locating s_ and ocean _na using radar and optical
systems. The department is experimenting with a synthetic aperture radar to detect
the surface wave reduction "soar" or _dick" caused by a moving submarine. The
scientists and engineers claim that a moving submarine alters the normal internal

wave pattern and that by use of a synthetic aperture radar, scatterometer, and
passive optical devices, the internal relationships between surface waves and
internal waves can be measured.
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of 1(_ie pulse duration, and concentrated energy of l0 je W/cm ("Star Wars"
technology).

SUIO£UY

It was clear that a three-hour visit to the IAP was insumcient to get into very much
detail about the programs and devices being developed by this institute. It was also
clear that everyone the team met them was most cooperative and interested in
informing team members about their work. Due to time constraints, the team was

not able to spend much time at each _ or laboratory. A detailed visit to IAP
should occupy two to three days. The panelists were impressed by everyone's
eagerness to establish working arrangements with Western research institutions and
commercial companies.

Instfmte o£Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Descriptive booklet
onthe lAP.

'_-Iydrophysics Laboratory of the lAP." Description of the IAP's two stratified fluid
tanks.

_Jniversal Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)." Brief description of the

system.

"The Acoustic Source Image Reconstruction from the Near-Field Measurements."
Theory, design, and description of the mobile acoustic array.

"AComputer Ship Complex of Remote Sensing for tnvestigaflort of Ocean Subsurface
Processes." Describes the muiflesnsor shipboard system for measuring man-
made or natural aperiodic sut4ace roughness.

"Activities and Organization of the tlydmphysios Scientific Council of the Russian
Academy of Sciences."

Division of I-Iydrophysios and Hydroacoustios. Pamphlet.

Deep-Water Self-Sustained Station MDS-48.

On-Board Control System BSU-1,2.

Nobe Suppression Problem. Proposal.
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Bmnasrt

Director

Moscow _ Dim_or

h_msh_isaja_t__ wdm)J_ b_ttwgs_shann_l_Xmmy. Wlmtn
js).Em).ny,theream 12_s, 18o6:ms,_anda iota/of300 people. Inthe
_alth ofInck)pende_Stm_ (CS_m_.mu lOc(ac_. The cdScothatthe
WTEC team visit_ _ to be a managmuent and englnm)ringoffice.
Fabdcation:fs_dmm :_. _ dkotss_otm: atmducte_ were mla_sd to

Intershelf'sunderwat_ hardwarecapabilities.

In a development subMqumt to _tbm._..__ pm_ _ a _ _lkit__
company, Elvi-lntembedf, was registered in October o/1993, with Sergey Karev as its
Director. All of Intorslwlrs projects in sebNa.w,h/oks; _ m_u_hms,and all
de_nse conversion contracts have been _n_d to the new company. Elvi-
Interslwlf is locking for additional Western p_mrs, 0_kdng accoalnCIB mEk_
and resources Onclud/ng the possibility of oil and gas development).
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JmlWJi]tCH AND _ AG'flWi'W8

Numerous brochures wen) provided, and the panel viewed a Video of Interebelrs

underwater crawler program. Information on Intershelr8 systems are presented
below.

Crawlers are tracked devioes with variouSpayicad conflgm'ations. Intershelf has
developed on paper a complete line of underwater crawlers in the one-ton, eight-ton,
and thirty-ton categories. Brochures were presented for the various sizes and
concepts. In 1991, Intershelffabzk:ated and tested the Beta unit, an eight-ton vehicle.
There appeared to be no sophisticated control or other support systems.

BOYs

Intershelf has developed the F/ah series of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs).
These ROVs are very similar to available hardware.

The Fish 102is a small ROV with a 100m operating depth. Its basic dimensions are:
88" z 18" x 14" and 36 lkB in air. Negotiations are underway with a Western
distributor. The price was estimated at _qx_ualely $20,OO0.

Fish 103 is a larger ROV with basic dimensions of 24" x 16" z 10" and 106 lbs in air.
It is rated for 8,OO0 m operating depth. This vehicle has been designed to operate
from a large underwater garage membly or from anotber rearmed vehicle because

of its 100-it long umbilical. The vehicle was used to survey the downed Russian
submarine r,_vnsornolets. Tho Fish_108 _ &price tag of $80,000 (presumably
without the underwater garage assembly).

Otbsm

#

T_. Intershelf has hard-canned underwater'IV systems for use by divers. The
black and white version sells for $2,OO0 and the color version sells for $4,OO0 to
$8,000.

TouristSubmar/nes. Intershelf has designed a ten-seat underwater tourist submarine,
the SubTour 10/100. The vehicle is available for sale for $900,OO0. The submarine

is to be certified under Russian guidelines, which the panel was told is comparable
to ABS, DNV, and/or Lloyds of London. Intershelf firmly believes that there is a
market for these vehicles.
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_ and other _ toudst facilities. _ have not
conducted any AUV work, nordo tt_" inm_! to doso intho nNr future.

h_elt hemm _ pmducm. _ it _pem that _
pstcingite _ _ to camparablo Wmmm _ _ not whm it would c_t
the _ to_ the units. Intersbeli's _ move wouldbe_ lower

that the c_ would send one.

J.P. Kenny IntembelL C,enem/_ty _ure. Topics include: offshore design
and project management, production, marirm operatiorm, un__r
e_ and underwater robotic _ms.

__._ of l-. _ _ aO-tonBottmnCraw_ smtm. Includes:
(8 tm_). _ (8 ton,), md_ (3Otons).

F'mh 10_ Brochure.
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J.P. Kenny Intomhelf is a joint venture company fomwd in 1988 by J.P. Kenny Group
of Companies of the United _mgdom andtwo Russian permers, Moscow hmitute of
•Ckfl Bn_sm_g and Pro_. 't'bek basic business is to -provide

engh_.eQring, +economic, and management services for+oil and gas development
onshore and offshore in the CIS. Intershe]f lws 300 employees at nine locations in
Russia, Ukraine, Latvia, and Dagestm_

While the CIS joint venture has eight divisions, of specific interest to WTEC are

J.P. bnny Intershelf, s Underwater Robo_ S_ns and Underwater Equipment
Divisions. This emphasis in the USSR/GIS began in 1989. While it was not clear

from the business cards which division _ panel was visiting, the principal
discussion topic for the visit was ur,.derseao_ment

This was only an omce visit: lunch was provided, but the team saw no equipment
or laboratory or production facilities, Although from one to four Intershelf
representatives participated at various times in the meeting, Mr. Sergey Yu. Karev
acted as host and moderator of the discussions.
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From thsu d_-')_dom, it was not clear if such technologies have been.developed
in _ or elsewhere in the CIS.

In addition to the broe.lumw _ of the sujloc¢ ROV, panel _m_d
p_duot broohums and saw Vkbotapes for two mher ROVs, Fbh 10B _ 10a.
Wod_ began on these vehte.k)s in the USSR in 1979, so these rqlssentod
te_m_)loj;Iles impor_d into _ J.P. Kenny lntemholf joint vontum.

I02 is an open _nm ROV that appeam similar in _ to the __
eov. dsv_psd _ DWp _ m_ u_ _ _ It.
p,wbemm_ i. mugh_ _ _ _ _eumtom_o. _ i_ too_

depth amd_a-black andwhite 7Vcamem. The pckm Is roughly
$20,000,and twelvetofourlunhave been sold.

kTah 108 is a deep diving (0,000 m) ROV that was used to explore __of the
lost _ class nuciNr submarine gomsomo/em in the Nmwooian Sea.+ For this
work, it wmcsn_d mibosrd the _u-cla_ rearmed m_w_l_n .¢__

_ _ _,: from the United ]_gdom. ....
. +

joint venture with opsmmtm _ tim subms.,"m_. :. +-+.
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Underwater 7'V System. The team was given a brochure on lntershelf's Diving 'IV
Systems (DTVS). Designed for operations to depths of 80 m, these systems come
with a 100 m umbilical. There appear to be three versions of the camera system,
with resolutions ranging from 200 to 480 lines per inch. The cameras have a single
light mounted on top of the housing. The lowest price for a black and white system
is about $4,000.

Product Data D/skette. Mr. Karev said that Intemhelf is now producing a data
diskette that describes all Russian suppliem of undemea equipment. He hopes this

will help in marketing the company's undersea equipment to the West. The panel
asked to receive copies of the diskette when available.

This office of J.P. Kenny Intemhelf appeared to be largely concerned with the

promotional and marketing aspects of its undersea technologies. With perhaps the

exception of the diver 'IV system, it did not appear that Intershelf had directly
developed any of the equipment shown tot.he panel. Since the major foreign partner
is a United ]Fmgdom company, there should be good access to western markets
through J.P. Kenny.

Although J.P. Kenny Intemhelf showed the panel ideas, concepts, and hardware for
ROV and passenger submemibles, no information was provided about autonomous

unmanned vehicles. The team assmued that this is not a major commercial
development direction for Intemhelf at this time.

J.P./_any/nterabe/_. Corporate Brochure.

Fmb 102 ROV. Product information sheet.

FiBh 103 ROV.. Product information sheet.

D/v/rig TVSystems. Product information sheet.

Subtour 10/100 Tourist Submarine. Brochure.
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_. Itonly_ lO_,_nbeknnchedb_hsndbyone penson. The
c_ has sold fourteen of these vehicles to date.



Intershelfs other product is a diver-beld 'IV camera and light. This is similar to the
camera and light on the Fish 10_ ROV system.

The team also saw s video of the vehicle k3_sh 103. This ROV has an operational
depth of 6,000 m. It was installed on 5re submarine, bftr, and has been used on
several of the ._fErdives to inspect the sunlmn submarine fo:m,omo/ets. Sul:m_uent
to the WTEC panel's visits, in August of 1993, k'Ish 103 was involved in three ¢frves
to Komsomo]ets, during which time the ROV penetrated the first compartnmnt of the

stricken submarine, operating there for a total of 8 hours and recording 4 hours of
video. The panel saw the body of this vehicle in the laboratory.

Intershelf builds most of the vehicles, including the electronics, in the company's
laboratory.

b'UMM/U_

Intershelf is a small entrepreneurial division of a Russian-British joint venture. It is
positioned to tap into the vast base of skill and knowledge of underwater vehicles

that exists in St. Petersburg. It has developed a couple of initial products and is

beginning to work with Intersbelfs main division on marketing, sales, disuilxeion,
and support for its activities.

r'lsh I_ appears to be similar to other current low-cost ROVs on the market.

Intemhelf. St. Petersburg Press Release.

InmmhelL D/ring _/'- Syvtomm Spoc__. Brochure.

lntershelf. Deep-W_er Stuveg/ance _ _ 108/_ Brochure.

lntershel_ LC ROV Pish 10_ Brochure.

Intemhelf. l_b Ruolutlon _ Scan Sonar. Brochure.
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_-AND DGVN_MIN'I'J_LWII'_

The company's main product :ISa deep dking tourist submarine. A picture of the
model of this vehicle is included below. This vehicle is being designed to hold six
persons plus two crew members. The foature that makes this vehicle different from
other tourist submersibles is _ it is being _designed to go to depths of 300 m. The
vehicle sells for $750,000, including ti_ launch and recovery system. Kharax will
also provide operators and support for the vehicles. The company's marketing
analysis shows that there is demand for such a vehicle.

IQumax also described an underwater totu'kt center that the company is proposing.
This center would have accommodations for more than 40 persons; it would also
have an underwater restaurant and diving facilities.

Kharax also provides operations support, maintenance, and logistics and planning
support for existing vehicle systems.

NJMMAI_

Kharax is an entrepreneurial orgardsation that has brought together talent,

experience, and drive, and focused it on the objective of building a business around
manned submersible technology. The company has its first product design well
underway, l_arax has a small core of people in the organisation's base, and
jobshops out as many activities as possible. The company has an experience base
that includes many innovative new concepts that it feels will bring success in this

new enterprise.

Le/gure $_e ,_ppara_. Brochure.

Center for _rnderw_ter Tourism. Brochure,
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Parliament exists, and that both are agreed about the urgency of doing something

The meeting, which was interpreted, ksted about 40 mimat_.. No technological

information was conveyed. However, the message was clear that the Russian
government is serious about the issue of ecological contamination, and also that it
sees the problem u an international cotwemmquiring cooperative funding. A brief
dkcussion between the panel and the two ¢_ representatives to clarify issues

and identify future activities followed Dr. Borisove-s presentation.

ImBFJ, RCH AND DiWLOiq_ AC'IwrI'mS

No detaik on the committee's plans for _searc_ and development were presented,

although Dr. :Borkov. implied that they _ opportunities to mmshr highly
developed ,military technologies and systm_ .to support KOPRON's-work. He
specifically mentioned capabilities to locat_.i_ e_,Walmtlate radioactive debris on
the ocean floor. He said he would _ J_lWr h'dk:m-twtic_ on what mchuologies

are available to KOPRON later in the week bebm,tbe panel left Moscow. Although
he attempted to contact the panel later in the week, no additional information was
received. He also indicated that be _ to_ deliver a paper at a cort_nce to
be held on 6 June at Woods Hole Ommwgrsphlc Institute. , A close working

relationship has developed between Dr,. Borkov and WHOL -He indicated that

representatives of KOPRON were expected in Russia the week of May 34, 1993.

Dr. Borisov described hisCommittee for Underwater Operations of Special Purpose
by making the following points:

o The committee has recently been fommd by the Rupiah qove_t to plan
and direct efforts to rereedbte or elhnhtte _ hazards resulting from
items that have been dumped in the seM (e.g., sunken nuclear submarines
and chemical munitions). The o_g committee will be chaired by
Dr. Borisov, who personally has over Dn _-s of experience in this area and
is a corresponding member of the_ of Technological Sciences of
Russia, Formation of the committee _zbe'mumunced soon in TASS and

through formal channels to the international e.mumunity. The committee will
also soon have an exclusive license to let contracts for underwater work in

Russian watem.
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"This '(the knmdation)is • good ma for cooperation. It is a good field for

cooperation between all forces for peace. My committee (of the parliament)
will be very coopemivu."

0

0

He cited the concern that we are "approaching ecological disaster day-by-day
and this effort is the best step to take concrete action against the ecological
bomb that has been set with disastrous consequences for future generations."

He also said that '_ have a good opportunity to find joint solutions. With
concrete results in this area we can speak on other areas."

In the general discussions that followed, Dr. Borisov asked for assurances that his

remarks would be in the W'rEC panel's report. Dr. Seymour, the panel chairman,
then explained that the WTEC charter is to evaluate undersea technologies, and not
to report on programs or ecological issues. "However, he was told that his remarks

might be included as a general site report in the appendices to the report.

Dr. Borisov mentioned that numerous technologies were available for the planned

work. but when pressed would not be specific. He did allude to technologies for
location and encapsulation of radiation sources, and for cutting apart structures
using explosives.
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work for the Soviet Nm_. _wozk is done at Krylov for all dkciplinoa of ship

science. The insfltuts hu sov_n divisions:

_o TI_ Duign _ C,on_. _ conmr studlss tm_Is m clsvsk_nt snd
_ _ sl_s, and handles fl_s_-o_ropcssl sts_ss of slip

design. This dimton was originally msXx_iblo for all shipbuilding in the
USSI_

m Hydro- and Air _ _n. This division is responsible for

h_lmdynaraic mi _ tss_g and

s Strength, V'_nflon, _ _ IMvkion. This division is r_po_ible for
deign and test methodology for materials, fabrication reck, and
_ructums.

s A__ _ Ybks division k rupe_9_ for mJnhnising noise emitted
from ship systems.
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Nonacoustic Ship Signatures Division. This division is responsible for
minimizing electromagnetic noise from ship systems.

Marine Power Plant8 Division. This division is responsible for 811aspects of
power plant design and integration.

Nuclear Power Plant Division. This divtsio_ ;is responsible for all aspects of
marine nuclear power plants, including shielding, safety, and control.

r.-ylov also has a large workshop and model-making cepebil_ that supports all of
the divisions,

F,rylov has 8,000 employees, &800 of whom are employed in research. The institute

has a very large faclh'ty that oovar8 80 hectares, The institute is considered very
similar in facilities and in organization to the David Taylor Naval Research and
Development Center's laboratories in the United States.

mD  mTrss

Tow Tuk Teet mwk_meut

I_ylov has a wide variety of test environments, Them is a linear tow tank 1.4 km

long, s circular tank, and a tank for testing simultaneous response to wind, waves,

and current in a seafaring test tank. There is a high-speed test tank for testing
hy(h'ofoils and other high-speed designs. Them°is an ice model test tank to evaluate

effectiveness of ice bmaksr designs, and a test environment for testing .air/water

interaction for wound effect aircraft, and so forth, There is also a propeller design
test environment specializing in anticavitation, and air and water interactions such
as in a hydrofoil design.

The panel members ware able to visit the structural test facility and the pressure test

facility. Ir,.,_ov can test and We-oycle fu]l-sise _ructur_ components. The institute
has a laboratory with a reinforced floor, reinforc_ walls, and an overhead crane.
Krylov hU a large hyclruul_ power !Jouroe _h _ drive up to 96 channels with

upto e total of 18,000 tons off,or 40 to 600 to_/channel. The institute also has
an automamd computer control system anda 8,000 point data acquisition system.
This |L_,ility has the. capability of studying _k lnifiefion and propagation using
acoustic emissions. It 81so has the ability tOa_l te_rature of the material

under test down to -110°C. Thepanel saw a large structural member that was being
life-cycled for certification of the design by LIoydSr of London.

This facility is available to subcontract |est services at $1,800 day and fabrication of
test structures for about S0.S0/lb.
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Krylov is analogous to the David Taylor Naval Research and Development Center
in Carderock, Maryland.

Kry/ov Sb/pbugd/ng Rewearc/z/nstftute. Brochure. 1990.

Pmceedin_ of the Last _tematfona/Ship SmJcture Congress. Includes two papers
on Krylov and its capabilities.

The M_v/ne/_g/neez/ng Rev/ew recently published an article on IC,ylov.

"Russian Shipbuilding Standards." Includes descriptions of Krylov's testing methods.

'_nternational Towing Tank Listing of Facilities."
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The ]_urclmlov _ located In Moscow, Is one of two Russkn inslttmm that

design, c_ and operam nuck_ _ mactms. There are seven mactom
currently opm'ath_ at this sire. The institute employs about 10,000 people on a
canqzm-li_ mn_ consisting of 183 building=. The WTEG team was at tim Institute
for about _ houm.

One of tim boa=, Dr. _ GhMgmV,= ,, recipient oftLm On_r of I_nin, the
USSR'=highmt _ =Rrd. _ _ which dmlOnm8 l'dm"AI-Im-oof the
Soviet Union," was pmsen_d to him for his efforts in dmd0ning the icebreaker Len/n.

The hos= proposed that two topics be addressed during the visit:

o Ikmp _ dmmlopmm_ on tim contirmntal shelf
o Thermoelectric installations for undersea energy

in addition,timpm_l hop_to _ U _on aboutthe _ Kurchsmv
was dovoloping (or prop(Mm_ to develop) for the submarines/submersible concepts
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propoeed by the Lazurit Central Design Bureau. However, only thenuoelectric
power sources were discussed during the visit.

itmFAitCH AND l_Vl_lal_mY ACTIVI'I'_S

Eurchato_s scientists and engineers had developed one small thermoelectric power
source and had completed the preliminary design for a larger unit. The general
specifications for these units follow.

Gmmna 8 kWe Pmmr South

Development of the Gamma 6 kWe power Source began in 1970, and the unit
became operational in 1982. The reactor was constructed by Isot in St. Petersburg.
Although the design is rated for unattended operatioem at 6,000 m depth for ten

years, this prototype unit has been operating at the institute in a test cell (see Figure
Kurch.l). At full power, the life expectancy of the Gamma 6 kWe power source is
about ten years. Consequently, this unit will probably be retired in the next two to

three years.

This thermoelectric power source produces 6 kWe of electricity and 200 W of heat
energy. It has no moving parts, is self-regulating, and uses natural circulation.
There are 24 thermionlc (beat to electricity conversion) elements in this unit. The
radioactive source is UOa, with less than _.0 percent enrichment (and thus is not
weapons grade material).

The primary construction tutorial is titanlun_ Tl-_isno problem with operations
at depths greater than 6,000 m if ambient seawater cim, ulation is used for cooling
(rather than the present internal fruhwater cooling loop). Gamma will fit into a
cylindrical space of 2.5 m diameter and 6 rn height The weight would be l0 to l _.

tor_u , !

This is a proposed power source; none h_ been bu_t to date. It works on the same

principles and basic design u Gamma, but hu300 electrical generating elements.
It also has the same B,000 m depth rating. The price would be from $6 to 8 million
per unit (see Figure Kurch._.

In addition to the 100 kWe electrical power output, the unit also produces 3,000 kW
of thermal energy. For on-land applications, Helena would be made of stainless
steel. Its weight would be 9.00 tons (100 tons of which is cooling water) and it would
require a space 4.6 rn in diameter and 12 m high. Use of more expensive titanium

would reduce the structural weight by about 40 percent (4.6 grams/cm3). BaG is

used as the moderator. The temperatures are as follows: Phase I about 3P.0°C,
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pressure hulls of two Sierra class _ that were outside the building hall at
an adjacent shipyard. He said that they would not be completed and that the hulls
would be dismantled.

The briefing began with remarks by tim GDB Director, Mr. Nikolai' Kvasha. First, he

made it very clear that a four-hour visit to Lmmrlt was simply not enough time to
cover all of the topics listed in the WTEC list of questions. Suoh an inquiry would
require at least a week. Since he felt that the team _ receive only a very
superficial briefing in the time available, the WTEC questions were not addressed
directly during this meeting.

Because government (i.e., Navy) fundinghas been cut signiflcanUy, Lama'it is now
busy trying to commercialize its capabilities. But the process is slow and some
reductions of personnel have taken place; additional reducMons are anticipated.
Director Kvasha also said that the bumauhas been receiving a lot of foreign visitors,
but almost none of these visits have resulted in new business for Lazurit.

Next Director Kvasha reviewed current activities at the bureau. Some of the new
directions am:

o ROSSHELF seafloor-based oil and gas production sy_m_m for ice-covered
oceans.

o+

O

O

O

Diving support ship.

Fishing vessel (there was a model of this on display).

Ocean drilling ship for scientific research.

Truck-mounted, portable hyperbedc medical system (there was a model on
display), i _

o Avariety of manned submersible designs, ranging from a 130,000 ton nuclear-
powered submarine container ship to+, one-person recreational submersible.

Director Kvasha said them were 80 _ submemtbles operating in Russian

waters and that Lasurit had detiGn_¢! _-of them. Oft he approximately 20
submlu_,-_s/submendbles shown in_d_e cor_s_e room, onlyonewamed familiar.
This was the submarine rescue vehicle, which is similar to the U.S, Navy's DSRVs.

Alter a four-hour briefing in the conference room, the team had dinner at I, azurit with

the director and several members of his:st_L The team did not visit any other
facih'ties at this site.
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it is estimated that full development of the first industrial seafloor complex will take
10 to 12 years and sp_tely $18 to 19 billion. _The pilot complex could be
completed in 7 or 8 years at a cost of about.S2 billion. Both of these time and cost
figures may be optimistic.

ONan 8huth

The Ocean Shu_e is proposed as a built-for-the-purpose, nuclear-powered
oceanographic research submarine. It is to be a 1,300 ton, 600 m capable
submarine, carrying a crew of twelve plus eight to twelve scientiSo staff persons for
a maximum mission time of sixty days. One of the models on the conference table
was of this submarine.

This originally was a joint USSR-Canadian pmgrmn. Luurit planned to design the

hull and major opereting systems, which would be bu_t in the Soviet Union, and the
Canadians would supply the nuclear reactor. Unfortunately, the breakup of the

USSR resulted in this program being postponed indefinitely by the Canadians.

However, in the United States On the Office of Naval Research and at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute) there has been some interest in geUb_ a retired
Soviet nuclear submarine and converting it for horizontal oceanography. The Lazurit

Design Bureau believes that a newly built vessel would be cheaper and more
efficient. The estimated cost for the Ocean S/roMe would be $100 to 160 million if
the Canadian reactor were used and $80 million if a Russian reactor were

substituted. When asked about the latter, the team was told to obtain this
information from the Kurchatov Institute.

The team was shown a brief video tape that showed some artists' sketches of the

Ocean Shuttle. Of interest was their showing as one of the key program documents
an American study on the madrw _ ratiomde for this submarine. As the

narrator said, it was done by Don Waish, x membor of this WTEC site visit team. He
did this work about three yore ago _ ECS Group, the Ca_mdi_ comp4my that did
the nuclear reactor development. _- _ •

Although it appears that th_ proposed project is stlllin the conceptual stages, it has
I lot of powerful friends in tlw Reaslan oos_ogr_c community. However, the
funding for a project as large as this must come from the West.

The submerging ship platform was developed to find a way for submersibles to work
under ice or in areas of heavy seas, and to be safely lam_hed and recovered at
each end of the mission. It is designed to be a launch and recovery system that

would permit manned submemibles to fly off the deck of the ship while submerged.
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The team was told that normal navy procedure is for the cr_w of a downed

submarine to escape by locking out at depths down to 120 m. Beyond this depth,
to a maximum of 800 m, the DSRVs are used. The current vehicles can carry twenty-
four pessengem and a crew of three.

One of the design models in the conference room was art advmlced version of the

DSRV, none of which hasbeen builL It proba_y has agreater depth capebility and
. more passenger capacity than the current models, _

In addition to the travel rescue submemibles, the Warn was shown a design and
model of a rescue vehicle to be used for emergency removal of people from offshore
oil platforms, or from sedoor complexes such as those envisioned in the ROSSHELF

projecL The submemible li_boat would be based onboard the platform and transfer
oper_lons would be conducted subm_ged. _ requhu that the underwater
structures be fitted with pusagsways Jar s/M_gencyazits and hatches compatible

with the submersibles. The proposed res_ sulx_rstble would have a forty-two
person capacity and twelve hours submerged endtmmce.

Lazurit designed a conversion of a diesel-electric submarine (probably a W/_/cy
class) to be powered by an Hr_)a fuel cell. The _lkluefisd gases were carried
topside in four large cylindrical tanks, two forwsrd and two aft. Some weight
compensation was achieved by_'emoving most of the submarine's storage batteries.
Laurit said that subnmrged endurance was _creseed five to ten times with this

propulsion system. The panel saw a videoof this sulmuutne in operation. The most

recent operation of this experimental submarine was in1991.

Othsr Submm_es

Beo..ause the visit was brief, patrol members did not _have an opportunity to discuss
all the submarine/submersible designs, cc_pts, and models that were in the

conference room. Some of the:others _that were briefly mentioned were:

ROSS_ Mother Submarine. As noted above, this would be a nuclear-powered
submarine designed to support the seafloor operations of the ROSSHELF complex.
From its general size and mission requirements, it appears that the submarine design
would have much in common with Ocean Shu_e.

9,000 M Depth Submera/b/e. The panel saw a model of this submersible on the

conference table but was not briefed on it due to lack of time. It was generally
known that the Soviet Union, through its P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, was
planning to develop a submersible to go to the_ocemw' deepest depths (about
11,000 m). This model may have represented that design concept.
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Malachim is reputedly one of the leading flnus in Russian underwater shipbuilding.
Malachim's scientkW and engineem _ Soviot _nuclmn" submsflne, the

l_,rnsomol. This was a clssstfled operation until recently. The firm is now
participating in the defense oonvomion prowmu and is _ in. making its
capabilities available to the wodd msr_L A systems design house that partnem with
other organisations that develop subsystems (_ and electronics design
subsystems, for example), Malachite has experience inthe design and fsbfication
of several different types of subrmn'ines, submendbles, and underwater work
mechanisms.

At a conference held in _ England, in May,, _ mllitm'y mchnology
conversion was displayed for Western buyers. Malachite was unable to show the
WTEC team some of the firm'shardware because it was at this conference.

+ +
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Toudst Voldeks

Malachite is interested in designing underwater tourist vehicles of various types.

Malachite has designed and fabricated_ underwater _vehicles for the recovery of
sunken logs. These vehicles are lowered to the bottom, _ They have a manipulator
that picks up the logs from the botto_ _ Some of them ha_ a manipula_r and a saw
to cut standing lumber, then retrieve it The vehicles use force feedback on the
manipulator through a joystick operator interface.

Nor_2

The North 2, a 2,000 m manned submarine, was designed at Malachite.

8UMMm_

Malachite is a large scale systems designer and integrator with a lot of expertise in
subB, submersible, and underwater work systems design and fabrication. The
firm has ties into a network of other organizations that can participate in marine
system design and fabrication. The firm's scientists and engineers are not working
on ROVs or AUVs because they see no demand.

Until recently, all of Malachite's contact with the outside community for technology
has been through a company named Sudcexport. This work is now handled by
Defense Export.

Computer-assisted design (CAD) is Malachite's most needed and requested

technology. Malachite's scientists currently use personal computers for computing.

Market literature that describes the specifications for each of the projects included
in this report is available from Malachite. Projects included are:

_ur (autonomous manned submersible)

7'be_-H (underwater towed manned observation vehicle)
C.onse/f (underwater autonomous manned observation vehicle)

Argo-I Cunderwater excursion complex)
Ar_-g/4 (underwater excursion complex)
Argo-8 (underwater excursion complex)
Tr/ton (manned submersible)
•._d/co (underwater passenger complex)
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Oceanpribor combines a research conter and two manufacturing plants. It was
originally formed 60,years ago as a g_enuuont controlled enterprise. The primary
function was to design and fabrica_ aco_tlc systems for Navy ships and
submersibles. A company was fonued in 19"/8 to market these devices under the

trademark KORVE?. Oosanpribor com_ _the leading o_ation in Russia
specls_ing in acoustics, and pmlicipa_ tn fundsmental and applied research.

There are presently a total of 4,000 empl_s, including 2,000 scientism and
enghmers working in the Oceanpflbor lkmaroh Center. Oceanpribor ako designs
and produces consumer produc_, =in_uditlg oomnmrcial _acoustic systems,
amplifiers, and record players. Under the defense_ o0nversion program now
underway, other equipment developed here includes underwater stationary systems
for environmental tracking and surve_anee; hydroaootmtlc equipment for research

vessels; multiopurpose sonar and pos_onhw systems for rammed and unmanned
underwater vehicles; resources and_equipment for ship-born prospecting and
development; and systems and devices design_:l to address the problems of marine

engineering and geology in continental sheff development, as well as for
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By using complex reflector systems, the side scan antennae exhibit no side lobes

and can be packaged in small volumes. Side scan capablh'ty can be applied to
towed, remote (both ROV_ AU_, and._ vehick!I. A 288 kHz multibeam

Doppler velocity log has been developed that can _ sl_ velocities in deep

water (down to 6,000 m) accurately by bottom tmcldng instead of tracking on water

mass. It is unclear how this capsbflttyeompams to Wutem systems (e.g., acoustic

Doppler current profilers that can measure current velocities at various depths
simultaneously). : ,,

In the area of tracking and positioning systems, the center has developed long,
short, and ultrashort baseline systems. Oceanpribor's positioning systems work at
depths from 80 to 6,000 m at ranges up to 12 kin; they are similar to those of
Honeywell. Some of these have accuracies of 0.3 m, utilize different frequencies,
and can change codes. These can operate several days to years in duration. Their
systems are compatible with SIMRAD and other equipment.

We discussed teleoperation, data transmission over large distances, and telemetry

capabilities. There is no problem with large amounts of data telemetry over short
distances; however, at ranges of 100 to 400 kin, the sound channel is used.

Oceanpribor is developing algorithms that will work in the multipeth environment;

this is a major undertaking that may require cooperation with specialists from many
countries.

Oceanpribor recognizes the limitations of its computers; to compensate, the center's
algorithms are required to be very emcient. Its software designers must understand
the physics of the system and implement the real-time software.

Looking into the future, Oceanpribor envisions geology and oil and gas exploration
as areas of interest. The firm also anticipates that considerable support of the

Russian Navy will continue because Ukraine presently has most of the ships with

hydroacoustic capability;, therefore this capability will have to be reestablished. CFhe
panel was told that a similar group to Oceanpribor is being formed in Ukraine).
Even though Oceanpribor's ocean acoustic technology was previously classified, it
can participate in international projects if they are not defense related or if
intergovemmental agreements are concluded.

In summary, Oceanpribor claims it is the largest Russian company specializing in the

design of underwater acoustic systems for world ocean resource exploration, deep
hydrographic surveying, and oceanographic research. Oceanpribor would ILk_eto
collaborate with foreign companies to design and manufacture new hydroacoustic

systems, export existing products, conduct tests and calibrations in its unique test
basin complex, and establish cooperative production activities and joint ventures.
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The purpose of the meeting was to provide the __ with a general familiarity
with the P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, _ b _ _ oceanographic
research institution in Russia. This took a little over 8n hour, with the director

conducting most of the briefing. A more in-depth visit to Shirshov was made later
in the week by a three-person WTEC team. _ 0fthe information that is in the

report below was repeated at that time. .... : -_i,__* '

Dr. Tengiz Borisov briefed the team on the work of F,.OPRON, the government's
Special Committee for Undersea Work, for which heUrves as chairman,
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science and two are capable of supporting manned submersibles. The institute has

six _ submemf_es:

o 2 _ clsu, 6,000 m depth capability (made inFinland)

o i_r_laM, 300 m _ with diver lo_:out to 200 m

o 1 Argwclmm, 800 - _ m clepth

active until recent budget cutbacks. O_motr is for sale. _ primarily
operates in the Black Sea.

co-_ete. Our heats _ that about $1.2 minion i_ required to complete
cons_ These are of _t-titxnium construction and have been designed and
built in Rumda. The imtitu_ is actively seeking a Western source of funding to
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complete this project. Shirshovhu indicated that it would offer one of the two RL_
to the investor as payback for the $2 million funding.

i •

However the news is not all bad. The director said that the institute now has two

years work for the Akedemik Kheldish _dits two _ submersibles. This will be a
joint mapping expodifion in the ]_n-8 Seawith Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute.
Some U.S. Office of Naval Research funding is involved in this international
expedition. The director said that ONR and WHOI representatives would be at the

institute the next week to discuss program details. It appears that this work rosy be
connected with surveying the nuclear waste sites in this area (see WTEC site report

on KOPRON briefing by Borisov).

After the Kara Sea work, there will be another expedition to the Laptev Sea in
cooperation with the German Oceanographic Research Institute at Kid.

SUMMAln OF DMGLlqJ_ON

The director CL.Savostin) is optimistic that he can find funding to keep the majority
of the institute's programs and facilities going. He told us that he had met with both
the Prime Minister and the President, and was assured that support funding would
be available.

In subsequent correspondence with the panel, Mr. Savostin noted that the institute
is active in develap_.g new _ technology for a global ocean-observing system
and for long-term underwater ecological monitoring, and welcomes international

partnerships in these fields.
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8F,CIOIK)Q_

After an initial briefing period in the auditorium, the team spent about four hours at

the institute. Most of the time was used to visit various orates and laboratories to

view, demonstrate, and discuss equipment..

This site visit was very well organized. Upon arrival the team was taken to a

conference room where each ste_ nwmber to be visited gavea briefing on his

research work and recent developments. This took less than an hour and was very
useful in giving an overview of s_vities related to team member's interests.

There were four brk_rs whose labomtodes or bureaus the team did not visit this

morning:

0 Mr. Victor Brovko, who was with the insfitum from 1965 to 1975, when he was

responsible for the design and cons_ of sedoor hab/tats for divers

(e.g., C'hemduno0, AUVs On Acade_ Vyacheslav Yutmbov's laboratory)

and manned submersibles (e.g., Argus). Sinee_ 1970, Mr. Brovko has been

with the Experimental Design Bureau of Oceanological Engineering, which

was then part of the Shimhev !hwtitute. He is presently Science and

Technology Director of the bureau, which is now independent The team

visited his bureau later this day.

O

O

O"

Mr. Eugene Pavijutchanko is the Chief Engineer of the Experimental Design

Bureau. He has worked on the submendhles _ (1976), OSmotr (1985),

and _ (two are currently under cons_on).

Mr. Sergei Surkachin works in diving, diving methods, and underwater

habitats. He is doing a j_nt _ with tl_ Ux_'emity of Mm_j4m_l for

scientific diving _:in__iSn, in _ Baikal, and in the
Chesapeake Bay On the United States). He said that the Russian State

Committee on Science and Technology and the U.S. National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have an agreement for scientific diving

cooperation. His group hopes to _ a _n in NOAA's snfloor habitat

A_ariw ....

Vladimir Kuzin is chief pilot of the 2,000 mPk_ (them are two of them)

submersibles. He said that they have _fully tested a hydrutm, energy

source to depths of 8,000 m. (This lietmDhebly the system that is now being
offered commercially by Rauma Repoia in l-'iniand). During the conversation,

our hosts mentioned possible weak underway elsewhere in Russia on

materials such as acrylics and giass_ rmmned subnwraible pressure hulk.

With respect to the general state of the P_P. Shhehov Institute of Oceanology, please

see the preceding report, which describes the team's first visit them on May 17,
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1993. At the _ _he mmmwas bzk)Iedby the dlrector, however, fjm_ to
join us [or this site vbdt. As with mcmt of the sits visits, _ wu ha, more

about projecW, _ develo_snd_Idem_ roum-_ _.
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k working oe_mmJm_m:l hydre_;)m_ __ _ of making addidonal
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several _est rues on a comput_ _ The,/ ha_ _=_m traintn2

altitude:abom the-_o_. In _ they will be _ to maintain navigation
_ to wlfl_ 7 m at the _.

_m.w_o shown tw¢_ _ _alta_ _ tim had been

lwdrmult_ _ un_ are a nx_ ccr_ ¢tev_ _.d a rock brea_. The
_ _bm _ _ _ cm cores in ba_It kom s Mr operating
ne#r the A_.
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Mr. Yastrebov also mentioned a 6,000 m towed sled developed by Shimhov that
carries side scan sonar as wall as 'IV and a 8till camera. He indicated that the team

would see more details on this system during visits to the other laboratories and
omces.

s( r hk mkm P,w,m 

In 8ddition to the data prommling of signa]8_ Mr.-Yufl Ruasak's group is involved with
of the _Oer elements for _ side scan sonar end the imaging

systems for the 6,000 mtowed fish (with 8 I0_)00 m umbilical).

The _ low light level, black and .W_.W:__ _ has a threshold of 0.005 lux

visible range is about _) m. The tmtimte does not have color 'IV since the line loss
(over 10 km umbilical km_h) Would be too groat.-

The photography is done with atwo_ _:_, 38 nun sptexn. The
magazines hold 3,000 exposuureslh"arnes. A _ flash provides lighting for the
cszts,oru.

o •

fish m usod_to investigate the _..M. the !_i_Eke _ _mari_
_,no/e_ which is l_g on its side in 1,_m dW. A pl__ of tbe fish
ksenclosed with this rePOrt Csee Figure Shimhov.l). _

Dr. Lev Utykov showed a variety of electronic devices'developed end made by his
group. Of particular interest is a family of electronic chips that can be used at

ambient pressure to great depths. These chips have also been successfully tested
by boiling in oil and freezing with liquid nitrogen. He believes that ambient-pressure
electronics (either exposed to direct depth._um_or in pressure-compensated
containers) will be the way to put much greater computer capacity into vehicles with
min_al weight penalties.

Another equipment development that Dr. Utykov's group has worked on is a
hydroacoustic transponderFoeacon _-s_.._ a_hie4j to dim_ and marine
mammak. In both cases it could send physiological and location data back to the
control facih'ty. It could ako be used to wam_zdiver about ur,sab conditions

(exceeding dive time at depth, o_et ofaitro_n .narcosis, etc.). -Presumably a
marine mammal that has had conditioning __ could be controlled via long
distance acoustic transmissions.



I

4

m

is w__._ resu_-_nmh la,s _ Bs:_ to,_a Si_
lonu tm,sd_,qr usingm_m_st m on_20 to_mm in-_. Xmtcr_t
_would _a broad-band, complex signal However, csb_se_-notse

is a problem when the operator uses a very thin cable with built-in _1

hydrophones.
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Since the WTEC team's visit to the institute was really a series of visits to several
offices and laboratories, this summary is a synthesis of these activities. There was
no single summary meeting before the tern leP,.

The entire institute suffers from a greatly reduced level of investment from the

government agencies that had been the principal source of support. This is forcing
the various components of Shirshov to review what they know how to do, what they

can maim, and what can be sold outside Russia. In addition, a vigorous effort to
seek cooperative research programs with foreign scientific agencies and institutions
is evident. Since the P.P. Shimhov Institute of Oceanology is well known and

respected throughout the world, this path of cooperative arrangements may be the
most promising direction in the near term.

The team saw quite a few innovative technology developments during this brief visit.
With a proper marketing approach, there could be success along this path. The

director of the institute seems to be aware of these opportunities and plans to

develop an organized catalog of their capabilities to be used as a marketing tool.
Hopefully, professionals selected from the institute will be able to attend some of the

major ocean trade shows in the world to make the larger community aware of what
is available from this source.

Unfortunately, economic conditions in Russia may get worse faster than such
organizations are able to develop means of self support. Considerable institutional

downsialng will be an almost certainty. Hopefully this can be done without
significant loss of the intellectual and physical assets that have made this a major
oceanographic institution in the world.

Rock Coring Device That Can be Mounted on ,_:L, neraibles. Brochure.

[rnderwater Hydraulic Breaking Device _ar Can be Mounted on Submeraibles.
Brochure.

6,000 m depth towed sled for ocean floor. Photogreph.
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partictp_cm with ROSSHELF, which has U.S. company partners. The team was told

that about 2,000 employees work at this location.

A salient banne is that RUBIN has strong connections to former Soviet Union
counsries. RUBIN ham created a _ spectrum o_ orgsrdsatiotwl espertise that is
ktcm'paratsd in boolm and on a computer databsse. In addition. RUBIN has had
extensive at-sea experience with mm]mn submarine investigations.
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EmZAI_ AND 131vlg, oeMm_Y AGYIVITIEB

The team was given a briefing ozi RUBIN that focused on the bureau's

responsibilities regarding the _Konwoma/eW nuclear submarine that sank in 1,700 m
water off Norway in 1989. Mr. Nikolay Nossov, the submarine's designer, informed
the team that RUBIN is heading a team of forty Russian institutes, organizations, and
companies that are studying the submarine. Concern was expressed that radiation

could leak from missiles and contaminate a large area because of the aperiodically
high Cup to 1.5 m/No) currents in the area. RUBIN planned to attend the
Radioactivity and Environmental Security in the Oceans Conference at Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution on June. 79,1993 to describe the environmental monitoring
program on the Komsornolets submarine.

Two videos Cmcluding an ABC newscast) and numerous pictures of the submar_
that were telmn by the _ 6,000 m submersibles were shown to the team. Also
present at this meeting was one of the _fr pilots. Two remotely operated vehicles
designed for operation from the _r submersibles while inspecting the submarine
externally and intemaliy were described. Specifications on these ROVs were

provided by Intershelf. See M. I,ee's site report on Intershelf for more information.

The WTEC team's hosts from RUBIN described two versions of gamma counters that
were specifically designed for radioactivity measurements at the submarine site.
These designs use sodium iodide (NAT) gamma detector. One vemion is attached
to the _r submemible and measuremertts are made directly;, the other instrument
is configured so that it can be inserted into the submarine hull and record data for
a one-week deployment.

RUBIN was responsible for leading the development of selective absorbents of
radioactive nuclides, including cesium, uranium, and plutonium. These abeorbants

were developed by the Niskmy ][hlopin Radiation Institute of SL Petersburg and the
Arsamu 16 Russia Nuclear Center nearNisbny Novgorod. These absorbents are
used in conjunction with the NaI gamma counters to provide a complete
measurement of the radioactivity.

There have been three expeditions to the Jronwomo/ets site, Two expeditions were

organized by RUBIN, However, the first one was conducted by another institute that

may have used an autonomous undersea vehicle called the _T/'-S& This 6,000 m
capable AUV was developed at the Ir_mte for Marine Technical Problems in

Vladivostok. RUBIN recognises the high cost of conducting operations with large
ships and the need for automated systems.

RUBIN has created a working group of many firms and institutes capable of
investigating radioactive objects on the ocean bottom. Having been responsible for
many of the designs, the institute's scientists are very knowledgeable of the object,
can conduct the necessary sampling and experimentation, and can predict the
efr_)cts.
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four to five generations of large computers (supercomputem). Originally the institute
focused on developing computem for classified applications, but recently it has
focused onsome unclassified applications. NHVK's scientists developed the early
warning system for missile attack that is now unclassified, but continues to develop
some systems for radar and sonar applications that remain classified. The following
summary will give some idea of the focus of the institute.

i_Sr_'i AND _ AG'rlVI'I_S

kmn h tum

The Scientific Research Institute of Computer Complexes, situated in Moscow, is a

member of the Scientific Industrial Association for Computers (NPO SVT), the largest
such association in Russia.

The staff of NHVK was formed in the early 19_)s. After creating the M-a and M-4
computers (two of the first Soviet computem), the serial semiconductor computer
M-4-2M was dasigned in 1964 andwas serisily produced until the end of the 1980s.
The computer M-10, designed by the_ in 1978, cen_ned parallel architecture.
Novel technical ideas were realised in this computer that allowed noted scientist and

computer architect M.A. g_rtsev, the first director of NHVK, to achieve a high
performance. American researchers P. Wolcott and S. Goodman wrote: "I'he N-10

is distinguished by its 8bility to conveniently parallel-procass data-of different
formats, dynamically changing the clustering of processors to match the format of
the data at hand."

The newspaper ComputerWorld USSRgave the following estimation of the computer
M-I 0: "Apotheosis of heroic period of the Soviet informatios was a creation of the
powerful 64-bits vector-pipeline supercomputer M-10...."

The original trends of the NHVK supercomputer are characterised by usage of
so-called "type 1_' architecture, the first representative of which was computer M- 10.
This architecture is notable for using a wide.format memory that exchanges vector

operands with several identical processors, executing the seine instruction stream.
A later stage in the development of the type M computer architecture was the

creation of the new vector multiproceasor supercomputer M- 13, which was produced
serially beginning in 1985.

The peculiarities and architectural principles of computers developed by NHVK
provide high performance for real time data flow processing with large amounts of
information (real t_e radar and sonar signal processing, image recognition, etc.).
These peculiarities and principles are as follows:
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When askmd about the data to bo_cludod in the database machkm, the team was
told that the institute focuses only act the design of herdwmre and softwaro systems.
However, the institute's scientists have collected various oceanographic data from
the Atlantic Ocean that has been included in the new computer design efforts.

Mm_icmkm Dhcm/m

Mr. Juri Mordovski, Director of Sigma Technologies, discussed work underway at the

company. Sigma Technologies ww _sterted two years ago to focus on the
development of AI mu:! the mms_r of thut te_mology to tim Unl_d States _d other
markmts. The company undOrtook se_ml _ations, includ_g two that wore
suggested by _ Director of _ Mr. Alexsev. Some of the applications
suggested were the development of a system for monitoring large_ mechanical

systems, and development of AI systems for automatic monitoring of other complex
systems, and automatic surveying. When Mr. Mordovski was asked if he knew of

any AI efforts being _n in Russia relamd to undersea sysmms, I_ stated that
as far as he knew, '_"e is no workin Russia where AI isbeing applied to undersea

systems." His companyhad recently undertmlmn a summery of AI work underway
in Russia and found only work in expert systems.

The company has developed some automatic translation tools that are now available.

One discussed was a translator to translate legal documents from Russian to English
in real time over electronic mail (E-mall). The company has been working on this
with Lockheed and several other U.S. companies.

Mr. Anekyn is the head of a small group in Volna that is focusing on the
development of sonar systems utilizing some of the work produced at NHVK.

Algorithms with super resolution have been developed in the institute. This high
resolution is possible because the institute's scientists have been able to eliminate

all surface and bottom reverberations, greatly suppressing unwanted returns.

NHVK has databases of oceanographic data; physical and geological data; bottom
and surface data; and hydrolo_cal water parameters, such as CTD information.

k Area View Sonmr

Bottom and surface reverberation is understood and mapped in this system.

Development of medical imaging systems is underway at the Cardiological Center
of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The center has a 5 MHz sonar that develops
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This university was founded tn 1902 as a department of SL Petersburg Polytechnic.
It later gave birth to the Lerdngrad SbipbuildJnglnsfltute, which became a leading
educational institute for ocean tecimolo_ and _ enginoortng in the former
Soviet Union _"SU_. Subsequently, it evolved into the State Marine Technical
University _A_J_. At present, MTU provides a wide range of programs, both
undergradm_ and pos_, loading to ILSC., EIWJnoor and M.Sc._Doctor81

degrees (equivalent to Ph.D. and D_5o.). A major dopemnent within MTU is the
Department of Naval Archflocture end Ocean Technology. MTU'8 6,000 students are
involved in all aspects of marine 8nd oceart t oolmology, with appmximamly 30
percent specializing in electronics and control systems. Until last year, most of the
foreign students were from Easlem Europe, Vietnmu, North Korea, and Cuba.
However, now MTU is solioittng students horn other _ (e.g., India, Nepal,

Jordan, and China). The university has 600 fac_ty members, 1,S00 auxiliary
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a video tape have been produced.__ has be_ _ped for simulating the
lift dynamics; design of various holding devices for salvaging large objects of
different types and sizes; robotics systems; and burying techniques if the object is
not salvaoed. _Tbe university _ foreign partners for the detailed design,
development, and use of this _ mqwbtlity.

Other ideas of interest that the i_mity has developed include an ultra-short

baseline underwater tracking systemwith:a range of 1,000 m. It is unclear if this is

a prototype or a production model Another development is a low noise thruster
(noise is reduced by 13 dB) called "double counter jets" that operates in laminar
flow. The university is seeking an industry partner to continue this research since
the mih'tary no longer supports tlmse activities.

In sunumu'y, the State Marine T_dz_ University of Petersburg is a unique

educational facility that offers a broad spectrum of training in nearly all disciplines
related to undersea systems. The university has initiated several enterprises and
companies, and is interested in establishing joint ventures. The w'rEc team was

told that this university trained most of the engineers and researchers working at the
design institutes we had visited in St. Petersburg.

Complex [or Lit_g Sunken Objecm (C'L$O). Brochure.

International Cooperation Field o[ $c{enae and Higher Education. Proposals.
1992.

D_vectfon Finder Sonar Transponder DF 100004. Performance specifications
(brochure).

Pak_ Lt_ Brochure. 1991. _

Paks Ltd. Ro_r-Rtm_'= for __ and _r Yus_. 1991.

F..duc_tional materials on the Marine Technical University. In Russian and' English.
1993.

Re//_b///ty of$/_o $mwtures Rese_u-ch Laboratory'. Brochure.
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and high radiation applications. The institute maintains a close relationship with
industry, assisting in the development of new materials and surface treatments.

i_mal_H AND _ ACYIVITlS

The Paton Electric Welding Institute is involved in several research and development
projects, including:

1. Research in electric (arc, resistance, electron beam, magnetic pulse, etc.)
welding of metals, metal-based composites (principally aluminum matrix), and
ceramics.

2. Large scale explosive forming.

g

4.

Vacuum brazing of dissimilar materials, such is titenhml to steeL

Plasma coating processes to improve corrosion and erosion insistence of

metals and ceramics, with special processes to control tldcknesses to a
micron or less.

g Advanced nondestructive testing techniques. The team was shown some
color contour maps of components containing welds that were described as
being produced through holography.

1 A special titanium department where engineers weld thicknesses that are 400

mm and thicker. There were many applications in the chemical industries,

but the institute is now seeing increased use in offshore platforms and piping.
Paton achieves yield strengths up to 800 MPa. The team had beard

elsewhere that Paton was involved with welding processes for submarine

hulls, but the insfitute's representatives did not discuss this beyond stating
that their work in aviation and space had been applied to underwater
projects.

1 Electroslag casting operations for manufacturing _t-to-fabricate alloys
and metals of great purity.

1 Use of both field and shop techniques in welding and manufacturing joints for
offshore platforms, for thicknesses from 1 mm to 50 ram.

Information on the previous activities was obtained through discussions with
Professor Konstentin Yushchenko and a 30.minute promotional film in English.
Dr. Yuri Gretskii led the team in demonstrations and detailed discussion of the

underwater welding and cutting research. A diver demonstrated manual arc welding

in a water tank at shallow depths and automatic welding in a pressure chamber at
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The Institute of Geological Sciences b responsible for exploration end assessment
of all mineral resources in the Ukraine. whether terrestrial or undersea. These

include both oil end gas as well as motalsend nmJ elements.

The institute's scientists study the structure and evolution of geological features in
order to make predictions on resource availahih'ty. Their work on underwater

resources had previously been worldwide in scope, but their present emphasis is on
national waters. Their present experimental program involves studying the
underwater geology of the Black Sea and recent sedimentation patterns. The Black
Sea appears to have significant gas reserves but no known oil reserves in Ulcmim'an
territorial waters. The institute's scientists have found traditional methods of

investigation inadequate, and have developed new technology. In particular, they
believe that direct observations by scientists are essential, and have developed a
fleet of manned submersibles to meet these needs.
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1998,
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The twelve deparmmnts at the Hydronmchanics Institu_ are listed below:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

H,FlmdTmm_ _
Vomz_

Free Boundary Flows
H_rothen_ Processes Modemng

Technical

H_cs ofWive



0

0

0

H__,odynemt_ of Hydmulic-_t2_r_g Structures
Dynamics of Elastic Systems
Stratified Flows

Some areas of investigation that iute_ the _ panel include the following:

O

0

0

0

0

0

Boundary layer control (i.e., compliant surfaces, polymer injection, Coanda
effect ducts, etc.)

Propulsive emciency (small ROVs) '
Resistance coe_nts in unsteady flows
Wave/structure interactior.s

Hydrodyn_dc acousdcs

W:ntion control and other methods for drag reduction

The institute has ezlemive and very capable test facilities, and conducts a variety

of physical experL, nents along with parallel inves4igations in numerical modelling.
The team saw no computing equipment, but was told that a few 488 personal

computers are used for modelling, data processing, and design.

Due to the present unsettled political situation, the institute has funding difficulties
and is very interested in joint studies with other institutes in the West.

_ AND DEVig,_M_ Ac'rM't_i

The team observed a wide array of test facilities and research projects at the

institute during the three-hour visit, including a high-speed tow tank with a tow
carriage capable of speeds to 28 m/sec. It is equipped with a special control system
to allow smooth and rapid deceleration. The facility hu been used for control and
drag experimentation of surface and stdm_mtble vehicles. The model basin is 140
m long by 3 m wide by 1.8 m deep.

A second tow tank was also observed that m x 8 m x 3 m deep and

equipped with a more conventional tow_, _ second basin was fitted with

wave making and l(:_-.al wind gener_'one_ _A towed acoustic array was
observed at the tank. The institute's s_nttsts expisdned that they conduct

hydroacoustic studies and elastic motion studies in waves using this facih'ty. The
team saw examples of m/niatudsed pressure and acoustic transducers at this facility.
They mentioned that they develop and test_active acoustic devices using
piezoceramic transducers for low frequency application.

The panel observed a high velocity hy_cs laboratory where
experimentation in very high speed underwater projectiles and propulsed bodies is

conducted. The specifications sheet distributed during the visit mentions velocities

up to 1,000 m/sec. The institute also ci_Lmed to have data on velocities near the
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photographs.

Flow visualization using bubbles. Photograph.

Model testing of U.S.S. L_y_tte class submarine hull. Photograph.
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FiGure Hydro.3. Flow 'Vlmaallzation Usdnq Bubbl_

Figure Hydro.4. Model Teltfng of U.S.S./,amyene Clan Subsmuine H-n
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operations of the Black Sea research fleet; only those on contract work venture out
of this local inland sea.

The nine vessels (most are converted fishing vessels) range in size from 1,200 to
nearly 4,000 tons. Each vessel supports one or momof ten manned subn_mib]es

in scientific investigations of the water column and eedoor. Mariecowom does not
operate unmanned vehicles sknce the association feels strongly that the best science

is accomplished in situ by knowledgeable and trained acadendos. The submersibles
at Mariecoprom range in size and capability hmu the very large, twelve-person
aenthos-_O0 to the small, towed, three-person Tetik,H. Mariecoprom is able to

provide well qualified operating crews for its vessels and submersibles, and is willing
to share research of mutual interest in the Black Sea or lease its assets for

worldwide operations at very low daily rates. The estimated rate in the Black Sea
for a fully crewed Sever-2 submersible and support vessel Hd_fander is about $500

per day, excluding fuel and oil. This is purely an estimate; actual costs will depend
on the area of operation and many other factors.

Mariecoprom does not conduct research and developnwnt directly. The association
operates and maintains the platforms for the Ukraine government and the Academy

of Sciences institutes, and works with other institutes to conduct field investigations
and studies.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

The team met with Mr. Igor Nestorenko and his staff at the Mm_ecoprom offices for
general discussions, then toured the Sevestopol harborfacilifles where the sMps and
submersibles are serviced and maintained. Only three submersibles were available
for inspection at the time. :

The team visited the (_mu" (built in 1989), which was in the shop being prepared for
operations in the summer. It is equipped with two seven-function manipulators and
can accommodate scientific payloads of 250 kg. Omer is a hydraulically powered
vehicle with twin main propulsom and three rnaneuverlr_ forward thrusters for pitch

and yaw control. The vehicle, which h_no computer systems onboard, is
essentially manually controlled. Both Omarand its sizter boat the Langust (1990) are
very simple, rudimentary vehicles and are far behind the sophistication of similar
submersibles in the West. However, they are proven, reliable, have outstanding
safety records, and are cost-e_ective alternatives to tbek high..tech counterparts in

the West. The depth rating of Omar (540 m) is marginal for many scientific missions.
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Sup.oort Sh/ps and $_. Book of specification sheets and photogr_)l_.

Bentbos_00. A history of the _nthos-300 in Russian. Moscow: 1992.

Subrneraibles Available at l_du_ecopron_ Booklet in Russian. Sevutopol, l_ev:. 1991.
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The institute opemtu five sh/ps, two ot which am major oce_ vessels that
have been active in the world oceans on _ such u WOCE, TOGA, end
IGOFS. Because of present budget constraints, work outside of the Black Sea is
restricted to conUact kmm,tig_/om. The lnstimm wu _ in 1929 and ti_ l:,mm
in Sevmtos_ wm_,m_shKt in t_. in _ to deep meet
oceanography, MHI has had a coslfinuing intmu_ in con_ and slwlf procmmm, and
operates a shelf mounted _ platform at a depth of 38 rn in the Black See.
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The research interests of!MItl include: turbulence, hydropbysics, optics and

biophysics, ocean-atmcsphere interactions, wave theory, and dymmdc and stocastic

modelling. The institute has a substantial design, development, and manufacturing

capability for the specialh_ instnm_nts _ in its investigations. Because of

time constraints, the W'I'EC team was unable to visit the acoustics facih'ty at Odessa,

and concentrated on the insmnuentation developed at Sevastopol.

I_NU, lt_4 AND IZV]_A_PM_iT AG'NVlTIHS

This report will focus on the instrumentation developed by Mill for its physical
oceanographic investigations, and will not discuss those research activities.

MI-II has developed a family of towed and lowered CTDs. Of the towable systems,

Model MGI.120J (see Figure Marine.l) can operate to a depth of 1.5 km and at

speeds to 15 kts. It utilises a 6,000 m single conductor cable, Measurements

include temperature (resistance thenuome_ with a 50 m/see time constant),

conductivity (induction), and a strain gauge type pressure sensor. An interface unit,

a digital display and output to an external pemonal computer, is supplied to provide

power. This appears to be an improved model of the Model/P/'G_v_, which has

a depth limitation of 1,000 m and a 1.6 sec measurement interval. The Model/P/HI r-

9201 towed body (see Figure Marine.2) has control surfaces and can be maneuvered

in three dimensions. In addition to the CTD measurements, this unit also measures

light attenuation spectrally and the intensity of chlorophyll "_' radiation. Its maximum

depth is P.00 m and the maximum towing speed is 12 kts.

MHI has developed a series of profiling systems that are lowered on a cable (see

Figure Marine.3). They can be equipped with internal battery power and onboard

data recording for use on the shelf with unsophisticat_ support vessels, or can be

powered from the ship for operations to depthsof 9..5 kin. In general, they profile

pressure, temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, pH, and distance to the

bottom. They can be supplied with a I0 bottio water sampling module with about

1 liter samples. The $/u'ck-._ the most advancod of these models, also contains an

electromagnetic current meter, and can be outfitted with sensors for turbidity and

chlorophyll fluorescence. The WTEC team was provided with information on a more

recent sounder (Probe OL_ see Figure Marine.4), which measures current velocities

with a multiaxis acoustical meter as well as the standard CTD capabilities. It has a
2 km depth limit.

MHI has developed vane, propeller, eleclromagnetic, and acoustic current meters.

Most of these systems can be supplied with an internal microprocessor for

autonomous operation for periods up to one year, or with data output to a personal

computer. They cover a range of applications from the Sh/st-l, an acoustic shelf

system that has a depth range of 50 m to the 3-D acoustic current meter l_'t-l, which

operates to 6 km and includes a CTD measurement capability. This unit stores data
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Figure Marke.l. Towed C'/'D Iutmnmnt, Model MGI-1801
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carrying out research and projects at water depths to 6,000 m. Other undersea
c_;/_ties include the _ a 6,000 m deep towed skle saan system, which provides
high resolution data for bottom acoustic imagery and subbottom profiling. In
addition, IFREMER has created two research laboratories for robotics and
underwater acoustics .that have been associated with otmide laboratories .to

stimulate progress in applied research in key areas of _mderwater intervention.

]llmn_.i I.ND I_mmLOMmNT ADLwn'mi

In addition to manned sub_,,IFREMER has been ds_mloping remotely
operated vehicle capabilities. '1_o_ European leadership in deep ocean
activities, a f_asibility study has been underway since 199t for the development of
a 6,000 m science-dedicated ROV. ?otal costs are os6mated at $7 million, not

including manpower resources. The present schedule includes completion of
conceptmd studies (t993), s_m design(1994), and sys_ integration and sea
trials in mid 1996. Aitt_h sevarat 6,000 m ROVs are available commercially,

feels that better control is mmroised by conducting the project intermdly.

Also, since it is a science ROV, ths institute has _ communication with the
research community. Specific features include a 20 mm N_r optic cable, 20 kw,
400 Hz, and a 300 m tether with two different down weights. The ROV motors will
be oil compensated, and _the _zonics will be.in pmssm_ housings. Three

different tool sleds will be im_lnmdvely developed for biok_gy, geology, and sensor
packages. The ROV will have two manipulators-and sis thru_rs at 8 hp each. It

will utilize two VIdE compumm _ VXworks mal-tir_ operating system, one on
the ship and the other on the ROV. Vehicle tracking will be conducted using a

combination of an ultra-short baseline system in conjunction with a long baseline
system.

IFREMER is also a major partner in a MAST II _ Science and Technology)
_x_pemti_ European project for the dss__ of key teclmologies for a 6,000
m Abyssal Survey Vekdcle (ASV). This is an autonomous, serf-powered vehicle for
the surveying and mapping of deep ocean regions. The program is headed by the
United IOngdom's Institute of Oceanographic Sciences (lOS), amd includes partners

from France (ECA and _, the United Kingdom (DRA), _reece (University of
Athens), and Portugal (Hydrographic Institute). _ project's besibility study is
scheduled for completion in 1998, and includes a succinct preliminary design. Total
funding is approximately $2.5 million. The vehicle will use carbon fiber pressure
housings instead of syntactic foam. The projected range is 200 km at 2 m/sec, and

it will be able to survey a 8,400 m wide swath. The overall program objective is to
develop a cost-effective autonomous vehicle to survey the deep ocean regions.

Specific performance objectives include: independence from support ship during
survey;, submergence time in excess of 20 hours; 200 km survey range per dive; and

deployment from existing vessels. Monitoring of the data quality could be done
using a French acoustic transmission system, T1VA, at up to 20 kbits. The ASV will
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InsUtut National de Recherche en,ktfmm/ique_et_lm Automatique (INRIA) is-a
cooat1_t_g center for scientlc coopmWon :with scientists of the foansr Soviet
Union in the area of undemmsrvehicle _ _ pedorB basic research

in system design and in control _m_.bits_m_., _ inStttuti_,works closely with
IFREMI_ which does applied _tn_mam-vehicl_. The concepts that
are developed under the ICARE proJect._ _ relxt_ to tmdorwamr vehicles will
be demonstrated on the VORTEr test bed vwhicle at ]FREMER..

The underwater vehicle and sensor-bmmd control resem.ch at _ is in the project

l_-..,J_ (Insmnnentation, Control, and Architectures in Robotics), headed by
Mr. Claude Samson. _ project_has _ fulltime people, including six
graduate students. The program has three principal investigatom: Mr. Bernard
Espiau, Mr. Daniel Simon, and Mr. Patrick Rives. Mr. Espiau, who hosted the WTEC
team, was scheduled to transbr-from INRIA _o_noble later in 1993. _
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Their nm't_ _ mat_d_:_w, mon,stmrtsd___,,p, o'ehogod of
th/x project was to do bottom follow/no. This WpUcation would bo usod to do a

sonar survey and to make maps from tl_ data. Now INRIA is doing work on defining



sensors, actuators, and control tradeoffs for the MAST project ARSUAUV (Advanced
Research System for Unmanned Autonomous Underwamr Vehicles).

_fim_ k m__ r_ M_ m underwamr intelligent operation. This

includes sensor-b_m_l cmm'ol, pr_mu'm_lg took, and man/machine interface. The

team saw demonstrations of automatic program generation. The inputs to this
program are the tasks, the communication links, and the modules that define the

servo algorithm to be used. The Q_teuy of the robotic system can be input
through a computer misted design environment. The output is C code that can run
in a VXworks environment. INRIA sciang_ts also demonstrated a code simulation

system which allows the user to simulate sensor inputs and line-by-line code
execution.

INRIA is a basic research organisation that is creating technology in software
architectures, sensor-besed control, and control systems. INlqIA is a leader in this

area of research. This research is creating enabling technology that will have a
significant impact on underwater vehicles. Software srchitectures that allow easy
integration on local sensor-based control will open up the field of underwater
experimentation and new methodologies for scien_c research using underwater

vebioles. It can lower the cost of doing science underwater by reducing the
dependency of the vehicles on large scale positioning capabilities.

INRIA has only recently entered the field of underwater robotics and is interested in
expanding its role in this area of research.

'_:_raputer-Atded Design of a Robot Coatmller Handlhw Reactivity and Real Time
Control Issues," December 1992.

Espiau, B., F. Chanmet_, and P. Rives. '7, New Approach to V'_ml Servoing in

Robotics." IEEE Tmns,,cn'ons: Robodcs and Automation, Vol. 8, No. 3. June
1992.

Martinet, P., P. Rives, P. Flckinger, and J, Borrelly. "ParalletArc_ for V'mml
Servoing Applications." W_ on Computer _tecture for Machine
Perception. Paris: 1991.

Rives, P. and R. Pissard-Gibollet. 'tleactivo Mobile RObots Besed on Visual Servoing
Approach." Am 9"_ Perth: July 1992.

Brochure. 1992.
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The laboratory has a program in navigation and control from local sensors. The
W'I'EC team first saw a description and then a demonstration of LIFIA's system on
its simulator. Iris comprbmd _ a series of soMr sensors that am mounmd to look

out horizontally around the periphery of a mobile robot. By processing the data from
these sensors, the distm_e to a banJ_ or Wall is detennined. Points that are

continuous and in line are linked and defined am being part of a wall segment. Wall
segments are matched against a world model for fit. If a match is achieved, the

vehicle uses its esUmated position in this world model as an input to its global
navigation system. It is able to be commanded relalive to iW global position as

determined from the sonar or it can be commanded to respond directly with respect
to the sensed banier, as in obstacle _ Or tracking. The data from these

disparate types of sources are brought together end fused in an extended Kalman
filter.

SUMM/iRT

The technologies that we saw (including the research vehicle, software, videosensor
subsystems, sonar subsystems, navigation, control, and sensor fusion] all seem to

be applicable to underwater vehicle systems. Overall, LIFIA's work seems to be

competitive with work in the United States and in other countries. The laboratory
seems to be funded at a level that allows it to have a reasonable computer and
hardware environment for its research. The laboratory's scientists are converting
their software operating environment to VXworks, which will make them compatible
with many research organizations in the United States and will make interchange of
software more feasible. They are interested in joint projects with IFREMER and
other French underwater vehicle research organizations to demonstrate their
technology underwater. Active vision and control, using sensing of local terrain data,
are potentially important technologies in the future of remote underwater vehicles.
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Deacon I_boratory is a major United Kingdom deep water laboratory. It is the
international headquarters for WOCE. Recent past efforts have included a
multilayemd numerical model of the Southern Ocean, which will eventually extend
to global oceans. The forte of t_ I_mco_ Laboratory is intm'dis_'pltnary deep
ocean science, including both modelling and observations, closely supported by
innovative technology. The current thrusts of the laboratory involve marine physics,
chemistry, biology, geophysics, and geology. Ocean tools developed there include
GLORIA and TOBL

Deacon Laboratory is funded at a level of about £9 million a year by the National
Enviro_ Research Council. Them are plans for Deacon Laboratory to move in
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tlw _ _ar or M:__ .ed!_ with __of
Southampton. Deacon Laboratory employs about 200 people, 120 of whom are

scien_m or _. T_ _logy group is composed of 4S people.

D0aaon _ k o_offe_mari__ae lobomto_s in the U_ ]_gdom,
Tt_ othe_ am: Ob__t Saetland, and Plymouth and Proudman in

F__ ____ _ a tow tank and pr_sum
_mting facdlifl_. De_mm-__ OION tl_ with the 18bo_tofles of tl_

Defense Research b_nt, wltk amidemia and with industry.

_ _ IsinmlvudIna _ S,:i,nae and _ogy ooikb,_Ui_

_), mt_ _um_), the Deb_ _ _ Cux),the
NatlonalTechnicalUniversityofAthens (Greece),and theInstitutoI,nd:ogz'_co
Cemmgal_.

A major project at Deacon is the Autosub project, which may involve as nmnFu

three autonomous undersea vehicles. The present thrust of _e project b

ckne_pment of a demonstrator rut _, which will have full _ depth

csp, emy (6ooo_, _ bnow-on_ __ _ _ZU0o m
Auv, win _onow, _ _ _ _ oommog_ __
tlm wator column. _ it stufamm itwgl _ _ data from GI_ and
any desired rel_'Ogmmmh_ down to tlw module level While on the surface,

through the second of two antennae, it will transmit oce_ data

and iw g_gmpldm_ position. The tuk k to cross the _ _ data u it

proceeds. The third AUV. mnmtiwly dubbed _ Is betng_dNignedkNr sea
floor _?lor_ion with _ of three to five days at _xmt8 knms:

The Pmtcsub projeot commenced in 1988. Sevaml workshops that are part of the

project uked _ for requirements _ such AUVs _ _
resulted in the commissioning of 20 studies. The Autosub project receives about
£7s0,_)0 in fm_ng per year. These _ct funds ham enab_ the_bve_
of ,_memom,_r ___,_ and __m_

l,d by Deacon Laboratory Involves Industry. tim _ Research Agency.

The _mtomb project Ires three phases: _ _

Phase I: F_. on inssum _ (cm:b_ fiber),_ eamti'o_at dep_

hydrodymm'dc coeNtctents (from 314 scale modal), OPS
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Phase II:

Phase m:

navigation. The critical path includes pressure hull and variable
buoyancy control. +

+ -

Subsystem teblmo]ogy development will determine the design. Batteries
have been selected as the _ source.

The main thrust of this phase ks to produce the demonstrator test vehicle.
The goal for this is 1997.

Phase IV: Evolution to Dolphin and _.

The Autosub project at this time is examining the use of correlation sonar, subsea
navigation, and low drag research. The project intends to use off the shelf
electronic hardware.

NJl_On£T

The Autosub project dominated the team's conversations at Deacon Laboratory.

l_Jl-l_2 Report of the/nslfmte of Oceanogmpiu'c $c/ences. Deacon Laboratory.

Scienfinc Autonomy in the Deep Ocean. Autosub. Brochure.

Nautilus. Newsletter of the Autosub CRP. hmuo8 1-5.

+
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The system design philosophy is to focus on a specific market, develop a low cost
solution, get the vehicle in the mr, and let it evolve. Marconi suggests that the
OZMS system should be priced in the $100,000 to $200,000 range.

The OD.AS vehicle was launclwd eighteen months prior to the W'rEC panel's visit.
It is being jointly undea't/_ by Msrconi, Moog Controls, Chelsea Instruments, and

Alupower. Its primary _ is the collection of oceanographic data through the
use of insmnnents developed by Chelsea. The vehicle is 21" in diameter and

approximately 20 ft long. It has an endurance of 36 hrs (94 nominal) and reaches
a speed of 5 kts. It currently has 37 kWhrs of energy that is divided between

propulsion (65 percent) and payload (35 percent). A future aluminum-air system
under development by Alupower will be used to inoreue the energy density of the
onboard battery in order to reduce the sise of the vehicle. The vehicle will turn in
200 m of water with its current conflgtm_on and will reach depths of 300 m. The
hull is of aluminum alloy. The computer system is based on the Intel 386, with

software written in ADA. Structured programming techniques are used within the
ADA software development environment The payload weight is 48 kg within a 20"
long section of the body.

The vehicle has no obstacle avoidance sonar, but does have a minimal
communications capability that currently allows an abor_ command to be sent to the

system. More complete communications are planned with the eventual capability
of transmitting data back to the remote user. The system is positively buoyant and
also includes a droppable keel for emergency recovery.

Trial runs have been conducted in Portland Harbor with success. The vehicle

transited along a predeflned path at a depth of 10 m, A simple yet effective launch
and recovery system has been developed for recovery of ODAS. The recovery

system is towed behind the:_r ship and a line ks fed through the device and
attached to the ODAS system during recovu_y.. The _ is then winched (pulled)
into the cradle and locked in place. The entire system is then recovered.

A small, fiber-optic cable controlled system w_ lfefly d_umed, _ It was felt by
Marconi representatives to be a unique system that might have many applications.

CONCLUSIOm

Them is no question that this __ has many _tles in the design of
undersea vehicles. Marconi's scfem/sts and en_ are looldng hard at
commercial applications of this technology and have a number of thoughts on what
those applications might be.- Mamcmi lento ez_ore the potential market,
and believes that low cost rams hem a role in that _lsce. The launch and

recovery system for the OD,_ vet_le is a good example of the company's efforts
to develop innovative, low cost solutions.
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SNbat 9001

The Seabat 9001 multibeam bathymetric sonar is a high resolution sea bed mapping
and profiling system for use from ROVs or surface crafts. The opem_rtg frequency
is 458 kHs and the acoustic wk_ow is 90° by 1.5° oroa-section Jootprint. There is
a real-time color display of the sonar image with the ZX coordinate superimposed
in profile. The system is capable of inputth_ the data into high grade survey
software packages for integration with position and attitude sensor data, therefore

providing a means to conduct accurate surveys in greatly reduced time scales. If
a roll, heave, and pitch sensor package and a Doppler Velocity Log are
incorporated with the sonar, position ac_ better than ± l m can be maintained
with a datum check at 1 lau intervals. The Seabat sonar system's characteristics are
given in Table Reson.l.

Bmm.l

S mt S,mr

Frequency

Ranges

Resolution

# Beams

Horizontal

Vertical

Power

i

Tow Speed

6013

MOD_

24 VDC (Subsurface)
3 ampe (unit)

i,lll

10kts
i

9001

455 kHz465 kHz

2.5, 8, 10, 26 m 3.5, 6, 10, 35 m

8 cm 8 cm
ii ii i

60 60

1.5 ° Recvr. 1.6 ° Recvr.
165 ° Tmnsm. 100 ° Transm.

i i J

18° Recvr. 15° Recvr.
16° Tramm. 1.8° Transm.

ii

34 VDC (Subsurface)
3 ampe (unit)

H

10 k'ts

Depending on the cost of these systems, their general characteristics may justify
taking a hard look at them.
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Slingsby started business by being pert of BUE, a holding company owned jointly

by the British government and commercial entities. In 1986, ML Holdings was
founded, and Slingsby Engineering became part of a multidivision corporation.

The firm is located in the ]Srkbymoorside countryside near Thirsk, halfway between

Manchester and Newcastle. At.thk location, _them are two sepm_te Slin_by
companies: Slingsby Engineering, which is involved with underwater hardware and

systems, and Slingsby Aviation, where the T_FIreaF, military basic training aircraft,
is fabricated.
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St/nosby _ _ a _-_:__ people. The corpmate thrust is_the
oS.hom oil msxkR_ ond_mk_cmmu_lcmtons (uvzlerwamr _). Specific
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gm_ulamm

Unde_ _t:

EnginN_g N/:

u_ communioation,
Underwater connectors

_ smdiw
SubSoa__O
Training and service personnel

equipment_Oc type)

Test faciUtkm: Pmsmlre
Bottom
Wet

Slinosby hM rupoctable test facilities, ospocl_ly far pmmum. It has smmm'mm
small l;mmue tanks, and a l&rge test tank, 8.8 m long x 3.8 m _r ('27 _t long
x 10 ft _), rated for 7,500 ft d sea water (3,_0 psi). SEL uses water as the
test medium and has numerous throughput wires for testing, but no tem_
controls. The wet tank is 30ftx lOftx 13 ft deep, and tho _ basinis 7 m

Slingsby _ has designed _ built numerous manned sysmrns in the pest.
but curtain mmkot domm_ Is such that dw omnpsny Is em'y involved with _d
•,7._. In z97a, S_asby-bU_tho_st of ave ___m_dmscue
vohicl_ tim __ __ __ has a _ _ dopth
1,600/t and k c_ of _ _ rescuees on ea_h/p. Numbsr 8 boat k
pree_ onrand-byduty_i_'_ Navy.In ]9e6._ _ andbuUt
the JIM,m!_ a __ msb0o-abez.skln diving suit rat_:Ibr I_600 ft
ope_ depth. This nmbt was short lived became of the trend toward

sys_ms, the ROVe. O_or previous projoc_ have been the Scarab RI
water Jotsystem for cable _ bottom crawtm_ with _ _/_a
syslam to place a very _ cover _ over the l_mion-log cabkm of a surface
platform. _._._ko perfommd dm _/Ol'study, whi_ has_k, dup _ the
10,000 m ROV for Japan.

o

botngd_w_op_d. ....

i
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Slingsl:_s major product line oomkts of the _ ROVes and associated support
components and systems. The Trojan ROV, _ isapprozimately 7 ft x 5 ft x 5 ft,,
4,000 lbs, and rated for 8,800 ft. was the first of a esdN. The company's scientists
and engineers built thirteen units and sold twelve_ They made the mistake of
showing their customers the next generation unit, the _qV'ROV, and the thirteenth
Trojan unit is still for sale. Typical of the Slingsby philosophy, the system is
modularized with optional power packs, variable ballast option, and seven function
mastor/alave to five function_manipulatom, arboth,_ _vohiede o_n_s with a

topside control van, rated for o_mm_plstfonu us_ __ sys_m-,s, both the

surface winch and A-freme, and Uw ,underwater garage: _'Additional options are
available based on customers' needs.

The multirole veh/c/e (/t_V) is designed to be ffexi_. There are many possible
variations available (see Table Sling.I).

_.1
Dm_n Vm4Jm of tim MtV

Length (m) 1.9 to 8.8

Width (m) 1.6 to 1.5

Height (m) 1.6 to 1.6

DoS_ bring (m)

Air Weight O0g)

Pow_ (kw)

600 to 2,000

1,s00 •
28 to 48

tniil i F

The options are as varied as the customers' needs._ Vehicle Options include power,
tools, cameras, lights, and navigation equipment. .Systems options are umbilical (soft
or armored), topside handling syster_, conWol 0_ snd consoles, tether
management system CI'MS), and specialty work skids. Special work packages have
been added on to the _qVthat are larger that the _hicfe itself. The complete
system (with all ancillary support equipment along with customer training) sells for

$ 2 million. /P/RVnumber 5 is pmNntly in acceptance testing.

In addition to febricaflng '_, _0sby also contin_ :augments and upgrades
subsystem capabilities, especially vehicle thrusters, power units, manipulators, and
tools. Examples of what is available are listed in the references. The/t/RVunits are

completely modularized in design, and component variations are easily incorporated
into the vehicle.
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The Marine Technology Directorate (MTD) b a United ]_mgdom-bued sse_n
with an international membership. The membembip comes from industry,
govenm_nt, research esUdil'mm'n, a_lsadc inslitutio_, the U.K.'s Science
Engineering Research Counc_ _, end the Royal AoKlomy o{ Scienoe. The
members have significant interest and capabih'ties in oceart-relatod.teohnology,
their membership level entitles them to certain privileges. MTD advances research
and development through its funding of mariru technology studies via academia,
research institutions, and industry. Many of the ongoing progrmus are managed by
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th)_ _ __. Pre_ntty, MTD operates programs with a total
value of $9.6 milh'on in three broad areS:

o Publication and _ se_

The marine _ that _e presently under contract am:

oce_ _ _d n_e_s

S_p _-_ __
ocean envtronnwnt _

0

0

0
0

0

North Sea o/l _ the _rcial market interests _ the creation of MTD.
Nevertheless, the _ developed is of in_t to commercial, e_,
end military concerns.

_ m I_iILOR_qY AC_n'MS

The major thrust h_ bean d/raced toward the needs of oil and gas endecnvom, with
the balsnco (I0 percem) directed to mineral resources, energy, and bi_.
The 1990 budget was $1.6 m/llion.

monitortng, defect 8memment_ fatigue, snm, buckt_, grouts and grou_g,
corrosion and fouling, k_mdations and piles, welding and materials, concrem, other
ocean structures' (o.g., pipelines) designs, and decommissioning of s_.

aUtomation, automation _chnolooy, and underwater woddng, The atmualbudget in
1990 wu $880,000.
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Programs in this area involve compliant systems, wire rope and cables, shipping
semisubmersible technology, and floating structures. In I990, _ _dgetwas $1,1
million. Areas of high interest have been fire safety and o_hore reliability.

Ommt lht smen t

Studies pursued are fluid loading, ocean environment, and coastal engineering,
1990, the budget was $600,000. r

In

The advancement of unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) tectmo]ogy has proven

to be of value to both the civil (commercial and sctentl_)__ sectors of
marine operations. The needs of the civil sectors _(nameiythe offshore oil and gas

industry, the search and recovery industry, and the scientific community) and those

of the defense industry cannot be met with _ting _able technology.
Consequently, MTD has un_rtaken the TechnologT_i_r U_d Underwater
Vehicles (TUUV) program. This is a two-year, $2.4 million program that was started
in October 1992. The problems to be studied under ?UUV inc_de work that is
fundamental to the development of truly advanced UUVs. TUUV has identified six
major missions:

0

0

0

0

o

0

Pipeline surveying (inspection and muting)
Offshore platform IRM Cmspection, repair, and maintenance)
Wellhead and satellite wellhead IRM

Seabed object detection and classification
Subsea construction

Wet salvage

Based on the review of flity-three propesek received, twelve were iselected to form

the TUUV Program Portfolio (see Table MTD.I).

smmnlrr

r

] _'!i_ _ [ " i¸

MTD appears to be a cohesive force to tie together the o_hore and ocean industry

needs and available knowledge. Its major operating area is the North Sedan

sector, but it is forging _closer lJrdm with North Amo_ and _ increasingly
important countries of the Pacific rim.

MTD is a relatively new multifaceted spin-off from the SERC organisational structure.
Apart from its research e_orts, activities include marine technology student ships,

training and master of science courses, society f_ ut_krwater _ogy, and
international collaboration. Several European Community maritime e_orts are given
in Table MTD.2. _=_
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Science and Technology program
under Dlmctonee ]]II of the EC Brussels

West European Graduate Education in
blarine Technology

Institut Francais de Recherche pour
1' Exploitation de Mer

University Enterprise Training Partnership

NoW: The IVlTD office in Aberdeen was opened in 1993 to service North Sea
interests. The major point-of-contact for MTD is:

The Marine Technology Directorate, Ltd.

15 Buckingham Street
London, WC3N 6EF
United Kingdom

Telephone: 44-71-331-0674
Fax: 44-71-930-4323

Technology for Unmanned [rnderwa_r Vehiclea (27]UV). Prospectus.

F177), A Focus of International ,qcti_'_ in Ocean Technology. Brochure.
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Camera Alive has devolopod a basic stereo video _ that has been au_wnmd
for noncontact measurement _.
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The DC2 is a high msolutioa _ array camera designed for underwater use to
1,000 m. The system Ires _ fo_,:b_s:

o Operates under the PC O_t _:(MS-Windows based software control)

o 1242 x 1182 x8 bit d_gitaldam m.,tlmt
o Does not require s_t a'ame_ition hardware

o Extremely accurate calibration is enabled through full pixel for pixel
correlation

o Supplied as a fully operational system including camera and RS 422
card, rated to 1 Mb_/mcond), software, surface cabling, ready to

work with standard 386 pemonal computer

NGM: N_ _t_o Memw'emat _

The NCSg is a noncontact measurement system with video input The system is a
fusion of software and hardware to:

0

0

0

0

Capture video from video cameras VDI and VD2
View real-time stereo video in color

Take dimensional measurements from the captured stereo video
Output these measurements to a CAD

The system operates with MS-W'mdows, allowing nonspecialized usem to operate
the system with minimum training and experience.

Camera A//ve. General write-up.

DCl : l_gh Nesolution l:b_'tal Array Camer_ Brochure.

Camera Alive h_: operational e_dpamnt atat has proven to be succeasfizl in the
underwater environment.

IX72: Underwater l'h'gh Resolution l_gltai Array CamerL Brochure.

.,_-_2: Noncontact VideoMeasurement _j,s_n. Brochure.

Stereo Wemfng and Noncontact 8.D l_asummenL General brochure with useful
information.
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deep diving ROV in Europe C>I,O00FSW).k a general purpose ROV used m-an

early test bed for a variety of underwater tasks and equipment under development
st HWU. It was followed by-Angu_mz/.Angus.,_ which were similsr but improved
ROVs also used in the HWU projects. _HWU ako built Rover, a smell autonomous
underwater vehicle that operated in comdinatod tasks with Angus_ and divers.
Anew-4 was designed in the early 19808, but was ne_z _ built due to fund/ng
corutmintn that have continued to hinder further dovelopment of UUVs at HWU.
Operation of Angum-3 has also been halted by funding _. Due to the lack

-of funding for development of UUVs, HWU has changed the development emphasis
from _ to key lFt,w7rod)systems for ROV_and AIN 8pplio_ons (e.g., acoustic

and optic sensors, signal _ 8o_nre, robotic systems, and
knowledge-based sy_nu). In line with thb approach, the university has evolved
a very capable set of hd_atmios to mx_uplk_ this objecti_.

Supporting the clepartnwntJ8 work 8re five lsboratory complmms:

O

O

O

O

O

co p.ti.g
Electronic and Electrical Laboratory
Telecommunications Labomtmy
Humsn-C_r Systems Laboratmy
Ocean SFstems Laboratory

The W'mC team was most interested in research acttvtttu that were being
conducted in the Ocean Systems Laboratory group headed by Dr. Dunbar;,, however,
the team noted the good c_ 8rid syrm'gy between laboratories for wtrious
projects. Dr. Russelrs depertment also provkles a full range of standard university
curricula for computing and electflcel engineering.

I'IWU'8 UUV-mla_d work is flzlly ftmclledJ0r the next two years through the h-"uropesn
_.MAST pmwem _ _ l_gdom'8 Marine Technology

I)bre_mme research end development __ ,_cdinmd by the MTD office in
Aberdeen (see separate site report _ M55)). _

Over the years, the type of funding 8vailsble has been a problem for HWU. Most
of the urdvomity's funding k o__for msom'ch. Thus whon programs 8nd
projects reach a certain point in maturity, HWU is expected to seek alternate
funding, generally from industry, to complote the work. It is difficudt for the
uutvemities to obtain funding _ __. In the case of ..most wojects, the
universities' inability to acquire tm.,mtflon _ stops the walk.before the systems
and components roach _ commercial use_nus. _ Nonetheless, HWU's
accomplishments - both inscope and depth- are impressive.
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oporado_ d ]_ mm_latml, I_ __ bl_p_s_'td_f_olltS_nt

robotlcsal_ tosm_a_usly vls_, planand _ _ taskswitha
ndnimum of osxmn_ involvomont. 't_ week-lsatsnom, ty _ yot bat b msld_
good _ and._s demo_tmti_ was

propagation modols and support_ at_ datataleacousticccnmmication
systems for AUVs.
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In conjunction with. EEVMAC, HWU is developing the _Firth of Forth as a

communications test range. Acom_c tustn_.ents in the Forth will transmit and

receive signals that are then carried by subsea cables to a pew base at Leith

Harbor. The signals are microwaved directiyto tho_.at HWU, allowing the

range to be used in real-time testing and interaction between the scientist in the lab

and the sensors in the field. 'l'lds permits a real-time evaluation of communication

signal propagation and system eflectiveness. The range will be ready late this

sumnler.

The team also visited Dr. Laurie Linnett's Image Processing Laboratory, where

research projects misted to interpretation and classification of sonar images are in

progress. The lab is largely funded under the Technology for Unmanned

Underwater Vehicles program managed by the Marine Technology Directorate (see

separate MTD site visit report). One project is developing algorithms for rapid

processing of entire side scan seabed surveys, using fractal tecbrdques to

characterize the seabed sediment textures and then employ probability statistics to

identify abnormalities in the textu_s. In this way repid processing ofvery large data

sets can be achieved. Another project is developing real.time processing of side

scan sonar data to locate unsupported sections of pipeline for the oil industry. A

third group has been working on object detection algorithms for sonars for some

time. The group has achieved excellent detection ra_es and is now foctlsing on

improving detection of objects against different backgrounds and clutter. Other

work in the labis directed tmmrd comprasalon of sommr data to _l'deve manageable

sized data sets from high-output, modern sonars. The results will allow more

efficient storage, manipulation, and transmission of data for real-time operations. Yet

another group is working On _ and graphical _te_ k_ralmulstion

of side scan sonars to better understandi_ _ process and add _the projects

involved with acoustic detection and classification. Linnett's laboratory continues to

do outstanding work that is web funded and moogrdsed. The demonstrations were

well organized and impressive, andit was obviml that the team of researchers are

highly motivated and productive.

BOkOQ_r

HWU has done outstanding work in many areas related to underwater vehicles and

intelligent subsystems relating to robotics, acoustic imaging and communications.

The university's program has the objective of integration of all these intelligent

subsystems to accomplish useful demonstrations with ROVs and AWs in the ocean

environment. I-IWU has been one of the pioneering forces in the area of UUV

systems for over two decades, and has a well deserved reputation for excellence.
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Mobil is one of the users of the technology and hardware developed by firms with
ocean-oriented products. In its position, Mobil can direct the technology to places
where it is needed. The/_lVob_-k"S_ Diverless Intervention System is a prime
example of this operating mode.

_mmCH AND IZVm, CM_ ACTNI'I'ZS

The object of the Mobil Intervention program is to maintain • subsea _ree"

(completion system) by an ROV in wamr depths to 1,000 m. The justification for this
program is cost savings. For example, two cases were presented that review
operating costs (see Table Mobil.l).



The capebilit_ of the ___ In_rmntion _m am:

0

0

0

0

Valve _ _ _ _ •
Valve _-md pmm_
Control __.md flow lines

Planned MaJnlenm_t.
s0 Workt.g D,m, o-
Location

II I

I

$1,e80,000

$1,088,000

Unplanned Intervention.
2 Wot.ld_ Da_ on

Ss_.000

_,000

IJ

m

ii

I 1

The benefits ¢k_mt I_m _ capability am:

0

0

0

0 "

0

l_duced installation and n-,akmnance coets
Increased safety

weaflwr-mlat_ downtime

Worid_ depths to 1.000 m

r

evalumd. The bmc ROYis the Slingsby_ withadd-o, mod._ that

m.. P,_.I_ to _ hxm bee- _ e_mo.nm_g. _ _

subsea completion mm needs: _ -_,



0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.aRxmdtz B. S_ P,epmm -Untted SkVenn

Autonomous _ .... +

Better ROV trustem (morn vehicle control)

Better and faster _ communications (7 to 10 krn b present limit)
New manipulators
Supervisory cont_+ _

Lock-on capability +
Tactile sensor systems

3-D video to operate manipulator without operator intervention

3O3

Mobil-F_qI, Intervention, New Frontiers, New Technology. Brochure.
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is possible to bring up the _ display, the video display, and the sonar display, or

whatmr combination of displays the operator wants. All of the data is logged and
is recallable.

Tdtech has produced many types of small sonar. The company even hard-canned
one of its units for subsu display by k ogreen.

Tritech did not have brochures to pass out to the participants. However, indications
are that their producls are very inexpensive and could be of inmrest to others.
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The Sonavision 4000 high definition sonar system incorporates a new composite
transducer array and digital_processktg that has closed considerably the gap
between underwater television piotuzm_ and previous sonar systems. The
interpretive qualifies of the unit m cldrwd by the tm'get's shape, size, color or

shade variation, and shadows, This _ the operator to more effectively identify
targets. Some of the system's unique features including the following:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Real time acoustic zoom

Audio output representing range and bearing

Built-in joystick for range and bearing cursor
Infinitely variable sector and position overlay
Selection of display modes in recordeble S-VHS standard
HPIB/RS 232 interfaces for acoustic and cursor data

Choice of telemetry link to suit umbilical
Widebend composite array technology

120 colors, either 362 • 286 pixels Crecordeble), or 840 • 480 pixels for high
resolution monitor or printer

The composite array b the result of UDI's newly developed technology. The results
are wider bandwidth and much greater efficiency in the convemion of electrical
energy into mechanical energy.

W_vtsm_4CES

Marconi UDI. Pro_/es. Brochure describing key people and projects.

"1-8 Connectivity Composite Piezcelectrlc Materials for High Frequency (> 100 kHz)
Transducer Arrays."

UI3I Sonavmion 4000. l_gh _'tfon Somu'. Brochure.
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to the farmer Soviet Uniaa in Decma_r 1987. Rauma employs over 100 people and
l_s sales of about $30 million.
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aUl,U_M AND I_WII_R_qY ACYIvrriB

The WTEC team was given presentations on the company's capabilities by
Mr. Seppo Seppala, president, and Mr. Jarl Lind, product nuuu_2en

Rauma has broad expertise in various undersea and high pressure areas from design
through constructioru The company has manufactured two deep submomibles
(6,000 m) and a 300 m diver lock-cut submersible. Rauma has also developed
buoyancy materials, ballast pumps, a seawater hydraulic pump, and batmry
packages. Other specialty designs have included a hyperbaric welding spread, a
deep ocean corer, decompression chambers, and hyperbaric simulators.

Rauma Oceanios has broad expertise in mam2ing type ultra-high sUength steels that

were used as pressure hull materials for the _ research subn_mibles. Maraging
steels offer superior strength/weight ratios compared to literdm_ and since collars

for viewports are integrally cast with the pressure hull, large diameter viewports are
po_ible. The company could readily build full ocean depth systems if there was a
market demand.

Rauma's design capabilities are based on computer aided engineering. This
includes a 3-D layout design of complete systems and _, geometry from
a 3-D model database, dimension drawings for manufacture, finite element analysis,
and the documentation processes. The design sol, rare codes (CATIA, VERTEX,
IGBS, CAEDS, ANSYS) were also described. Other undersea developments include

a 7,000 ft, 22 pound//_ syntactic foam using special microballoons and a 6,000 m
rescue device for submersibles. The team was also given a short tour that focused
on the company's DLO-300 diver lock-out submersible.

An interesting innovation has been an air independent power system (ALP) that is
pressure compensated and can be used in depths to 6,000 m. Rauma's RDP-100

power peck, an autonomous Rankine engine, has been successfully used in an

autonomous vehicle. The normal power is up to SO kW with virtually unlirm'ted
operating time. The Ranldne engine is very reliable because there are _ew moving
components. Rauma designed the special bearings for the turbine. The system
weight is 980 kg without fuel. Efficlenclas of 30 percent have been achieved. AlP
could have broad applications in special ROVs, deep-sea research stations, and
submersibles.

Rauma also has test capabilities that include a 2.S m diameter, 6.0 m high, and

7,800 m equivalent pressure tank, and a 4 m diameter, 12 m high, and 1,000 m
pressure tank. Det Norske Veritas CDNV) has provided Rauma Oceanics with an
umbrella certification.
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ABS

ADCP

AI
AlP
H/_abm_

At_n
Angm'a
Zngw-J
An_-2 & -8

AUV

American Bureau-of Shipping (technical and certification
_+ society)

Acoustic Doppier current profilers for ocean current

measurement at various depths (remote sensing system)
Artificialintemgeaca •
Air-_dependeat propulsion (ener2y sources)
A pro_ 6,000 m Soviet Ac,,_ of Sciences research

submemible to be built k_r the P.P. Shimhov Institute of
Oceanology. Eventually the two _ evolved out of this
earlier project concept.

4,_0 m DSV operated by Woods Hole Oceangraphic Institute
Russian tourist submatt_ design,6 passengers to 600 m

Fi=t deep operating (300+ m) ROV in Europe
Improved versions of the original Angus-I design

Russian-designed and -built 600 m depth capable manned

submersible which operates primarily in the Black Sea

_al su=vey_hicJe

Autonomous m_cienv_ter vehicles - self powered systems that

ope_m without a l:_zysical c_tion to the sm'face

ktflsh
Bathymetric

CIS
CLSO

cpu
CTD

DeZ_
DEM
DNV
DO

Towed undenmmr platform for oceanographic measurements
Topography +d+ocean floor;, depth measurements of large

bodim_wsmr
Ballktic._submarine _ _
A center for underwater tourism (a concept being pursued by

i ' " +

Commonwealth*d Independent States
Complex for Lifting Large Sunken Objects
Control and power unit (of a computer)
Conductivity, lempemun, end depth (Oceanographic

_=) ,,
IFREMER:s numm_ submersible with 3,000 m depth capability,

based at the Toulon kbomtory

French submersible
Electrmdc module

Det Nmskm Veritu, the Norwegian classification society
Dinc_i c_n Onwa_)

• _EXl_l'orer:. AUV that will be used for geological survey
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EEG

klsh 1_
Foton (Photon)

I_U

A comp.ct 100m_bpth c.p.bl. _ f_ Intendu_
A hydro2en_ 01tO,)fuel cell developedby Energlain.

Foamr Staler Union

Gmmaa

GOOS
GPS

Helena

HOBU

IFREM_

8_kndr

An ____ _d a _ nualsar-_

(pemmmmd'tuedsotu_ _ .. 'hydromuc"
Glob,d __ Sysmns - h_ematton81 program
Cnob._P__

A_ __ __j _ nuab_r
unit of lOO_,, __'ttu ..me buic _uei

Hydrogu-azygm_,_ _
usage term far hydrostatic tNt (i.e., pressure test)
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Institute of Oceanographic Sciences (Deacon Laboratory;, U.K.)

ROVbeing tested by Japan. Fell 4m short of reaching 11,000 m
world's record depth in March-April 1994.

Nuclear submarine (_f/m Class) -- Soviet submarine that sank

April 7, 1989 in Norwegian Sea in 1,400 meter water.
Several expeditions have been conducted to study
environmental effects.

LAS

Idder

Leisure submersible apparatus (Kharax) tourist submarine
designed to carry six persons and a crew of two

Laser imaging detection and ranging system

Mariecoprom
MAR_$

Agency responsible for operation of Ukrainian submersibles
Marine utility vehicle proposed funded under MAST-H (EC

cooperative project) - for coastal seabed and

environmental surveys
Magneto-hydrodynamic propulsion system
Russian 6,000 m manned submersibles, built by Rauma

Oceanios in Finland for P.P. Shirshov Institute of

Oceanology, Russian Academy of Sciences
Multimle Vekdcle -- 8,000 m research submersible owned and

operated by IFREMER

Nau_e

Neptun

NERC

Ocean Shuttle

ODAS

Odissey
Osmotr

French submersible with • 6;000 m depth capability;, operated
by IFREMER, based at its Toulon laboratory

Tourist submarine designed and built by RUBIN
(St Petersburg);currently operatinginAntigua

United Emgdom's National Environment Research Council

Nonmilitary nuclear-powered sub_ project that has been
proposed by LazuriC a small submarine (about 1,000
tons) that is designed for oceanographic and commercial
ocean work tasks

Oceanograpl_c Dam Acquim'_on System -- U.K-based AUV
project jointly tmdertaken by Marconi, Moog Controls,
Chelsea Instruments, and Alupower

Support vessel for submersibles Sever-2 and Sever-2 B/s

Russian 300m depth, diver lockout submersible
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pH
P/sew

FAMOUS

PSI[
PTT

Xel_

Y_SSm_F

ROV

Rus

Semr-3

SIMD
SIMRAD

SSBN

Sub Tour ]0/I00

S_
Submersible OPS

Tam
TEUs

_o. akmm7

_ _ or __+_on
_ class of _ with 2,000 m depth

_. TWo/_¢_u _ m operamd by the P.P.

1_ _P_rlcan_Mld_ Study on the Mid-Atlantic

Phued 8herkey
Pmss-to-tslk switch

to supp¢_ deep_ Ithas been the principel

support ship for _'-! and -IZ

opsralnd __-in +_d vehicle cable-

,rod_ k_a a support platform
nui,,n _ C4rmra_. _ L-_U_)
A 6,000 m sutmmmible designed by Malachite

+

S_ _ _ h'_ powomd submerged by

sysm en__g andm_ - the dmcipt_ that brings

2,000m _ _ by ]M[sla_to (touristsubmarine)
(.k,oknow am

N_ company engs@_ in _ systems development
mmhm _m,r, _ I well m munera _ms

any-+++-+m,dlmn used to describe

Ten-pemon tourist _-(Intomhel0

bkD to sediments or rock making up the sedoor

+operatior_
__ +

+ + _

20.foot_l_dent traits.T_ _.to 20 footcargo oonmlnem

foramwing _ onboard container ships
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'l_ermocline

7'he_-H

'I'MS _

TOGA

Trois.
TS 20/1O0

TUUV

Temperature invemion layem found in all oceans; water on the

surface overlying colder water
Towed manned submersible designed by Malachite in Russia;

operated currently by Mariecoprom in Ukraine
Tether management system - control system for ROV tether
Tropic Ocean Global Atmospheric (international program)
ROV built by Slingsby Engineering in U.I(.
Russian tourist submarine design for 20 passengers; designed

to operate at a depth of 100 m
Technology for Unmanned Underwater Vehicles program _./.K.)

Deep ROV developed by IO'ylov Institute of Russia
Ultra Short Baseline (tracking system) - technique

underwater locating and tracking

foe

VORTE_ Versatile Ocean Subsea Robot for Technical Experiments --
IFREMER's testbed ROV for validating hardware and
concepts

WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment ('international program)

Yamato Japanese experimental vessel with the most advanced MI-ID
operational system in the world




